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TURN YOUR $200 MICS INTO $4,000 MICROPHONES
(can you imagine what it'll do for a $4,000 mic ?)
There has never been a microphone preamp like this, at any price!

NightPro PreQ3
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THE MAGIC IN THE AIR CONTINUES
The only Vari AirTM mic/pre in the world!
FUNCTIONS
Mic/Pre: Upgrades your arsenal of microphones by opening up a high end in your mics that you've never
heard before. You can literally EQ above the hiss of the microphone and bring out the air without bringing
up the hiss.

Line Equalizer: Can be used as a variable Air BandTM equalizer on a two track mix. This gives you the
ability to open up the high end in your mix by adding air.
Vari AirTM: A variable Air BandTM equalizer that varies the gain and frequencies at five selected bands:
2.5Khz; 5Khz; 10Khz; 20Khz; and 40Khz; providing a boost only shelf at the selected band pass.
A B COMPARISON: When compared with other preamps, sounds recorded with the PreQ3 jump out of
the mix. The real effect will be realized in the final mix!

PRICING:

2

Channel

-

one rack

-

$1,595

4 Channel

-

one rack

-

$2,595

The PreQ3 was designed for high end recording, however, the pricing has made it possible for everyone to
benefit from this new technology.

FINALLY, a world class mic/pre at a price everyone can afford.
Recent Credits
Recording
Madonna - Evita
Garth Brooks - Fresh Horses
Gloria Estefan - Destiny
Denny Purcell/Georgetown Masters - T -Man

yL.
nightpro

Broadcast
NBC Tonight Show
ABC Country Countdown
KYBM - Versailles, Missouri
KYCW - Infinity Broadcasting

NightPro is also home of the EQ3, the worlds only Air BandTM Equalizer

NIGHT TECHNOLOGIES INTERNATIONAL
1680 W 820 N Provo, UT 84601 (801) 375 -9288
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Editorial

Tim Goodyer surfs the Net and collects

bin full of trivia

a

Soundings

Show news from Frankfurt's Musikmesse,

British independent radio

trials, Sonic Solutions'

DAB

DVD

International Columns

authoring system

One the spot reports

from Studio Sounds columnists in Europe, America and the Far East

World Events

Willi Studer's contribution to the
evolution of audio is a matter of record;
his influence over its future is assured.
Obituary on page 8

the only exhaustive show and convention

listing for upturning audio. post production, broadcast, and communications
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18 Yamaha 02R

Recent agreements

Studio Sounds exclusive bench
test of the benchmark budget
digital console

onfuture (D standards pave the way for multimedia

Masterfonics /Facility
Tom Hidley's controversial

'ION room' makes Masterfonics Nashville's best

Multichannel / Postproduction
fom Holman concludes his discussion of multichannel audio systems

Ecryption /Technology
If encryption can make the Net

a

safe place for audio, it's time to learn

Compression/
Broadcast

31 AMEK 9098 RCMA
Rupert Neve's current take on
remote -controlled microphone
preamp design-exclusive
44 Digidesign Pro Tools v3.2
An update on Digi's enduring
hard -disk recorder- editor
36 Graham -Patten D -ESAM 200
GP's digital edit suite mixer
offers sound audio -for-video
40 Penny & Giles PP10
Taking a lead in digital outboard
with a innovative new
processor -exclusive
45 New Technologies at NAB
Equipment developments
including NAB highlights

ouCl

An insight into alternative approaches

to audio signal compression

Apple Computer/
Technology
Do Apple's

problems present a threat to

the future of Mac-based pro audio?

John Watkinson
idling costs

LECKIE INTERVIEW
From Marc Bolan to Radiohead,

and falling standards, the challenge for recording

Broadcast
The voice of audio in the lace of video: the

fight goes

26 Neumann M149 Tube
The latest valve mic from the
mic- meisters combines old and
new technology -exclusive

START PAGE 18 11,a:)

on to gain audio engineers the respect they are due

from Pink Floyd to The Stone Roses:
John Leckie gives an exclusive

interview to

Studio Sound

Rocket Science
Applying advanced

DS

to voice processing will bring quantum leaps

Open M i c

in pitch transposition -and karaoke

troubled by Tom Hidley's claims for his 'IOW room', Andy Munro states his use
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For some studio owners,
only one console is good enough.

"For our large music studio, I was looking for a world class console with a 6 channel monitoring system, that was familiar, easy
to learn and capable of integrating with our post production studios. The SL 9000 J Series is the only console able to deliver our
high standards, and sounds 'magnifique'."

Thierry Rogen, Owner, Mega West, Paris

I

9000

Solid State Logic
International Headquarters: Begbroke, Oxford OX5 1RU, England Tel: (01865) 842300 Fax: (01865) 842118
Milan (2) 262 24956 Tokyo (3) 54 74 11 44 New York (212) 315 1111 Los Angeles (213) 463 4444

Paris (1) 34 60 46 66

TINS EDITION'S
CONTRIBUTORS

Caught in the net
We've

'I'
RICHARD HULSE

Is

senior recording engineer for New

made

a

mistake. A big mistake. Again. We made it when we graced information with

a

capital

and built new businesses around it. We made it when we tabled terms like Information

Technology and Information Security. We made it when we unconditionally associated the term

Information with advantage.

Zealand Public Radio where he

specialises in classical music
recording and editing. He also
acts as an audio processing

consultant (a title he dislikes, but
it pays) for several commercial

FM stations. He also juggles a lot.

We made it when we failed to discriminate between information and interference.
Some years ago, a well- respected friend told me that 'information without organisation was
useless'. And he was quite right-but he'd only seen half the picture we can now see. He was talking
about the reams of paper that we tend to acquire only to discover that we can't find the critical page
when it counts most. Since then, the 'paperless office' has proven its ability to see of more trees than
its paper- dependent predecessor. Recently, the virtual world of the Net has arisen and with it comes
information in variety and quantity never before presented to the likes of you and me.
How could we resist the invitation to avail ourselves of information concerning everything from
audio to anime? How could we know that we were exposing ourselves to volumes of information
that outstrip nightmare levels of junk mail?
The information overload that accompanies electronic means of communication (and particularly
publishing) is potentially suffocating. Never mind those hours lost to computer games a few years back,
this is the real thing -you can set out with every intention of accruing essential information on the
subject of your choice only to come away deluged by downloads from web sites

and usegroups that challenge your resources of time and tenacity. The Net
is talked up everywhere; it promises everything, yet it is still liable to
reward you with the most disappointing and distracting results.
ALEX

VAN

SOMEREN's

latest UK -based business venture

has developed secure data
transmission technology based
on cryptography for use over

the Internet. Despite being a total

techno junkie he can still produce
quarter -inch tape splices of which
he is justifiably proud.

SAM WISE is a technical
consultant and regular

contnbutor to Studio Sound. He
runs

a

UK -based consultancy

practice specialising in systems

engineering for the performing
arts including audio. acoustics.

YOU SEE, the Net has no blueprint. It has evolved over the last
ten years or so largely supported by academic institutions but
crucially shaped by the whims and passions of those prepared to
devote their time to it. And you must choose to deal with it on its
own terms or be prepared to help shape it yourself.
Like Archimedes- formerly Ludwig -Plutonium. A mathematician
friend tells me that Archimedes is believed to be a self-educated
member of the maintenance staff of an American university who has
ready access to the Internet and uses it to challenge the ideas
promoted by the likes of Stephen Hawking and his eminent predecessors.
I don't know how serious he is, but you can choose to be enraged or
entertained by his activities. Either way, you can be assured that the privilege is eating up your time
and running up your connection fee. Weren't you meant to be downloading a software update for
your studio's hard disk editor?
If you were, you may have recognised another of the Net's shortcomings. The ability to distribute
software over the net is attractive in principle but can be more than frustrating in practice. A 2 -hour
download that is prematurely terminated moments before completion by a failed comms link should
carry the Surgeon General's health warning. But then, it's cheaper to send programs over around
750k (half a diskette) long within the UK by post in any case. The same mathematician observed that
a comms link is all that's likely to go down on you when downloading pornography. He also reckons
magazines are better value for money...
Looking to the future, the Net is currently threatening to rediscover its academic roots with the
development of a second 'tier'. The argument is that providing another level of service with such
refinements as a higher transmission bandwidth would clear the anorak element from the path of
the academic institutions. Whether this will set the Net back on track,
or simply give Archimedes a better platform for his insanity remains
to be seen.

audio-visual, video. datacoms
and control systems.

editor
April 96
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Here's news for every musician, editor, producer, and engineer: The industry standard digital audio workstation -Pro Tools

PQO
TOOLS

from Digidesign -now comes

in

a

range of products tailored to your needs and budget. Now you can start with the all -

new Pro Tools with DAE PowerMix'" for just £599 (EX VAT) *. As your needs grow, you can climb all the way to the world's

Pro Tools Project

AudioMedia II

Pro Tools Software with D

PowerMix'"

New. Pro Tools software and Pro Tools Project Audio
channels of high -quality

Card. Adds 8 tracks of simultaneous -ecord /playback.

analog and digital /O. and comes with industry

Up to 8 channels of analog and digital /O. Supports

This audio card adds
New. Turn your Power Macintosh or Mac -OS clone into
digital workstation with no additional hardware

-

a

multitrack

Pro Tools interface,

Random access non -destructive editing, Up to 16 tracks of playback,

Automated digital mixing with

2

bands o= EQ per track.

2

I

standard Sound Designer

II

to its family of DSP Plug-Ins.

software and entry

I

Sound Designer

II

and DSP Plug -Ins.

best -selling workstation, ProTools Ill, with mountains

between systems, and take an upgrade path that lets you build on the value of

of record tracks, /O, and real -time effects and

your investment. Audio professionals now have more choices and flexibility than

mixing.

ever before. And getting started couldn't be easier. To learn more about the

I

Each step

of the way, you'll learn and

grow with Pro Tools software, share work

clearest path to the best in digital audio. call 01 753 653322.

Pro Tools Ill

.-..
--

--

_

The ultimate workstation. TDM virtual digital mixing and processing envircnment

a :con-mocates a

wide variety of real -time

For audio professionals and musicians,

Plug -Ins. 16-48 tracks of record playback. 8 -64 channels of high -

well

quality analog and digi:al /O. New for '96: ProControl,

Development Partners. Pro Tools

I

an

advanced tactile cont-ol surace with dedicated controls for

mixing and editing, ph.s high- gtality moving faders.

as

for more than

100

as

Digidesign
is

thy

industry standard. That's why more audio
professionals use Pro Tools than all other

01996 Digidesign. Inc. Digldesign

is an

Avid company.

All features and

specifications subject to change without notice. Digidesign and Pro Tools
are registered trademarks of Digidesgn. Inc.

digital audio workstations combined.
`Retail price including VAT C703.83

c

''J
Another
fine Messe...
THE FRANKFURT

MUSIKMESSE which took
place from 13th to 17th March at the
Messe Frankfurt, proved to be the
largest ever, with the affiliated Pro
Light & Sound exhibition doubling in
size after its introduction last year.
Featuring over 450 sound and
lighting exhibitors over 40,000 sq
metres of hall space. Pro Light
& Sound was the major success
story of the whole show which
featured over 1.600 exhibitors from
45 countries being seen by over
100.000 visitors over the five days.
The MI sector halls also saw an
increase of over 200 exhibitors due
to the expansion in overall
exhibition space.
Surprise of the show as Focusrite,
who previewed their new Green
range of signal processors to dealers
and the press prior to their official
launch at AES in May. Designed as
affordable products for the musician
and project studio, the first three
models in what will become a 12product series are the Green 1 dual
mic preamp, the Green 2 Focus EQ
multi -input direct recording module
with six stages of Focusrite EQ and
the Green 3 Voicebox, which is a

single -channel mic pre with three
stages of Focusrite EQ and multifunction dynamics section featuring
compressor, de -esser and noise
reducing expander.
Introducing the new product, which
are all 1U -high 19-inch rackmounting
with a projected price -point of sub
£1000 (UK). Focusrite managing
director Phil Dudderidge said. 'For
every Red Range owner there are
probably a hundred other people who
aspire to owning a Focusrite but who
are deterred by the relatively high
price. It is for this greater recording
and performing community that the
Focusrite design team has conceived
and designed the Green range.'
Whereas the industry in general
will have to wait until May to see the
Green range on show. there was still
plenty to whet the appetite with Sony
launching the rack -mounting MDS -E3
MiniDisc recorder, DTC-A6 DAT deck
and CDP -L3 CD player alongside the
SMS -1 P powered close -field monitor.
New monitors also appeared from
Spirit, who has now added a further
three models to the Absolute range
with the Absolute Zero close field,
Absolute 4P internally bi- amplified
close field and Absolute 1P active
powered monitor subwoofers which
feature two 100W amplifiers.
Elsewhere, Soundtracs was
showing its new Virtua digital
48- channel mixer which at £15.000
for the 48- channel analogue input

base model, looks set for success in
the serious project studio, commercial
music studio and video post
production markets. Prepare also for
Pro Tools 4, a beta version of which
was being previewed by Digidesign.
Despite its somewhat confusing
Pro Light & Sound tag, with an
overall increase in studio and audio
production product on show, this
years Messe may well be seen as
the first part of a trend -setting
reorganisation of the European
exhibition calendar -and its certainly
worth adding to any exhibition visit
list for 1997. Next year's show will
take place from 26th February
until the 2nd March. ANDY WOOD

DVD AUTHORING will
become a viability for the first time
when Sonic Solutions unveils its

authoring -premastering system at
NAB. Called DVD Creator. the
system incorporates all the
elements of DVD production:
audio. video and authoring.
Sonic has put together a suite
of DVD applications -video
compression and decoding
(MPEG2). audio compression and
decoding (AC3. MPEG2 and
PCM), and disc authoring

(Scenarist-2) and formatting.
Applications are networked using
Sonic's high -speed MediaNet.
The system was developed in
collaboration with the Japanese

graphics company Daikin
Industries and will laterally dictate
how DVD contents will be created.
both for player manufacturers and
programme developers.
Until now. the industry has
been waiting to see which
element of DVD would be
launched first. With the introduction
of the Creator, the programme
owners (labels) will be given a set
of production tools such that they
can produce discs by the
Christmas period. Hardware
manufacturers will be able to
manufacture players to handle the
software in time for a
simultaneous introduction.
Daikin's Scenarist. a custom
created White Book 2.0 authoring
tool for video CD is the basis of
Scenarist -2 which is poised to
become the de facto standard for
DVD. Sonic used the original
White Book authoring tool for an
earlier system called Sonic
Cinema which placed MPEG1
video on CD.
'That's where we started: said
Mark Ely, Sonic's DVD Marketing
Manager. 'What we've done since
is adapt our tools and production
methods for Digital Video Disc.
When it became apparent that
DVD was emerging. we knew that
we were ready to modify our
creative production tools
specifically for the DVD
production process:
DEBRA PAGAN

WILLI STUDER,

one of the true
pioneers of the audio industry,
passed away on 4th March 1996 at
the age of 84 years.
The original 'self- educated' man,
Herr Studer found h s first company
in a basement. making test
equipment. However. the move into
audio itself was not long coming.
Having finally got his hands on the

U K: The control room of London's legendary Abbey Road Studio 2 has reopened after a complete refit. Designed by
Sam Toyoshima and Abbey Road's in -house team. the studio showcases a new 60-channel Neve VRP console with Flying
Faders. Monitoring is via a custom- designed Quested installation and B &W 801s (which can be removed to accommodate
other main monitors). The refit was completed in eight weeks during which time structural work- which was limited to
the control room. with the live area being restored to its original condition after plaster had begun to fall on noisier
clients-had to take place between 8am and 10am to avoid compromising the other studios. The Studio 2 echo chamber
has also been permanently reinstated at its original site and with two KM56 mics as originally used.
TIM GOODYER
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ubiquitous Telefunken Magerophon
Willi Studer embodied the time honoured innovator's phrase 'there
has to be a better way' and ensured
the invention of the first Revox tape
recorder was born.
In fact, the whole of Studer's
career reflected his two parallel
loves: profession excellence, as
typified by the Studer range. and the
finest in reproduction as represented
by the Revox hi -fi equipment.

April 96

ews in
Norwegian NRK and Finnish
YLE national broadcasters have
taken the first large European
sites for Avid's NetStation 14.0

DAB TRIALS conducted by
British independent radio
broadcasting body NTL
began last month. A guinea
pig group of seven national
stations constitute a full
stereo DAB multiplex whose
transmissions will bring
state -of- the -art transmission
to mobile receivers beset by
multi -path reception
problems and offer the first
radio text services. NTL
Radio Business Manager
Mike Thorne described DAB
as 'being surrounded by
questions -this should be
the start of the answers'.
There is no doubt that the
FM band is overcrowded,
and those critics of any
advance in audio quality
offered by DAB should draw
solace from the relief the
format will offer. DAB is now
approaching a world standard with wide support throughout
Europe (only France having conflicting interests in frequency
allocations) although the US is still deliberating over Eureka 147
and the position of the Japanese uncertain. Given momentum by
the British Broadcasting Bill, the trials place the UK at the
leading edge of the field, according to NTL's Andrew Sukawaty.
Latest broadcast news reports that on 28th March, NTL was
bought out by International CableTel Inc for approximately
£200m with a further payment of £35m to NTL shareholders one
year after completion. Also, American -based Orban has introduced a low -cost Optimod unit, the FM2200, aimed at smaller
broadcasters seeking the facilities associated with established
TIM GOODVER
Optimod units.
Studer and Revox were closely
associated for much of the way.
Parallel milestones were the C37
and G36 recorders with valve
circuitry. the A80 series and A77
recorders, the A800 and B77. The
professional range was continued
with the A820 and A827 analogues
machines and D840 and D827
digital multitracks. not forgetting the
range of broadcast consoles and
peripheral equipment.
Dr Studer (as he became)
enjoyed an almost obsessive
attention to detail -which could be
considered a having had positive
and negative effects, as it tended
to slow initiative when everything
had to be submitted for approval. It
also meant that he had little time
for social niceties and the problem
of deciding what to wear was
solved by ordering five identical
grey suits.
With the changing face of audio.

April 96

the early 19905 saw Studer at the
crossroads with the problems of
Willie Studer's impending
retirement and succession.
A stint with Motor Columbus
followed by severe streamlining
and restructuring and the
culmination of the 'strategic
alliance' with Harman, now sees
Studer AG as 'a company for the
1990s'. but to many this is a
company with a concept removed
the principles of its founder.
Willi Studer leaves a legacy of
innovation and engineering
excellence to the audio industry,
where the result took precedence
over cost. A little old fashioned
today, perhaps. but its a memorable
heritage.
Studer's epitaph could be his
favourite saying: 'We may not be
the first. but we will be the best'.

TERRY NELSON

newsroom automation system.
The system facilitates networking
of PC workstations running
Win95 and NT and hosts 250
stations at NRK and 500 at YLE.
The YLE installation is a pilot for
the broadcaster's entire operation.
Avid Technology, US.
Tel:

+1

508 640 3158.

Avid Technology, Europe.
Tel: +44 1753 655999.
4 Taipei's Creator A -V studios
has replaced its SSL G- series
console with a 72 -fader Euphonix
CS2000. The studio has hosted a
variety of Eastern hit acts

irie

delivered to Parisian private radio
network NRJ. The 32- channel
4032 G+ desks all have Total
Recall and will be installed at the
broadcaster's HO in Paris XVI. In
the US, Washington's KCP0-13
Fox has ordered an Axiom
console for live on -air production
work and the state's National
Mobile Television has installed an
SL8000 GB console in its digital
remote truck.
SSL, UK. Tel: +44 1865 842300.
SSL, US. Tel: +1 212 315 1111;
+1 213 463 4444.

Tel: +1 415 855 0400.

Cincinnati -based Bootzilla
studios -home to Bootsy
Collins-has installed a Meyer
HD -2 main monitoring system.
The HD -2s share acoustic space
with an Amek Big 44- channel and
two 32- channel Mackie desks,
32 tracks each of ADAT and

Euphonix, Europe.

DA -88, and both 4 -tack and

Tel: +44 171 602 4575.

8 -track

alongside various post duties.
Euphonix, US.

California's Skywalker Sound
has purchased four TimeLine
Studioframe workstations to bring
its total up to 14. The prestigious
post facility is running v6.20
software on all systems.
TimeLine Vista, US.
4

Tel: +1 619 727 3300.

British rock legends The Kinks
have bought tow 6 -track Pro Tools
3 systems. One has gone into Ray
Davies' writing suite along with an
882 interface, the second with two
882s, an ADAT interface and a
D -Verb plug -in has gone into
Konk studios.
Digidesign, US.
Tel: +1 415 688 0600.
Digidesign UK.
Tel: +44 1753 653322.
Dutch commercial TV network
NOB has installed two Graham Patten Systems D -ESAM 400
digital edit suite mixers. One of
these is in use with an Accom
Axial 2010 edit controller on a
virtual reality production stage;
the other is in a conventional
video edit suite. NOB has four
further D -ESAM consoles on order.
Graham -Patten Systems, US.
Tel: +1 916 2370 8412.
Independent UK broadcast

service Black & White has
ordered a 48- channel S- series
Calrec console for its Unit OB
vehicle. B &W specialise in sports
OB work for Sky, HTV, Granada
and the BBC among others.The
installation will complete the
truck's refurbishment.
Calrec, UK. Tel: +44 1422 842159.
3 Bulgarian National Radio's
Sofia -based facility is to see a
major refurbishment centred
around the country's first SSL
console. The SL4040 G+ will go
into BNR's Studio One where the
broadcaster concentrates its
music production effort. Four
further SSL consoles have been
1

Re -Hab

Akai hard -disk recorders.
Meyer Sound, US.
Tel: +1 510 486 1166.
Amek Systems & Controls, UK.
Tel: +44 161 834 6747.
Slovenia's TV network has

awarded the contract for three
transmitters: a Platinum Series
HT EL 10kW Band Ill and two
UltraVision 2kW UHF transmitters.
Harris, US. Tel: +1 217 222 8200.
London'sTele -Cine multimedia
post house is to install the city's
first MPEG2 coding system. The
Minerva Systems Compressionist
200 works at between 3Mb /s and
10Mb/s and will provide for
Tele- Cine's broadcast and new
DVD requirements.
Tele -Cine, UK.
Tel: +44 171 208 2200.
The American ABC Television
Network has installed two pairs of
Bag End Studio System monitors.
The monitors have been chosen
to meet the requirement for
extended bass and spl in a

confined listening space.
Bag End, US.
Tel: +1 708 529 6231.
The Japanese Tokyo

Broadcasting System's
Midoriyama studio has ordered
40- channel Neve VR Legend to
replace its Neve 5315 in TV
programme recording. Also in

a

Tokyo, Fuji Television has
purchased a 60- channel VR
Legend for music and general
programming. Both facilities
already have Capricorns.
AMS Neve, UK.
Tel: +44 1282 457011.
@American studios. Presence.
based in Westport, has taken
delivery of a pair of ATC SCM10
monitors and The Boston
Symphony has taken delivery of
a pair of SCM20 monitors. Both
orders were placed after

extensive evaluation tests.
ATC, UK. Tel: +44 1285 760561.
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The 528E
Voice

Processor
Ten years ago

we introduced the
first Voice Processor
to the professional

audio industry.

Mic Preamp
Direct coupled,
discrete front -end,
ultra -low noise.
Warm, yet transparent.
The best mic pre
you'll never hear.

Been there, done that.

Downward
Expander

Today,
we give you the

Smooth and seamless.
The "smart gate"

that won't

528E - an input channel
that needs no mixer.

chop -off the
start or end
of notes.

Metering

Parametric EQ

Three dedicated

Three -band, state -variable,
sweet -sounding, and fully

gain reduction
meters for

"at -a .glance"
monitoring.

parametric. You'd pay
big bucks for a console
with EQ this flexible.

It's the only gear
you need between

your microphone
and your recorder.

De Esser

Compressor

And it's not just
for voices.

Frequency -variable

Ultra- smooth, soft -knee
dynamics control.
Interactive release time

Hear for yourself.

dynamic sibilance
reduction. Essential for
that "in your face"
vocal sound.

Rear Panel
Jacks provide direct
access to individual
processing modules. Use
patch cords to change
module order or use each
on a completely

separate audio signal.

circuitry automatically
tracks program
peaks to eliminate
pumping and breathing.

Symetrix

Lynnwood, WA, USA
Phone (206)787-3222/Fax (206) 787-3211
email 102102.1126@compuserve.com

JOHN WATKINSON

Studios of the future
The falling cost decent of audio equipment means that almost anyone can
afford to own a studio of sorts. Where does this leave the traditional studio?
T,, last few years have seen

a

dramatic

alteration in the way that audio

equipment is built. The swing to digital

inevitably meant that things would get smaller
and cheaper, bringing equipment, which

previously only

a

well backed organisation

could afford, within the reach of the individual.

Probably the first such item was the
much loved PCM F -1 which produced
sound quality out of all proportion to its
price. While unashamedly a consumer
device, with all of the consequent
restrictions, it served as a toe in the
digital water for a lot of people who
couldn't afford the professional digital
kit of the day.
Next came DAT which was killed off
as a consumer product but found a
home as a semiprofessional recorder. The
obvious next step was to combine a
video deck with DAT technology to build
today's popular 8 -track digital machines.
Mixing consoles and effects units
have kept up with recorders in the
economy department, with project
consoles appearing having a staggering
list of features with a silly price tag.
On the face of it, these developments
don't paint a bright future for the
traditional studio. What is to stop
absolutely anybody from setting up
their own studio?
In fact, things could be worse. It is
always instructive to see what technology
has done in other areas to see if there
are any lessons to be learned. Take
photography; traditionally photography
meant lugging around a ton of equipment including your own darkroom. The
process required a lot of skill. Today's
electronic camera requires no skill at all
to operate, many even load the film
automatically in addition to automatically
removing the lens cap, setting the
exposure and turning on the flash. Such
cameras have brought fuss-free photography to any of us who want to get
involved in it -all we have to do is
compose the picture. Unfortunately
most camera users know nothing
about composition and the results
are predictably dire.
Exactly the same thing has happened
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in home movies, first on filth, later to be

replaced by video cassettes. Anyone
could make a movie, and of course,
anyone often did, to the extent that
watching people's home movies has
about as much appeal as waking up in a
Turkish prison with Colonel Quadhafi.
Word processors and, later, desktop
publishing changed the preparation of
the typed word dramatically. Now
anyone who wants to can publish a
hook. So where are all these books?

RETURNING to the would-be

television; more and more channels, less
and less merit. Consequently, the
traditional studio which has its act
together has nothing to fear from
inexpensive production equipment.
Where the traditional studio scores is
that it has (or should have) properly
treated recording spaces and a good
selection of quality microphones. The
equipment will be lined up so there are
no level hassles. There will be a good set
of monitoring speakers in a suitable
control room. There will be a big-name
mixing console and as many recording
tracks as you could want. But the
biggest strength of the large studio is
the staff. There are people who know
how to select and position microphones,
who know how to use the equipment to
best effect.
Like most enterprises, the large studio
is only as good as the people. With
skilled and motivated staff, the product

(that's
what an old fart like me calls a wannabe)
home studio owner, how does the low
cost of recording, mixing and effects
change things? Apart from reducing the
capital cost of those devices, the frank
answer is that nothing else changes. The
cost of a reasonable selection of
professional quality microphones will still
be substantial. The cost of suitable
premises for making a recording will he
These developments don't
unaffected. A decent pair of monitoring
loudspeakers will still be necessary. But
the most expensive item which any studio paint a bright future for the
needs is the one that can't be bought over
traditional studio. What is to
the counter. It's the creativity, knowledge,
skill and experience of the engineers and
stop absolutely anybody from
producers.
This is the thread running through all
setting up their own studio?
of my examples. Certainly, reducing the
will be consistently good and that's what
cost of a product brings it to a wider
clients are looking for. Consequently the
market, but that very popularity reduces
large studio that is going to survive will
the chances of the product being used
be the one that invests in its people.
by anyone having the requisite skills.
Now, I wouldn't dream of standing in the Working with today's high tech audio
way of any of this. It's a free country and equipment requires a good grounding in
people can indulge in any pastimes they the theory as well as operational
experience. While taking on a tea boy
wish. If this involves buying a home
studio, that's fine. While a small number and expecting him to learn by watching
might have worked when equipment
of home studios today demonstrate the
necessary skills producing good work on was less sophisticated, today it's a bit of
a joke. What can you learn about ISDN
a tight budget, my suspicion is that even
by watching LEDs blink on a modem?
if the hardware was free with breakfast
The studio that wants to survive will be
cereal that number would not increase
the one that recruits people with the
significantly. Equipment cost has never
stopped the audio enthusiast before. The right potential and then invests in staff
very keen will build their own equipment training. That training programme will
cost more than a home mixing console.
or make do with patched up secondhand stuff. To go that way you have to
know what you're doing and it's an
excellent way of learning about audio.
There is only so much creative energy
around in any field. Spread it wider and
it gets thinner. We've seen that with
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feel the need in me
The conflict between personal and commercial facilities is causing
feelings to run high from coast to coast writes DAN DALEY
In a industry of bits, bytes,

dBs and other specs, the emotional

components that runs like an underground stream through the
landscape of technology are often overlooked. I suppose if this were
the Italian ( olumn instead of the US (olumn,

a

discussion of feelings

would be implicitly understood. But Americans are doers, not feelers.

studio on the other, beneath is a roiled cauldron of feelings
that, other than in back room and bar room railings, have
little or no opportunity to vent themselves.

NOBODY HAS inveighed against competition, which
would be out of character with the quintessentially American
nature of US studio owners, who are as deserving of the
sobriquet 'cowboy' as the original range drivers were. What
they have consistently groused about is what they called
'unfair' competition (an equally quintessential-and often
vague-modern American complaint in an age of professional
victimisation), the idea that they need to file papers, meet
codes, pay specialised taxes and accommodate the other
radars of bureaucracy that home studios manage to fly under.
Whether it is unfair or not-and no one really has a lock on
the truth in this department -it still builds up a substantial
head of steam in the pressure cooker that is the recording
studio business in America today. There are release valves
built into that metaphor; other US industries have undergone
significant down -sizing and restructuring -equally as painful

Yet the feelings of traditional, commercial recording facility
operators have ridden an emotional wave since the arrival of
personal (home, project or whatever they're called this week)
studios. Initial feelings of resentment quickly boiled over into
outright loathing. After mostly fruitless attempts at stemming
their tide, there was a wave first of resignation, then of
apparent conciliation as commercial facilities began to find
and implement ways in which to co-exist with personal
studios. For a while it looked like white smoke was issuing
from the Vatican chimneys; the conclave had come to a
consensus. Or maybe it was more like a white flag.
Post houses and recording studios alike bought into ADATs
and DA -88s to interface with the proliferation of personals but
the acrimony remains, subtly but decidedly, at the recording
studios. They have not gone easily into that night. Post
facilities have developed new applications for MDMs -for
instance, the DA -88 has established a new niche for itself as a
replacement for the mag film dubber. But recording studios
have yet to evidence any public pride in their down-market
acquisitions; while in most homes a Mackie 32 is the equivalent
of a Mercedes in Moscow, in a recording studio it's considered
a concession.
It's ironic that many audio post houses, which are often
affiliated with larger film and video studios and are thus more
capital -capable than most audio studios, are able to command
far higher hourly rates for equipment complements, that
include MDMs as an integral part of their offerings than audio
as that which recording studios are under ping- adapting to
recording studios, for which the MDM is a bitter pill and an
icon for an evolutionary turn in technology that has conspired current economic and technological climates.
Many recording studios are doing the same, adding new
to keep their rates frozen in place since the first Reagan
services such as multimedia, or creating alliances with record
administration. I was at the inaugural meeting of a new
labels, or starting their own labels. Others are changing focus
association of recording studios in Nashville in February. In
altogether, such as Seattle anchor facility Bad Animals, which
the off-the- record discussions I had with several of the early
announced in February that it was essentially getting out of
principals of the group months earlier, the issue of home
the music recording business (co-owners Ann and Nancy
studios was a regular topic, and the level of vehemence and
Wilson of the band Heart will still use the facility for music, as
venom regarding them generally increased as the evening's
will other select customers) in favour of audio postproduction.
bar tab piled up. Unlike the LA version of this phenomenon,
Not everyone can make such radical shifts of focus, though,
HARP, in which the home studio issue was at the top of an
due to financial or other constraints. For them, new ways of
otherwise thinly veiled agenda, the Nashville studios are
approaching marketing their existing technology, expertise
approaching it gingerly, at least in public, with conciliatory
and client bases will be the answer. In the long run, the
rhetoric, if there is any rhetoric at all.
change will be good for the overall industry. In the meantime,
But it's useful to note that the only last -minute changes to
however, it's useful to acknowledge the fact that below the
the group's official manifesto involved qualifications for
surface of the commercial studio -project studio detente lies a
voting membership, and that was finally defined as being
Poe -like uneasiness. As one anonymous studio owner in LA
limited to those recording studios that '...can evidence their
put it to me recently, 'I know I have dealt with them [home
ability to transact business by [having] a valid business
studios], but that doesn't mean I have to like it'. And as with
license'. There are many ways to define entities, using
technical, bureaucratic, economic or scientific parameters and any major sea change in the evolution of a culture, from racial
integration to the fall of Communism, changes in the emotional
in choosing the business license as an arbiter of exclusion or
component will inevitably lag behind the march of events.
inclusion, Nashville's studios have chosen an emotive
But these components will, just as inevitably, work out the
parameter as much as a bureaucratic one. It remains, by
way they're supposed to. In the end, the greatest asset any
definition, an emotional issue for recording studios. So while
studio can have in this environment is not a digital one. It's
a cordial front has now developed between the traditional,
plain, old -fashioned, analogue patience. Q
commercial recording studio on one side and the project
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Spinning a
line -would
you buy a
place on a
Detroit audio
course for
these men?
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Breaking cover
Pressure from the press has brought Sony's latest recording system into NOIC.011011.the open -along with the accompanying debates it writes BARRY FOX
first to get a nonconfidential briefing on

AT THE PRESENTATION, David Smith,

Director of
Audio Operations at Sony Music Studios in New York,
3 at
introduced a 'bare all' test. A group of five top UK jazz
Abbey Road for three days in February, staged an excellent live
musicians (sax, piano, guitar, acoustic string bass and drums)
played
live while the output of the mixing desk fed studio
versus recorded sound demonstration and answered questions frankly.
monitors through four chains, controlled by a passive switch
But this only happened after Sony's European and US offices warned
box. One feed was live sound. The next was through DSD A-D
and D-A convertors and recorder. The third feed was through
Tokyo that the situation was fast turning sour.
a dCS 900 -950 convertors to Sony's PCM9000 M -O recorder.
Previous briefings in New York, LA and London's West Side
The fourth feed was to a half-inch analogue recorder running
had been open only to studio engineers and producers. Any of Ampex 499 tape at 30ips with no noise reduction.
these who also wore a press hat were either barred or asked to
The band played three extended tunes, with guests free to
sign a document promising not to write about the event.
switch between the four settings. The same music was then
Inevitably the story leaked out and the Acoustic Renaissance
played back from the three recorders.
for Audio started lobbying against DSD.
I am happy to admit that I could hear no repeatable
The first prong of the ARA's argument is that because DSD
difference between the live, DSD and 20-bit feeds. Perhaps my
samples at 64x the CD rate, the data streams at over 2.8Mb /s
ears are too old; perhaps I was enjoying the music too much.
and swallows up too much land for even a high density disc
Perhaps not. Some industry golden ears had previously thought
to store a meaningful playing time for multichannel surround.
the DSD image wider, while others thought it narrower.
The second prong is that Digital Signal Processing techniques
'Digital is getting very analogue in character', says Kawakami.
cannot be used on the DSD data.
There is another way of looking at this. At Abbey Road the
Sony Music in the UK set up the Abbey Road sessions to
analogue recording showed perhaps slightly less harmonic
clear the air. Sony Tokyo then saw the first press reports on
the DSD leaks and pulled the plug on press invites. I was told I edge to the string bass. Otherwise the tests proved just how
could attend only if I committed not to write about the event. good analogue recording can be if the machine is accurately
I refused. Sony's sanity prevailed and the event was reopened
aligned. In the QBrA discussion afterwards, David Smith
to the press.
admitted that he is currently archiving old masters onto half
So we are at last able to report on the thinking behind
inch Ampex 456 analogue Grand Master tape at 30ips if
DSD -or, perhaps more accurately, the way Sony's thinking is
'frightened by their condition'.
being presented following the record industry's concern over
Smith is reluctant to say whether Sony Music has yet made
the high- density digital video disc and the hi-fi industry's
a positive decision to use DSD, and if so when he will 'throw
enthusiasm for a super -fi audio -only version.
the switch' to start full -scale DSD archiving.
As David Kawakami, Sony's Director of New Technologies,
'We want to digitise as soon as possible', says Smith. 'We
puts it: 'Record labels are not exactly jumping up and down at
know it should not be 16 -bit, and not 20-bit. We think it
the idea of a new product. They are more interested in the
should be DSD but there are ten people involved in the
continuing growth of CD.
decision
and evaluation will last nine months to a year. My
'First press reports in the debate on DVD and high -density
advice is not to commit to 24 -bit, 88.2kHz. My firm opinion is
disc put the cart before the horse' continues Kawakami.
that DSD is the best we've seen.'
Perhaps this is so, but Sony must shoulder a lot of the blame
for this by demonstrating DSD to industry engineers and
LAST MONTH', column revealed details of the BBN
expecting them to keep quiet.
project which the RIAA sponsored after the Copycode debacle.
Sony's line is that DSD was developed as a method of
archiving the CBS vaults. 'There are 300,000 analogue
BBN smears a layer of coded noise over the audio signal to
masters, and around 30,000 or 40,000 digital masters. That's
watermark it. The RIAA has confirmed that BBN is 'managed
what we paid CBS $2bn for. And some are in perilous
by our association'.
condition' says Kawakami.
David Kawakami confirms that Sony is currently proposing
DSD accommodates a bandwidth of up to 100kHz and a
DSD to all the record industry trade bodies, including the
dynamic range of 120dB. The master recordings can be stored
RIAA. This is necessary because record companies will not
on 60Gb cassettes, in silos, for archiving. The archived signal
commit to an archive format unless there is industry-wide
can then be down -converted to 88.2kHz or 44.1kHz format,
acceptance to guarantee long -term hardware support.
for possible future release.
David Smith confirms that the BBN hardware stayed with
Continually playing down the HD -DVD application
Sony in New York after David Stebbings left the company to
Kawakami talks only in the long term about 'starting to
prepare the industry for a new distribution format'. He stresses head up the RIAA's New Technology Division. The RIAA says
it 'makes perfect sense' for Stebbings now to co- ordinate the
the value of 'scalable access to match future distribution
options in efforts to improve the quality of CD'. The prime aim examination of all identification systems.
The buck now stops with the RIAA. Can it really back DSD
he repeats is for 'archiving our life's blood to allow future
as a industry standard for archiving and future releasing,
mining of the catalogue'.
while at the same time backing BBN as an industry standard
Sony has also demonstrated DSD to the Advanced Digital
Audio committee in Japan, 'but primarily to the professional
for watermarking releases by polluting them with noise? And
group', stresses Kawakami. 'We are trying to promote discussion. how long will Sony continue to show implicit support for the
We are looking at the long term and how you get there'.
BBN noise pollution system by holding the hardware?
The European press are

Sony's Direct Stream Digital system. Sony took over Studio
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you hink about
How do you imprcve on the most

successful professional multitrack tape

recorder of all time? listen to your customers.
Do some heavy thinking, and...

Make the transport four times faster

and put

it

under constant software control.

Incorporate advanced onboard digital editing
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with track copy, auto

punch. track delay, tape offset, 1()-point
autolocator, rehearse mode and more. Use the

latest oversampling converters for the ultimate
in digital audio quality. Design a beautiful

vacuum fluorescent display that provides all

the critical information. Wrap all this well

-

thought-out technology in an utterly
professional six-pound solid die-cast aluminum
chassis. Of course, make

it
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compatible

with over 70,000 ADAT' s already in use

worldwide. Introducing the new, definitely

improved ADAT-XF 8 Track Digital Audio

Recorder. Consider it a think tank for your
creativity. See your Alesis dealer. Don't think
twice.
For more information about the ADAT-XT see your Authorized Ales,s Dea
® Alesi, and ADAT are registered trademarks, ADATXT a a trademark

Alesis Corporation

3630 Holdrege Avenue

of/ 3108J'2272.
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FAR EAST

Broadcasting begins at home
Often dismissed as national protectionism, there is a strong case for
positive discrimination in developing territories' broadcasting policies
writes NICK MASTERS, Editor of Asia Image
Whether your taste in

films errs towards the heaving cleavage of

the lavish English costume drama or the comic book violence
of shoot- 'em -up action adventures, it is quite likely that you
have recently witnessed the work of Asia's hottest

film directors.

No strangers to regular attendees of fashionable London
art house cinemas-where anything without sub -titles is
dismissed as a 'movie' -Asian directors' work is now regularly
seen in mainstream Canon and Odeon theatres around the
Western world. And it regularly involves productions
featuring established Western actors and actresses.
At present the two highest profile examples of this cross continental film phenomenon are John Woo's Broken Arrow
(with John Travolta) and Emma Thompson's Sense and
Sensibility, directed by Taiwan's Ang Lee.
A long-time director of hit cult movies, Woo recently
achieved a high profile after receiving generous praise from
American Director Quentin Tarantino for his low-life, HongKong -based gangster films. Meanwhile, Ang Lee played to a
large international audience with his breakthrough movies
The Wedding Banquet and Eat, Drink, Man, Woman.
It must be acknowledged that both directors are far
removed from the brooding melodrama and literary angst of
Where Malaysia differs from some celebrated Eastern directors
like Zhang Yimou (Raise the
Red Lantern), but they are
other Asian nations, is that it has
nonetheless the first Asian
started to produce artists that are directors to cross over the
Pacific to Hollywood and
gathering international recognition
successfully ply their trade.
And
what makes their
in their own right,

rather than

achievements particularly
noteworthy is that the pair
of them were individually
invited to Hollywood over the heads of the hordes of
wannabe directors that throng Beverley Hills, desperately
searching for that first big break.

for their point origin

THE ELEVATION of Woo and Lee

to the status of
international entertainment celebrities looks to have signalled
the initial step down the path of cultural exchange between
East and West in the entertainment industries
-better still, it is unlikely that this exchange will remain
restricted to the movies. While it is a change that has long
been anticipated and widely debated, the early reactions to
both movies have been favourable enough to suggest that
both sides have plenty to learn from each other and that
Eastern governments' fears of 'cultural invasion' from the West
are as exaggerated as Western claims of Eastern hegemony.
Similarly-in the television arena-overseas producers are
beginning to pool financial and creative resources in a bid to
enter the Asian market without alienating viewers back at
home. Japan's state broadcaster, NI-1K, recently coproduced
Escape From Jupiter with ABC and Hong Kong's United Media
is currently involved in the production of a series entitled
Bonds of Blood. Both ventures illustrate the East -West
connection: Escape From Jupiter features a multiracial cast
while Bonds of Blood is a miniseries based on a book about a
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famous Chinese family, and is destined for the US prime -time
market and is backed by LA -based MTM Productions.

WHILE IT WOULD be wrong to overstate the technical

importance of the East -West style of production, it is probably
fair to say that the moving -image industries are notably ahead
of their audio cousins. What makes this all the more
surprising and therefore worthy of note, is that the Chineselanguage, popular -music (Cantopop) science is already a well
established and lucrative local industry. Stars like Andy Lau,
Sandy Lain, Sally Yeh and Faye Wong are well- established
singing stars in their own right. In this they are not unlike
Anita Mui, who in traditional music-industry style was
perfonning to packed auditoria across the region as recently as
last month on her comeback tour, five years after retiring.
Despite the local appeal of these artists it is hard to find a
single Westerner who could naine even a couple of popular
Eastern artists besides Dadawa (a musical equivalent of the
aforementioned Raise the Red Lantern) and Vanessa Mae, the
prepubescent Singaporean violinist who is rehashing old Sky
albums. And this failure to break out of their traditional
markets is reflected in the lack of significant growth in the
studios market in Asia. The majority of audio equipment
currently finding a home in Asia is destined for broadcast
usage, which is on the whole fairly straightforward in terms
of dubbing and voice -over applications.
Take a look at Singapore: while it has seen the opening of
postproduction houses like Powerhaus, DigiPost and Asia
Broadcast Centre during the past year, nothing since 4M(
Asia (which provides MTV Asia's facilities) has enjoyed a
significant audio aspect to its specification. Now compare thi>
with neighbouring Malaysia where a very different and more
optimistic scenario unfolding: SynchroSound in Kuching is
awaiting its relaunch after a significant refitting, down in
metropolitan Kuala Lumpur (KL), the MeaSat broadcast
centre will feature a state -of- the-art audio complex including
facilities for Digital Audio Broadcasting and surround -sound
production. Last year also saw the expansion of the AddAudio
studio in KL.
Where Malaysia differs in audio production terms from
some other Asian nations, is that it has started to produce
artists that are gathering international recognition in their
own right, rather than for their point origin: 1995 was a
breakthrough year for two young Malaysian singers, Ning
Balzura (In Another World) and Deanna Yusoff. Part of this
success has been attributed to the fact that their government
operates a 'Made in Malaysia' broadcast policy that
encourages movies, music and television programming to be
originated from within the country.
Although this kind of success is dismissed by many in the
West (and by some locals) as another example of Asian
protectionism, it has proved that developing markets are just
as capable of producing talent as mature ones, given the right
conditions, it is no surprise therefore that some other
developing South -East Asian nations -like the Phillipines and
Indonesia -are considering introducing similar legislation.
And while it would be difficult to substantiate a similar
argument in the sophisticated environs of Hong Kong or
Taiwan (which threw up the like of Woo and Lee, respectively),
it proves that a government really can work in everyone's
interests while seemingly only trying to protect its own.
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Its not the size of your budget that matters,

it'sthe size of your sound.
INTRODUCING THE OPTIMOD -FM 2200: DIGITAL
PROCESSING THAT ANY FM STATION CAN AFFORD.
Used to be, no one could blame you for feeling fiscally inferior. The big stations
had the budgets. They could afford digital processing. So, naturally, they sounded

louder, held audiences longer, and got richer. The size of your budget is what

determined sound, until now. With the 2200 you get key features you'll only find
in processors costing three times as much. Including 8 factory audio presets, the

flexibility to program 8 user settings, and the choice of either protection limiting or

two -band processing. Best of all, the 2200 gives you something no other processor

in this price range can: the unmistakable impact of pure digital OPTIMOD sound.

So you can compete on what really matters: the size of your audio signal.
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Yamaha OR
We've heard the hype and the eulogies, now it's time to make a serious technical assessment
of the 02R.

SAM WISE

presents the first results of a bench test which will expose its strengths and weaknesses

AT ITS LAUNCH

in June last year,
the 02R caused the biggest buzz a small
console had caused in a long time. Could
Yamaha really produce a 40- input, fully
digital desk for hardly more than the cost
of an equivalent Soundcraft Spirit? Had
they cut corners or had they achieved a
major breakthrough? We needed to know.
Certainly, there are no cushioned
armrests or scribble strips; no channel
meters or group meters (though there is an
option for these). Wisely, Yamaha has

realised that in trying to create and own a
new market, price is a key issue. Paying for
elegance becomes a customer choice
separated from achieving the required
performance, features and functionality.
Each 02R has eight mic-line channels

with extra features. eight basic mic -line
channels, four stereo line inputs and a few
other inputs as well. Four interface slots
accommodate modules allowing connection
of your chosen multitrack recorders. The
mixer supplied for test was fitted with one
8- channel AES-EBU -0 module (two slots
required at present) and one T-DIF Tascam
DA -88 interface
module (one slot
required). The remaining slot can be used
for another T -DIF or ADAT module,
providing 24 digital -Os combining three
formats into the one mixer.
Other options include a future 8- channel
analogue -0 (two slots) and a cascade
module (one slot) which allows multiple
02Rs to be connected together into one
system. Depending on the installed
I

I

I

options, up to 32 multitrack channels can
be connected to each 02R. In practice,
installation of -O cards requires practically
no customer setting up.
My Audio Precision System One digital
-O was plugged up to the AES -EBU
multitrack Buses 1 and 2, the analogue -0
from the test set was plugged into
Channels 1 and 2 XLR inputs and stereo
outputs, with additional DAT playback into
AES -EBU Channels 3 and 4. The 02R
motorised faders are normally associated
with the analogue- input, channel -level
controls, with individual rctary encoders in
the next row above which are normally
used to adjust tape- return gains. FLIP
reverses these functions. Other settings
can also be brought under motorised fader
I

I
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APPLICATIONS
YAMAHA HAS BEEN

at pains to
point out that the 02R is relevant to a
wider user-base than a first glance would
suggest-and they have a point. The
nature and in-built flexibility of this board
really does make it suitable for a host of
uses in addition to the obvious project studio sector. Much of this adaptability
has to be attributed to the price tag as
the console tempts experimentation in
areas where more traditionally priced
digital desks are prohibited.
This type of all- things -to -all -men stance
is actively resented by prospective
buyers of large-scale digital consoles,
because for the sums of money involved
users expect well-honed near -custom
configurations for specific applications.
When you're talking about a lot less than
£10,000 people are quicker to forgive
generality in favour of a Swiss -Armyknife approach rather than a dedicated
tool for a dedicated function.
The 02R is intended to be broad -based
in its appeal and largely succeeds, and
with a bit of imagination crosses into
more markets than any other desk in
recent times.
The fact that the 02R is digital is only
part of the story and is most relevant
when connecting it to the outside world,
but the real selling point is the high
density of inputs, fully dynamic automation, onboard effects and dynamics.
There is an argument that says that
buying the board simply to access its
effects and dynamics processing makes
economic sense when held up against
traditional alternatives. However,
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'traditional' is not a word that can be
easily applied to the 02R because, while
its operation is familiar, its total package
is precedent setting.
The 02R is cheap enough for any, even
moderately successful, facility to buy
just to play with, and discover the uses
to which it can be put.

MUSIC RECORDING: Project

and

away. Real bonuses of the arrangement
include such things as fader -based
access to aux -send levels and that the
LCD switches to track the movement of
whatever controller is accessed.
The desk also has spin -off applications
for live work and the fact that snapshots
can be fired via MIDI makes it a very

smart keyboard mixer while manual
snapshot recalls should endear it to
theatre -sound installations or even
front -of -house mixing for the adventurous.

home recording has been earmarked,
perhaps most predictably, as the market
to embrace the 02R. By the same token
the physical presence of the desk is
:OADCAST:
unlikely to impress day- rate -paying clients POSTPRO ANL
For the post sector the 02R meets the
in a commercial studio and, without
demand for a low -cost, grown-up, digital external mic preamps, it is restricted in
desk accompaniment to DAWs that
the size of live recording it can handle.
extends its use beyond simple tracking
Project studios are likely to be working
to disk, and into the realms of automated
within these limitations and direct
(and therefore repeatable) premixing.
interfacing to 8 -track digital machines
The added facilities it offers happily
plus the automation and processing make
coincide with the gradual gravitation of
it a class leader -there is currently no
sound editors towards sound design.
other console offering this level of
One of the earliest placements of the
sophistication for this sort of money.
02R is currently being lined up for SDDS
Automation is refreshingly straightand other format mixing of a major
forward in principle, and considerably
feature film.
easier to grasp than many low -end VCA
Dynamically automated EO-the desk
fader -only automation packages-a
is particularly strong in this area with
considerable achievement given that it is four fully parametric bands-is a real
total and dynamic and that the majority
boon for sweetening work to picture as
of project users are likely to be automation is the convenience of having extensive
first -timers.
dynamics processing to hand. For bulk Assignability is presented well and
buying broadcasters the 02R is unlikely
represents a quantum leap from the
to replace the hordes of small rudimenProMix 01. While there are no 'floating'
tary analogue desks but it must be an
assignable 'strip' controls, the structure
attractive replacement for any medium of the console means that hard control is sized desk currently involved in a, at
never more than a single button press
least, part -digital production chain.
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For example, Aux 1 for all
channels can be selected and the faders
will drive to the currently set Aux 1 level for
each input, providing an instant display of
balance, and allowing quick adjustment.
Alternatively, the central LCD panel
allows all functions of a particular channel
to be seen at once and adjusted by
dedicated encoders and switches in the
Selected Channel controls section of the
desk. There are a large variety of other
modes of control and display which are
too numerous to include in this review, but
become quite helpful as familiarity with the
desk grows.

control.

INTEGRATING THE 02R

into a
hybrid analogue -digital system requires
digital synchronisation. The console does
not provide sample -rate conversion on the
inputs, so either the whole studio must be
set up to the same sample rate and locked
together, or sample -rate convertors can
be added externally where required -at
present a costly solution. Any differences
in clock rate will result in lost samples.
noisy glitches, or complete failure of the
system to work.
You can select which of the digital
sources is to be the main timing source.
These include the digital inputs from
practically anything attached to the
system. a specific word clock, or the
internal clock generator. This is simple to
operate but complicates bringing the 02R
into an existing studio. If your studio
format changes from day -to -day would
recommend that everything you own with
digital outputs is locked to a separate
external source with a very stable low
I
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noise and litter clock.
Twenty -bit resolution makes a digital
mixer competitive with analogue desks in
terms of dynamic range and distortion, so
it seems appropriate to examine the other
technical
of
the
02R's
aspects
performance to see if it measures up to
the analogue competition.

6 CHANNELS are
analogue mic -line inputs. The analogue
section of this is the minimum essential
microphone preamp -line driver and
insert -return buffer amplifier. Inserts are
provided between the mic amp and A
conversion stage. After that everything
happens in the digital domain.
Maximum gain from a 15052 source at
the mic input measures 78.22dB from mic
input to stereo output, with input gain,
channel fader, and stereo master full up
and panned as appropriate. An input
signal of -80dBu at maximum gain, routed
to an AES -EBU output via the Direct Out
provides a digital output level of
-30.42dBFS which. when related to the
corresponding analogue level gives a gain
of about 75dB. To digital bus (group)
outputs, the level is about -27dBFS, giving
a gain of about 78dB, with a maximum
gain difference between outputs of about
0.25dB. This last figure relates to a full left
or right pan where the PAN control is
calibrated -3dB in the centre position with
reference to full left or right pan. Without
an analogue -0 card in one of the slots it
is not possible to measure the bus output
levels in analogue form, but assuming
continued consistent calibration of levels
throughout the desk, these to would also
THE FIRST

Vying for a
place in
broadcast,
post and music

have 78dB maximum gain. A level of OdBu
on the analogue output corresponds to
-25.68dBFS on the equivalent digital
stereo outputs.
Channel input to insert output has a
maximum gain of 60dB. with an insert out
clipping level of +21dBu. The insert
outputs are unbalanced and are designed
to feed a relatively high impedance load,
so you should not passively split these
across a number of different devices
without a distribution amplifier in between.
Fig.1 shows the frequency responses of
the whole system, from analogue input to
stereo output, and from multitrack return to
stereo output. These are comfortably flat
over most of the audio band, falling away a
little at the extremes. Note that the
microphone preamp rolls off a little more
below 100Hz at maximum gain compared
to the minimum gain condition. In Fig.2,
mic input to digital mix bus and multitrack
return to digital stereo output are shown. It
is clear that apart from the small roll -off at
the microphone stage, the mixer is virtually
totally flat during all mixdown processes.

tracking -the
02R

11

-a

D

Microphone

input

common

mode

rejection is good, as revealed in Fig.3. In
addition, harmonic distortion from the
input preamp at minimum gain is low, as
shown in Fig.4 where the output is taken
from the insertion send. At higher gain
levels, the distortion is hidden in the noise,
which itself is low.
good
In summary, this looks a
microphone preamp, forming an excellent
entry point to the console.

I

WHEN THE CONVERTORS
I

are in
the chain, the distortion level remains It
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acceptable (Fig.4) below the published spec of
0.2 °a maximum, but no longer competing with
better analogue mixers at the higher frequencies.

Fig.1: Frequency response
during mixdown
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Fig.2: Frequency response of different
input and output arrangements
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Fig.3: Mic input common mode
rejection ratio (dB) versus frequency
(Hz). Input level OdBu, mic gain at

minimum. Both channels shown
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Fig.4: THD +N versus Frequency at
various input-output configurations.
Mic preamp behaviour is excellent with
majority of distortion created in the
AD convertor stage
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As will be seen, most of this is caused by the
external clock-input circuitry and the D -A
convertors used in the analogue stereo output
chain, so will not appear in digital mixdown to digital
stereo recorders.

The analogue clip -point was detected by
observing the insertion output signal. At minimum
gain, a level of about 1 dBu ±0.5dB at the mic input
illuminate the clip light and at +5.5dBu reaches the
input -amplifier input clipping -point. Inserting the
20dB pad results in a gain reduction of 19.8dB.
giving a clipping point of +25.3dBu -more than
adequate for any professional audio application.
At maximum gain, the input -clip lights first
illuminate at an input level of -43dBu from a 1500
source. At -37.9dBu the analogue clip point is
reached. This means that the clip light gives about
a 5dB warning before clipping. It should also be
noted that the clip light is part of the analogue
circuit only. Digital clipping is shown, but only on
the related LCD meter displays which do not
remain visible during most mixing operations.
Yamaha informs me that the optional meter bridge
can display levels continually from various points
in the 32 input or 32 output signal chains.
With the channel fader fully up, the input
convertors begin to overload at a channel input level
of -48.15dBu. This point can be reached with the
channel faders right open without any clip warning.
so bear in mind that the overload indication is
calibrated for the faders in the '0' position which is
10dB off the top. Stereo output clipping (0.1
distortion level) occurs at 25.74dBu into a 100k12
load, or 24.68dBu into a 600i1 load. This
corresponds to +0.05dBFS on the digital output
With a 150i2 source connected to the
microphone input, the RMS noise level over
22Hz -22kHz is -49.3dBu, with a gain of 78.4dB.
The equivalent input noise is therefore about
127.7dB, just below the specified 128dB (though
there was no rectifier defined for this
specification). This is a good performance.
With the stereo output fader at maximum. two
channels routed and all input faders closed. the
noise level over a 22Hz-22kHz bandwidth is 88.8dBu RMS, which, when considered with the
25.7dBu clip point. gives a 114.5dB potential
dynamic range. Therefore. under no- signal
conditions, we are indeed getting a dynamic
range to rival a good conventional analogue
desk-here is the benefit of Yamaha's 20-bit
convertors. However. to achieve this in the studio
listening chain will usually require some
adjustment to monitor amplifier gains. since most
amplifiers will reach clipping with a signal level of
only +4dBu to +6dBu under full gain setting and
under our conditions need to peak at input levels
over +25dBu.
Corresponding noise measurements for those
readers in other countries is -78.3dBu weighted
and -84.7dBu unweighted CCIR to standards,
and -92.5dBu A- weighted with an average reading rectifier.
Having determined output- convertor dynamic
range at about 114dB (nearly 20 bits), the next
performance characteristic to consider is the
linearity of the convertors, along with any other
potentially audible side -effects they may have.
Performance of the overall mixer analogue -todigital-to- analogue linearity (Fig.5) is better than
most 16-bit convertors but shows signs of errors
at the -90dB level, which increase down to the
theoretical limit of -120dB for a 20 -bit convertor.
With dither it is possible to maintain linearity to
levels below the convertor noise floor. Since we
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Fig.6: Quantisation distortion and noise
versus signal level. Input to insertion
return, output from stereo analogue
output. Results from 5 channels are
shown. The jump on the right of the
plot is likely to be from D -A convertors
as it is common to all plots. These
plots are made with an external clock
source and are noisier than when the
internal clock is in use

are now looking at levels which are very low,
exercising the noise limits of analogue circuitry,
there can be other noise effects which corrupt
these measurements. But noise is a random
phenomenon and my measurements were
repeatable. indicating that the convertors are not
really linear over their full 20 -bit theoretical range.

QUANTISATION DISTORTION

for the
full analogue -to- analogue path is shown in Fig.6.
There is a significant increase with rising signal
level from about -18dBr which could be due to
either the A-D or D -A systems. The fact that this
repeated consistently from channel to channel
over the five channels tested indicates that it is
most likely a D -A issue. This was confirmed by
later measurements and is also related to the
selected clock reference.
D -A
linearity (Fig.7) has a smoother

characteristic than Fig.5. The various plots
correspond to various digital signal resolutions
from the test set. ranging from 16 to 22 bits, all
with TPF dither on the last bit. In theory, the 02R
should cope with any of these, and 24 bits as well,
dealing with the word length automatically.
However, it can be seen that D -A linearity is best
with a 16 -bit digital input. Fortunately, this is the
norm in the majority of potential applications and
matches the resolution of affordable digital
multitracks.
The quantisation distortion versus amplitude
plots (Fig.8) show a significant increase with
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convertor section of the
going on in the A
mixer. A perfect result would show only the single
line at 11 kHz, with narrow skirts. Fig.9 shows the
10
8
effect of changing the clock source on apparent
6
noise in the presence of tone on the original
awl
mixer. These results display the information from
the quantisation distortion plots in Fig.6 in a
different form. making the cause of the distortion
clear. Selecting the 02R internal clock produces
the lowest noise, using the word -clock input with a
DA -88 as the reference source produces the
worst apparent noise, while selecting the DA -30
-40
-20
80
-60
120
-100
AES output gives a result somewhere in the
middle. No really pure external clock -generator
was available at the time which could be
Fig.7: Linearity error of D -A convertors.
connected to the external-clock input of the mixer,
Inputs to multitrack return 3 and 4,
but aside from not cleaning the clocks coming in
output from stereo analogue outputs.
from elsewhere, the original 02R external clock
The varying curves result from varying
bit widths from the source, all with
circuit generated significant noise of its own.
triangular probability density dither.
Fig.9a displays the results for the same
The errors are similar down to -90dB.
sources on the revised mixer design for
Interestingly a 16 -bit source gives
production. It can be seen that the situation is
most linear result down to -110dB
much improved.
the self -noise of the
external -clock circuitry has been improved
Quant,sat,on u.stonton and nose dB,:
substantially. and with it changes in selected clock
-80
source have a much reduced effect. Will these
effects be audible? Those of you who remember
-85
tape recording back in the 1970s will recall the
-90
clearly audible effects of modulation noise when
95
the tape, being less than perfectly smooth, would
-100
vibrate against the heads, producing spurious
-105
tones in the presence of a signal-no signal on
-110
the tape, and no modulation noise was audible.
-115
Given the dynamic range of tape in those days
when Dolby A was new, this was a more seriously
-120
100
80
-60
-40
-20
audible effect than we can expect from these
SiqIM 1.aN 1M n: +24 Olul
A
convertors. But there are similarities. A lot of the
time. these signal- induced side effects will be
Fig.8: D-A quantisation distortion and
masked by the signals themselves. At other times.
noise versus signal level. Input to
the desired signal will be somewhat pure in
digital multitrack return, output from
flute perhaps -and beneath it will be a
stereo analogue outputs. Jumps on the
sound
right of the plot confirm the source of
little bit of rasping or breathing noise, perhaps not
the bump shown in Fig.6 as the output
clearly audible. As a result, you might prefer the
convertors. This is another view of the
sound of one machine over another. not really
increased noise with increasing
knowing why. That is the level at which this will be
programme level generated in the 02R
audible. For 90% or even 98 °%° of applications and
with some external clock sources
tracks, nothing will be heard. But Yamaha
considered the problem serious enough for an
level above -18dB. confirming the source of the immediate response. removing the risk of audible
convertors on the artefacts of this type from the production 02R. and
bumps in Fig.6 as the D
so should other manufacturers.
stereo outputs.
To properly appreciate the effect. a few more
Getting this far in convertor measurement
An plots are in order. Fig.10 shows how the noise
proved
troublesome
(see
sidebar).
investigation with a Prism DScope followed, varies with channel fader position. Note that the
examining noise and distortion in the presence of noise drops as fader level drops and the noise
tone to pin down the causes of the shortcomings spectrum remains the same shape. This we do
seen in Figs.5-8. Most of the problems relate to expect and get in every mixer: turn up the fader.
poor internal digital -clock quality when locked to and up comes the noise. But. we do have the
external clock sources. As this setup is probably option, also, of altering the input gain to improve
the norm in most studios, the deficiency had to be things where possible. At least when the fader is
addressed. In fact, when these shortcomings fixed. the noise will be constant. not varying with
were shown to Yamaha prior to publication of this signal level.
Fig.11 shows the original mixer; here we alter
review, their engineers were asked to investigate
and correct the problem immediately. This they did the signal level into the channel, leaving the mixer
(in part, and arguably adequately well) and sent gain fixed and observe the effect on convertor
another mixer which left Japan on Christmas day. noise with the external clock selected. The signal
The before and after effects are shown. to make levels are OdB. -10dB, -20dB and -30dB, with the
the point of the importance of these matters for greatest noise occurring at the 0dB level, where it
audio quality. The modified clock circuitry has is mostly inaudible. Some readers may suspect
been the production standard for the 02R since the signal generator of being noisy. but read on.
late December.
The same test on the modified production 02R is
Fig.11a
There are several
Fig.9 is an FFT of the output of Bus 3 via the shown in
AES -EBU interface. The input is an 11 kHz tone observations: first, the 'hairy' effects just adjacent
fed into Channel 1. Figs 9-13 relate to this to the wanted tone have been substantially
pathway which shows us the detail of what is reduced in level. secondly, the spikes at about
rLineerity Error IdBI
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Fig.9: Spectrum of 12kHz probe tone
plus noise and distortion. Nothing

changes in setup except the selected
clock source on original 02R. OdBu into
mic input, minimum gain. Output from
bus 3 via AES interface. Note how the
noise skirts and general noise level
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Fig.9a: This is the same setup as in
Fig.9, only using the new 02R. The
improvement when the DA -30 is
selected is large, while the appi,rently
more jittery DA -88 still degrades the
convertor performance, though not as
much as before
1.2kHz and 6kHz have been reduced by about
12dB, and lastly. the wide -band noise at the
highest signal level has also been reduced by
about 12dB. Bear in mind that the external -clock
Tascam DA- 30-has been shown to be
source
a low- jitter source. Fig.11b shows the same
audio-signal path, but with the word -c'ock output
from a Tascam DA -88 as its reference. The It
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Fig.10: Spectrum of 12kHz probe tone
plus noise and distortion. Here we are
locked to the external clock and are
adjusting the level with the channel
fader of the 02R. As expected, the
noise and signal now fade down
together as the fader level is reduced
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noise is now significantly worse,
though still better than on the original mixer.
Fig.12 shows us the same setup as Fig.11 with
the internal-clock source is selected. Note that the
noise levels are generally lower, and variation with
input level is much reduced. This demonstrates
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Fig.11: Spectrum of 12kHz probe tone
plus noise and distortion. In this plot
the original 02R is selected to an
external clock -in this case the word
clock from the Tascam DA30. Note that
as the level from the generator
changes, the noise and distortion level
from the convertors changes as well.
There are no adjustments to mixer

settings
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To give Yamaha due credit, the 02R will track the

varispeed range of the DA -88 ( ±6 °o) without
difficulty, which is the advantage of their wide -range
clock- recovery circuit. Although if you are to do this
in your studio, there may be other devices which will
not remain locked and so a stereo sample -rate
convertor may be good to have around.
The Prism -Sound -defined Jitter or J -Test signal
was applied to the 02R in External Sync mode
-this test is based on the fact that when a digital
signal is sent down a cable, jitter occurs due to the
cable capacitance and inductance properties
acting on the normal data patterns. The test helps
to ensure that a digital input will respond properly
to digital signals when longer cables are used and
as an inexpensive approach to jitter-susceptibility
testing. The test is supposed to be run using 100m
of typical microphone cable. Fig.14 shows the
results of tone v.ith and vrithnlit thn J -Test cinnal

With J -Test, there are a number of additional
spectral lines visible from 6kHz upward. Ideally,
the two plots would be identical. The 02R tolerated
40m of Canford starquad microphone cable before
failing to synchronise. use starquad exclusively
for loose cables for analogue audio in live
applications due to the uncontrolled proximity of
dimmer cables. But starquad gives horrendous
problems when used for digital audio, which work
best using something like CAT5 data cable. The
lesson here is that cables cause jitter by
themselves, so selection of appropriate cable for a
digital interconnect is important. In addition, some
products handle this jitter better than others. Most
applications of the 02R will use nearby digital
sources, so cable choice and jitter rejection from
cable- induced jitter should rarely be an issue.
Most of the inputs on the 02R cannot be
activated unless the signals on them are
synchronised to the reference clock. However, the
control -room monitor chain has an independent
clock and will lock to whatever source is selected
on the control -room panel. In this case, the 2TR
inputs D1, 2 or 3 can operate at their own and
possibly different sampling frequency. However,
when they are selected as additional stereo
inputs, either by routeing through the stereo line
inputs (D1 and D2) or directly to the stereo bus
(D2 only), they. too, must be locked to the
reference clock.
I

02R'S FADERS feel a little notchy in
operation in Automation mode but they are quite
acceptable. Since they are digital faders, they will
not be entirely smooth in electronic operation,
though they should sound smooth to the listener. At
the '0' fader point, 10dB from the top of travel, step
size is about 0.35dB. increasing to about 0.7dB at
the -40dB position and further to 2.5dB at the VW
THE

CLEAN CLOCKS AND
CONVERTOR PERFORMANCE

.144
-168

that the effect is created within the convertor
systems. not by the signal generator and makes
painfully clear the need for good clock- recovery
circuitry. The results here are the same for both
versions of the mixer.
Fig.13 shows the equivalent measurements on
a Tascam DA -30 when locked to an external
clock. Note that the overall noise level is a little
higher due to its 16 -bit convertors. However, noise
changes very little with signal level compared to
the 02R. The point to note is that when a low- jitter
source is used as an external reference. the
results will be best. The production version of the
02R can now achieve excellent results when a
good reference clock source is used, so that is
what we recommend for high quality studio
installations. Purchase a good clock generator,
drive everything from it. then forget most of the
problems you have seen pointed out in this
review.
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Fig.11a: This plot is identical to Fig.11,
except it shows the improved
performance of the new 02R. Note that
the level of noise and width of
shoulders about the probe tone are
significantly less. The DA -30 has a
relatively low noise and jitter clock
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Fig.11 b: Again, this is identical to
Fig.11, except on the new 02R.
However, in this case the external
clock is generated by a Tascam DA -88
word clock outpout. Here the new 02R

behaves better than before, but still
shows a susceptibility to jitter and
noise from external clock sources
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TESTING THE CONVERTORS
in this mixer proved to be one of the
biggest measurement challenges I have
faced recently. This was mostly due to
what at first appeared to be a somewhat

random performance ranging from
something which resembled a 20 -bit
convertor, to something less bitty
depending on how measurements were
made. Further exploration of the original
02R using a Prism DScope highlighted
the cause of apparently poor convertor
performance seen in earlier measurements. This proved to be related to the
choice of clock system driving the
mixer, and resulted in improvements to
the system by Yamaha.
Switching from the DA -88's word clock
to an internal reference caused the
noise surrounding my 12kHz probe tone
to drop by about 20dB. In much audio
equipment, and probably on the 02R,
switching to the internal reference

usually involves substituting an entirely
separate circuit for the external workclock circuitry. The internal clock offers
a crystal oscillator -these are relatively
cheap and exhibit fairly low noise and
jitter. However, clock -recovery circuits
which have both a wide capture -range
(to deal with jittery sources and
varispeed) and low jitter and noise is

another issue entirely. In fact, the
revised Yamaha design also indicates
the importance of low self-jitter in the
recovery circuit. Their present solution
retains a wide capture -range and is
capable of excellent performance when
locked to a good source -the original
mixer was not.
Convertors are only as good as the
clock circuits which drive them-noise
on your clock will result in noise on your
audio if it gets through to the convertor
stage. A good clock- recovery circuit
may be sufficiently complex and costly
to be an excessive overhead in a low cost unit with only two inputs and two
outputs like a domestic DAT recorder.
However, the 02R, or any other
multichannel device, needs only one
good clock -recovery and cleaning circuit
to serve its multiple input and output
convertors. It appears, therefore, to be
worth spending some money or
attention on this element to get it right.
This is especially important when one is
starting to construct a more -or -less
all-digital studio where an external clock reference is the norm. Why doesn't
Yamaha, Sony or another large player
develop a special-purpose IC which
would make excellent clock recovery
affordable to all?
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MORE PERFORMANCE
FOR LESS MONEY
POWER
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SOUNDS UNBELIEVABLE
But it's true. Based on the already world- beating SV3700,

Panasonic's new SV3800 DAT recorder actually delivers superior

sound quality and enhanced features

Precision engineered for professional use. Beware of "uprated'
consumer machines, the SV3800 is a pro machine from the ground up.

...

Single Program Play mode

... at the new low price of just £1099 excluding

VAT!

20 bit DACs for wider dynamic range, lower noise and greater

linearity

- this

Skip Search and Program Number search for convenient cueing.

/0s, with selectable digital
output formats. Professional or consumer formats - they're all here.
I

Selectable 44.1 and 48kHz sampling rates

Adjustable analogue output level.
50 function parallel remote control.

- so you can master at

Professional 'Error Rate' and 'Hours In Use' displays.

the CD standard.

Setups easily selectable from the front panel for digital I/O terminals,

broadcast, post -production and live

Shuttle wheel with dual speed range.

DAT recorder sounds sensational.

AES /EBU, coaxial and optical digital

- vital in

sound applications.

The Panasonic SV3800 represents incredible value in professional DAT.

digital output format, analogue output level, single program play on /off.

Contact HHB Communications today for details of your nearest HHB

blank skip on /off for program play and ID -6 status for SCMS.

DAT Centre.

Panasonic sv-

i

Distributed by: HHB Communications Ltd

73-75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 60U, UK

Tel: 0181 962 5000

E

Fax: 0181 962 5050

-Mail: sales@hhb.co.uk
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Fig.12: Spectrum of 12kHz probe tone
plus noise and distortion. This plot
shows the same input level changes as
fig.11, but using the internal clock.
Performance is the same for both
original and new versions of the mixer

Fig.13: For comparison, the spectrum
of 12kHz probe tone plus noise and
distortion in a Tascam DA -30 is shown.
In this example, we are looking at the
analogue output of a Tascam DA -30

ISD -70dB

position. Above the '0' position. resolution
also decreases a little to about 0.45dB /step. The
fader range is approximately 112dB, and then off.
This is more than ample for the purpose. With the
variable step size, it would appear that the 256
steps of an 8 -bit fader resolution have been
distributed for most beneficial audible effect. The
fader is silent in operation under the conditions in
the test lab. and this is confirmed in Fig.15 which
shows the that the excess noise generated by fader
operation is minimal.
a

Tel. 90 340 4077 Fax 90 340 4082
GREECE

Bon Studios
Tel. (01) 3809605 Fax (01) 3845755

with an AES digital input signal. Note
that though the basic noise floor is a

little higher than the 02R, there

IN SUMMARY

FINLAND

Moderato Oy

HONG KONG

is

Dah Chong Hong Ltd.
Tel. 28086111 Fax 28733911

almost no change in noise with input
signal level, though the DA -30 is
locked to an external source.

INDONESIA

Multi Audio Perkasa
Tel. (021) 6296009 Fax (021) 6298453
ISRAEL

More Audio Professional
Spectrum level IdSI
11 kHz pore tone

Tel. (03) 69656367 Fax (03) 6965007
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Audium

S.r.l
Tel. (02) 27304242 Fax (02) 27309018

,WAN
MTC Japan Ltd.
Tel. (03) 5280 -0251 Fax (03) 5280 -0254

number of observations

KOREA

can be made. The absence of dedicated controls
for most mixer functions is certainly outweighed
by the compact size, cost and features of the
console. However. there are controls which
particular users like to get their hands on
frequently. For me, an example is the need to
clear peak -meter readings (overloads) during
level setting for a mix. It would be handy to have
programmable function keys that would allow me
to access this requirement easily. Can we please
have nondedicated buttons which can be used for
any purpose and assigned very simply?
Of course, these should be able to be stored
along with other parts of a mixer preset.
With correction of the primary weakness in the
clock recovery zone. the 02R is impressive. Were
to buy one,
might reserve some funds for a
really good stereo A -D for those special sources,
and one really good D-A for monitoring. would
also put some money aside for a 20 -bit adaptor
for a few channels of my DA -88 so that could
record those 20 -bit conversions. Then.
might
need a stereo sample rate convertor...
The 02R is a significant step in digital console
development for those of us with real -world
budgets. And at the asking price, there will be
several thousands of us who will be willing live
with the few remaining limitations.
I
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MALAYSIA

Fig.14: FFT of D -A convertor output.
The left scale is for the lower pure
12kHz tone plot, while the right upper
scale is for the upper J -Test plot. This
J -Test, devised by Prism Audio, has as

Eastland Trading (M) SDN BHD
Tel. (03) 9845789 Fax (03) 9842288

farm°
Electroingenierria en Precision S.A.
Tel. (5) 5597677 Fax (5) 5753381

its main purpose investigating the
effect of cable properties and length
on jitter generated by the data itself in
travelling down the cable. With perfect
jitter rejection, the upper and lower
plots would be identical
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COEIBTACTS
YAMAHA -KEMBLE MUSIC,
Sherbourne Drive, Tilbrook, Milton
Keynes MK7 8BL, UK.
Tel: +44 1908 366 700.
Fax: +44 1908 368 872.

YAMAHA CORPORATION,
6600 Orangethorpe A
, Buena Park,
CA 90620, US. Tel: +1 714 522 9011.
Fax: +1 714 739 2680.
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Fig.15: FFT of stereo output signal with
and without fader movement. The
purpose of the test was to measure
excess digital noise created by the
fader DSP process. This proved to be
very low, creating only just visible
skirts about the probe tone
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WHICH PICTURE DO
YOU PREFER?
want to Iaok
like Cyberman or a tank
commander, it's got to be
Unless you

0

the new DT 200 series
from beyerdynamic.
The designer styling and

super comfort cushioning
systems, combined with
beyerdynamic's legendary
transducer technology,
keeps you in touch wits
your audience, in real (t-,

And to

keep the

ngineering department
happy, the DT 200 series
packs a multitude of
impressive features: -

rugged construction, h gh
performance earmonitors
and a choice of really çreat
sounding microphones.

Just take a look at our

competition and imagine what you might look like when
you're giving it your best shot! The only thing yo.i have :o look for now is your
beyerdynamic dealer. They'll be happy to put you in the right picture.

For more information, call our freephone 0800 374994
beyerdynamic, UK Lewes BN 8 6 JL
8, 74072 Heilbronn, Germany Tel 7131.617.125
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Neumann
No other new valve microphone could hope to

visits Neumann's Berlin

HQ to assemble

M149 MICROPHONE

stir as much interest

Neumann mies
returned for
servicing
are assured
individual attention

CAN BE no doubt that
vintage equipment is a live issue which
continues to get liver. The market in
revivals,
reissues.
replicas
and
straightforward secondhand equipment

loudspeakers-was the recent Beatles
work monitored on 1960s Altec 604s?
doubt it. No, the real hankering after the
landmarks of the past tends to focus on
just two areas: signal processing and

has never been busier. and brave indeed is
the engineer who professes no interest.
The intriguing thing is that when you get
past the misty eyes and cut through the
unquestioning nostalgia there is only a
very small hard core of old equipment that
is genuinely viable today and which the
consensus would accept as such, either in
the flesh or in the form of a modern replica.
There will always be the enthusiasts
prepared to expend the time and money
necessary to keep a 30- year -old console
or tape machine running, but they are few
and far between: rarer still are those who
would
the
virtues of old
extol

microphones. Hence the kudos attached to
Pultec, Fairchild and a few other
manufacturers of processors (and their
more recent clones) and to the classic
early cordenser microphones from a small
nucleus of companies. This continued
reverence for vintage (sometimes veteran
would be a better word) microphones is
the more remarkable in view of the nature
of the objects themselves. inherently
fragile and more likely to have been
dropped, knocked, thrown into cupboards.
generally moved about and otherwise
mistreated than almost any other part of
the chain. The fact that a 40- year-old
microphone can have survived
at all is to its credit; for it still to
be more highly regarded than
its more recent counterparts is
a extraordinary achievement.

I

OLD MICROPHONES.
course
certainly
are
treasured items, with their
revivals, however authentic,
subject to more scrutiny and
criticism than any other
reproductions
of
old
of

equipment. Those revivals will
almost always have come from
the original manufacturers,
which draws attention to

another curious microphone
phenomenon: almost no other
area of our industry can point
to
such
continuity
of
manufacture
as
the
microphone sector. No-one is
better placed to participate in
the vintage forum, as no -one
else has survived since the
days when today's classics
were
their
contemporary
everyday equipment. And of
those manufacturers. no -one
has a better claim to originality
than George Neumann.
When started in this business
over 20 years ago, the original
valve Neumann U47 was
I

highly -prized
already
a
item -'like gold
collector's
remember hearing it
dust',
described. Of course, by then
the company was already
nothing short of venerable,
I
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this exclusive report on its development and performance

THERE

Old and new, all

as Neumann's M149 Tube.

holding patents going back to before World
War II when the Neumann Bottle was the
first practicable commercial condenser
microphone. The company was founded in
1928 and is acutely aware of its history,
which is detailed on its latest creation, a
CD -ROM catalogue. Besides offering the
most detailed Neumann product catalogue
ever produced, the CD -ROM provides a
multimedia scrapbook of the main
developments and their place in history, all
beautifully produced and representing the
perfect bridge between Neumann the
revered
icon and
Neumann
the
contemporary innovator.
In
a sense the new
Neumann
microphone represents a similar bridge.
Neumann is as aware as anybody else of

Prompted partly by outside

demand and partly by

a

desire to apply modern

design possibilities to

vintage technology, Neumann's
designers, led by Head of

Microphone Development
Stephan Peus, have
produced the M149 Tube
the huge market which still exists for the
legendary models of 30 and 40 years ago,
as well as the current resurgence of

interest in microphones in general.
Prompted partly by outside demand and
partly by a desire to apply modern design
to
vintage technology,
Neumann's designers, led by Head of
Microphone Development Stephan Peus.
have
the
M149 Tube.
produced
representing the best that classic
Neumann design has to offer alongside
modern advantages made possible by
more recent developments.

possibilities

49 is a multipattern dual diaphragm valve condenser microphone,
using a capsule assembly descended
directly from the original U47 with new
valve circuitry and, for the first time with a
valve, a transformerless output stage. The
THE M1
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outward design is consciously modelled
on the old M49 and its related M50, which
also used the forerunner of the capsule
found in the M149.
The capsule itself, crucial to the sound
and survival of these microphones. has a
surprisingly simple history. The original
M7 was introduced 50 years ago, and
despite its undoubted success it was only
ten years before Neumann realised its
shortcomings, borne of the technological
limitations of its time. The membrane
material was not stable over time, leading
to increased stiffness and consequent HF
lift with age. It was also originally
necessary to glue the membrane to the
backplate assembly, precluding any fine
adjustment of tension across its surface.
Both problems were addressed in the K49
capsule, which used a new polyester for
the membrane and a screwed ring to
clamp the membrane in place. This
version of the capsule was used in later
U47s and M49/50s, and has remained in
production, virtually unchanged, ever
since, giving the new model a direct line of
descent from its forebears.

THE CAPSULE IS protected

by a

familiarly shaped wire mesh basket, and it
is no illusion that the capsule seems more
clearly visible through it than expected.
This is not for the sake of appearance,
however; measurements showed that the
original three -layer mesh basket was
applying a subtle acoustic compression to
the sound entering the microphone. giving
the effect of slightly separating the high
and low frequencies. The removal of the
interleaving fine mesh eliminated this
effect, and in the process revealed the
internal construction more clearly. This
change is not believed to have a
significant effect on the capabilities of the
basket as a wind shield, and of course,
for close vocal work a separate screen will
probably be used anyway.
It has been common knowledge for
some time that Neumann's original
microphones could never be truly
replicated, because the valve used in their
design, the VF14, is no longer available.
Neumann's designers point out, however,
that contrary to popular belief the type of
valve is far less important than the circuit
built around it -in fact they seem slightly
impatient with the obsession with knowing
what type of valve they have chosen to
use. The new microphone uses a
miniature valve (an AC701 if you must
know) often found in high frequency
applications such as Radar; the team
have found that valves with this ultrasonic
capability tend to have a better noise
performance at audio frequencies.

49 HAS uniquely for a
valve microphone. a transformerless
output in the usual interests of surviving
long cable runs with fewer problems,
among other things. The designers were
prepared to sacrifice the all -valve nature
in order to achieve this, as the output
driver is built round an op amp. They
clearly anticipate a slightly sniffy reaction
THE M7
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to the presence of an op -amp in a
microphone with the M149's aspirations,
but defend it vigorously, pointing out that
with careful design there is no reason
such a circuit should not be able to deliver
the required levels of performance.
Nonetheless, this is one of several
elements conspiring to make the inside of
the microphone an interesting sight.
A valve microphone could reasonably
be assumed to have most of its

substantial
electronics,

body
even

cavity filled with
one no longer
expected to find the boards made of
Paxolin and the wires covered with fabric.
In fact the inside of the M149 contains not
much more than 'a lot of Berlin air,' as
Stephan Peus put it. A small circular PCB
sits in the base of the microphone and
carries the op -amp surrounded by surface
if

Neumann
suggests that
the M149's
AC 701 valve
could be changed
to alter the
microphone's

character

mount components. Plugged into this
board with an edge connector is a sub board carrying the valve itself, giving rise
to the thought that it could be exchanged
for another design of amplification stage if
required just by changing this plug -in
board. According to Neumann, this may
indeed be a possibility at some time in the
future. This treatment of the valve element
of the circuit as a separate module simply
adds to the incongruity of seeing it working

alongside

modern

surface

mount

technology.
At the top of the cavity is another
circular board upon which the capsule is
mounted, and this also carries the
microphone's two control switches. Of
course, being a valve design. the M149
has a dedicated outboard power supply,
and it is often the case that the controls for (L
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REVIEW
&í1 polar patterns and the like are mounted remotely
on such a supply. This is not so here; the power
supply is a simple rugged box with a 7 -pin input
connector for the microphone, an XLR output
socket, an oN LED and a connection for the

simple mains adaptor which provides primary
power. The advantage of this arrangement to my

inclusion of sensing wires in the main microphone
cable to maintain the correct operating voltage for
the valve.

mind is that the power supply can be left on the
floor in a corner (as it often is anyway) and
forgotten about, as everything that can be
adjusted is on the microphone itself. On the
subject of the power supply, it is worth mentioning
that great care has been taken to ensure the
microphone is always operating optimally. with the

MICROPHONE controls are
remarkably comprehensive. This is not a
microphone that is going to trade solely on its

THE

sound on a take- it -or- leave -it basis; it sets out to
be a useful all -round tool in its own right.
Neumann decided early on in the design stages
that the M149's chief competition was going to be
old Neumanns, and that as long as its price
remained competitive with them there was no
point cutting corners. The idea of an infinitely variable polar pattern was toyed with briefly but
dismissed because it is not accurately
reproducible from one session to another, unlike
switched settings. The decision arrived at was to
provide the expected five polar patterns -omni,
subcardioid, cardioid, hypercardioid and figure -ofeight-together with intermediate positions
between those settings, giving nine possibilities
altogether. This is the first Neumann microphone
to feature this arrangement, which while not
unique is still fairly rare. Those who know the
difference it can make to spill and focus to have
such a palette of polar patterns available will
appreciate the facility, and those who don't should
try it for themselves and perhaps be surprised.
The switch on the back controls the high pass
filter cut -off frequency, and again offers a far wider
range than normally expected. Generally no more
than two settings for LF roll -off are offered; the
M149 has seven, with cut -off frequencies from
20Hz to 160Hz in sensible small steps. Again this
may sound like excessive subtlety -overkill

Elements of the M149 are hand -made on lathes at the Berlin premises
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REVIEW
even-but in practice the fine tuning it offers is
unquestionably very useful. There is no pad
switch. but nothing was able to throw at it gave it
any trouble, no matter how loud.
The power supplies are, of course, provided
with the microphone as part of a large and
comprehensive kit, within which the microphone
itself is packed in an elegant and protective
wooden box. Also supplied as standard is a cat's cradle suspension mount, which is apparently the
only way of attaching the M149 to a stand. The
microphone is held in its mount by means of a
threaded locking ring at its base, and in the best
tradition of Neumann suspensions the body is
held firmly and rigidly at any angle with no
tendency to sag or droop -assuming of course
that the microphone stand is locked off tightly
enough to support the substantial weight. as
despite all the air inside the M149 still weighs
730g without the suspension. The suspension not
only isolates the microphone from stand -borne
shocks, but is large and all- enveloping enough to
I

protect the body from knocks.
The M149 will be seized upon by vintage
Neumann aficionados as an ideal vocal
microphone, and Neumann sensibly mentions this
in the literature as an especially suitable
application. Besides this. however, the manual
also highlights its suitability for use in classical
recording, claiming as it does an unusually low
self -noise for such a design. Indeed have it on
good authority that for a long time Decca used the
M49 and 50 almost exclusively for classical
recording work, often in their distinctive tree
configuration of three spaced omnis. Neumann's
explanation of the philosophy represented by the

Sound alone would warrant its price and
its inclusion as the primary microphone
in most applications, but the extra

flexibility of the range of polar patterns
and

LF

cut positions means that there is

very little it can't tackle

viewed new model -although frankly it is hard to
be entirely dispassionate about such an imposing
microphone. Its vocal sound is. of course,
extraordinary, coupling warmth and depth with a
free and open top end, all unstrained and musical.
The same qualities, together with its attention to
detail and undeniably low noise, made it ideal for
a huge range of solo instruments, from violin to
cello and from trumpet to tenor sax. The sound
alone would. in fact. warrant its price and its
inclusion as the primary microphone in most
applications, but the extra flexibility added by the
range of polar patterns and LF cut positions
means that there is very little it can't usefully
tackle. If had never heard a vintage Neumann
(and to be honest haven't been in the business
long enough to be as familiar with them as some)
would be highly impressed by the M149; those
who have worked extensively with M49s. M50s
and U47s and know and love them tell me the
M149 is indeed a worthy successor. However you
look at it, this is a highly desirable microphone,
likely to become as much of a legend as its
illustrious ancestors.
I

I

microphone is cleverly ambivalent: it is specifically
stated that the M149 is not an attempt to recreate
a classic design, and yet the sound the world
expects from those old microphones clearly had
to be incorporated in the new model. This is not a
replica in any sense, and yet for all its new
technology, new ideas and low noise Neumann
intends it to be seen as having a direct line of
descent from the collector's items that might have
been the subject of a replica had one been
produced. The appeal therefore covers those
enthusiasts who treasure the old models and
those who might regard any such attempts to
recreate the past as not particularly constructive.

I
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CONTACTS

GEORG NEUMANN,
011enhauerstrasse 98, D-13403,
Berlin, Germany.
Tel: +49 30 41 77 2424.
Fax: +49 30 41 77 2450.
SENNHEISER, UK.
Tel: +44 1628 85011.
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WITH ALL OF

this in mind, used the M149
on everything that thought it might possibly be
usable on, and not once did it disappoint me.
either in terms of what one expects of the classic
Neumann sound or in terms of a dispassionately
I

I

SENNHEISER,

US.
Tel +1 203 434 9190
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know more about the new digital age or a
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lad
- and
incorporates microphone or line level
inputs, with a 20dB trim control to allow

accumulation of measurements can be

optimum visual display.

evening's or even a whole week's data.
signal generator, output parallel printer

plus all the flexibility, quality and reliability

In fact, the DN6000 is designed to
conform to Type specifications of IEC 804
and IEC 651 - the standards for integrating

you expect from the world's leader in

averaging sound level meters.

analysis to a resolution of 0.2dB

The new DN6000 Spectrum Analyser

from Klark Teknik is sensitive enough to

measure one of nature's quietest creations.

incorporating the latest DSP
technology, the DN6000 provides superb,
By

high resolution spectrum/time analysis,

1

Thirty two memory positions are

signal processing.
It

performs real time

Octave spectrum,

1/3

and

a

//

1.1.1,I

It

can automatically analyse a whole

Other features include an internal

port and a data output port to link with the
DN3600 programmable graphic equaliser,
allowing auto equalisation.
For further information please contact

available to store spectrum analysis data and

1/6

LET, LEQ and RT60

i

achieved to build up a composite average.

further sixteen for LET/ LEQ /BT60. Also,

KIARK

a

MARK V co

Klark Teknik or your nearest agent.

VI) any

The first name with sound system designers

Mark IV Pro Audio Group. Klark Teknik Building. Wallur Nash Rued.
ruúnstcr, Worts DY11 711f. England. Tel: 101562) 741515 Fax: (01562) 745371
Merk IV Pro Audio Group. 448 Post Road. Buchanan, MI 49107. USA.
Tel: 16161 655 4750 Fax: 1616) 695 0470
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Amek SYSTEM 9098 R(MA
Combining high -quality mic preamps with

digitally based recording sessions.
ONE OF THE JOYS of the audio
business in recent years has been the
'return' of the microphone. Interest in
microphone techniques and the available
hardware has revived dramatically, and in
the process some of the skills which were
in danger of extinction have been brought
back from the brink.
This has brought with it a new
appreciation
of
the
microphone
preamplifier, which has seen its role and
importance reappraised. The realisation
that the quality of the preamplifier depends
upon the entire subsequent recording
process is a healthy one, and has brought
home the fact that some console preamps
are perhaps not up to this responsibility.
There has, therefore, been an explosion of
outboard preamp designs, from the
pragmatic to the esoteric and incorporating
every kind of audio technology known to
man. These in turn have contributed to the
move towards siting preamps locally to
microphones, minimising low -level cable
runs and allowing the big hop from
musician to console to be handled by
proper line drivers.
The logical next step is to provide
remote control of those preamps, and this
is becoming a familiar concept, central to

the DG 4D approach. the AGM digital
microphone system, SSL's Axiom, the
Harrison Series 12 and many others. It is,
therefore, hardly surprising to see a

P.a.

system of remote control is becoming the order of the day for many

DAVE FOISTER

r

system of this type appear from the
drawing board of Rupert Neve, long
revered for his unique approach to
analogue circuit design.
Neve is no stranger to the idea of his
console building blocks being repackaged
as outboards-whether it's vintage Neve
1066 EQ modules being racked up
together or Focusrite console EQ
appearing as a stand -alone. Nowadays. of
course. he is with Amek, and the flagship
9098 console is rapidly becoming the
centre of a whole system of components
derived from it. So it is with the RCMA
microphone preamps and associated
RCU controller, both of which bear the
legend System 9098 along with a simple
hand -written 'Rupert'.

THE RCMA PREAMPS

are an
interesting combination of simplicity and
versatility, and can in fact be used on their
own without any form of remote control. The
rack contains four preamps, all of whose
expected facilities and more besides are
operated from a common set of controls.
Each channel has a SELECT button
alongside a row of status LEDs, and
selecting the channel allows all its functions
to be adjusted and displayed on the LCD
screen next to the common controls.
preamp
Each
has
individually
switchable phantom power, phase
reverse, earth lift and mute, and of course
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combination of
versatility and
simplicity, the

adjustable gain. No fine control is thought
necessary, so the gain is incremented in
6dB steps over a range of 0-66dB by a
continuous rotary encoder or a pair of
nudge buttons. Phantom power switching
is accompanied by a 3s mute to avoid the
usual thumps, and the associated LED
flashes during this process as a reminder
The screen can show vertical bar meters
for the output levels of all four channels
together with their currently set gains, and
highlights the active channel; alternatively it
can show an individual preamp's settings in
more detail, with provision for naming the
channel. The software additionally allows
Channels 1 & 2 or 3 & 4 (or both) to be
configured as ganged stereo pairs, in
which case the chosen pair's level meters
and settings are shown on the screen
together. and any adjustments to channel
settings affects both identically. A
headphone socket allows local monitoring
of any or all of the microphone signals, and
this monitor feed also appears on the rear
as a line level output.
Despite the fact that the microphone
input XLRs are on the front panel, the back
is remarkably full of connectors. Each
channel has three output XLRs, which can
have three separate sets of functions
depending on the chosen mode of
operation and the options fitted. Output A
is always the primary line output, and in
normal use Outputs B and C are fed in

System 9098
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REVIEW
parallel at a slightly reduced level. Each channel
can be individually switched to distribution amp
mode, however, which gives three identical
transformer isolated outputs, the only drawback
being a reduction in headroom.
A further option will shortly be available which
will bring the unit even more closely into line with
current trends by providing digital outputs direct
from the preamps. With this installed, the DA
mode is lost, and the C output connectors are
dedicated to the digital convertors, giving two 2channel AES -EBU outputs and synchronisation in
and out.

A SYSTEM LIKE

this really comes into its
own when under remote control. The System
9098 RCU can control up to 16 RCMAs. all daisy chained together using a new proprietary protocol
from Amek called Exlink. This data link operates
via standard
balanced audio cable
terminations are XLRs- allowing it to be
connected easily via existing tie lines. The pulse
shape used for data transmission has been
specially designed to minimise data crosstalk into
checked this in a
adjacent audio lines, and
ridiculous worst -case situation by running both it
and the preamp outputs in the same single overall- screen multicore; the data was audible
during silences. but at a commendably low level.
Using decent multicore or separate tie lines it
disappeared completely, and the process of
listening for it showed just how low the noise floor
of the preamps themselves is.
The right -hand side of the RCU's front panel is
identical to that of the preamps themselves.
although the available screen displays are slightly
is not possible. for example, to view
different
four channels simultaneously. From here all the
parameters available on the RCMAs themselves
can be adjusted and viewed. and several global
system functions set. Besides this, all the
individual channels' information is present in the
incoming data so that the screen can show levels
(including a variable -time peak hold) from the
selected preamp. The left hand half of the panel
carries the 16 selection buttons, each of which will
cycle through the four channels of the associated
preamp unit when pressed repeatedly. This gives
quick access to up to 64 channels of preamplifier,
all down one audio tie line. The monitor feed
already referred to on the RCMA can also be

-its

I

-it

chosen channel can be remotely selected on to preamps available. Neve's overview of the design
this feed and monitored either on the RCU's in the manual gives his thoughts as to the
headphone socket or on its own line -level output requirements of such a device. wnich in this case
on the back. An example of the thoughtful design uses quasi class -A circuits, intended to give the
benefits of class -A in terms of eliminating
is the ability to choose between two systems of
multiple preamps, either as crossover distortion with the efficiency savings of
numbering
consecutively numbered channels all the way up class -B. Naturally his Transformer Like Amplifiers
to 64 or as numbered units each with Channels are used for the input, and in line with his stated
1-4. This, along with the channel names. makes it approach to HF performance, which he maintains
should extend well beyond
easy to keep track of large
the accepted range of
setups in whichever way
hearing.
the
It succeeds in being extremely human
suits the job.
response of the units is
An unusual feature for a
quoted as 3dB down at
microphone
preamp, helpful in the way it operates,
110kHz at 0dB gain and
although less surprising in
gain.
60kHz
at
66dB
view of the nature of this
being more informative about Together with corresponding
system, is a preset library
20Hz responses of -0.1dB
16 nameable memories for
what is going on than a
and -1.2dB and similarly
system
complete
impressive distortion, noise
configurations. These will
and crosstalk figures. it
store stereo groupings, gain, traditional simple mic preamp
would be surprising indeed if
phase, phantom and mute
the preamps did not sound
settings and channel names
for the whole system of 64 channels, and can be as superb as they do.
The RCMA system is. for a lot of applications.
recalled virtually instantly. This degree of recall
clearly makes the system ideal as a high -quality a highly elegant solution. Its audio performance is
front end for the growing number of fully recallable, impeccable, and it succeeds in being extremely
resettable consoles. In case there are times when helpful in the way it operates, being in many ways
the RCU's memory and that in the preamps more informative about what is going on than a
themselves does not tally. because the RCMAs traditional simple mic preamp. The only trouble
have been adjusted locally. the RCU can send a had with it was a tendency for the shaft encoder
complete setup to restore synchronisation -worth to jump erratically around the range of values, but
doing almost as a matter of course as otherwise in view of the overall feel of the system am happy
to put that down as a one -off.
strange things can happen.
Few systems are available to do what the
Exlink is set to become widespread throughout
console
dedicated
RCMAs do
outside
the Amek product range, allowing control of the
RCMAs from other devices besides the RCU. A configurations. and the opportunity to follow this
remote preamp path with whatever other
PC software package called MicTalk is already
available, providing full control over the preamps equipment you choose, and with the confidence
from one expansion card. Soon to come is control that comes with the Neve name, makes the 9098
via the Visual Effects option within Amek's system's appeal very wide indeed.©
Supertrue console automation system. Visual
Effects provides integrated control of a range of
MIDI processors, and will also be able to control
the preamps, again via an Exlink card in the PC.
AMEK SYSTEMS &

daisy- chained together through multiple units
back to the RCU and controlled by it, so that any
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Peripherals Ltd
Riverside Business Park
RiRam
Lyon Road

Merton
London
SW 19 2RL

PERIPHERALS LTD
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CONTACT

as read that despite all the
features and controllability. the presence of
Rupert Neve's name indicates that this system is
not a toy putting technology before sonic
excellence. For the record, the preamps are. as
one would hope, extremely fine preamps in their
own right, surely the equal of any other outboard
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New Islington Mill,
Regent Trading Estate, Oldfield Road,
Salfield MS 4SX.
Tel: +44 161 834 6747.
Fax: +44 161 834 0593.
, US. Tel: +1 818 508 9788.
Fax: +1 818 508 8619.
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CD-Maker
Duplicate any CD without changing the original PQ
codes
Built it CUE SHEET editor to Blow manipulation of time
codes
T.A.O. to D.A.O. conversion for Glass Master ready

CD's
Convert time edited DAT into Glass Master ready CD's
Yamaha 4x speed technology

For dealer information or

to become a dealer
please call our trade sales
department

CONTROLS,

IT CAN BE taken

RI MAGE

'

CD PRINTER
Laser quality print
10 -20 second print speed
On-demand, desktop convenience
Prints on lacquer or matte finish media
Eliminates adhesive labels and hand handwriting
Create custom label designs
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Rugged Switchcraft" Jack Panels

Choose The Look You Like
Switchcraft's new TTP96 Series
Jack Panel (shown in photo) is built
to last. It features corrosion resistant
nickel -plated jacks. a steel frame for
superior jack life and an aluminum.
black anodized face and cable support bar. Switching arrangements

available in full normal. half normal
and open circuit. Fanned solder terminals make solder connections simple. and an offset ground terminal
makes common ground buss connection easy.
Request NPB #448 torr the TTP96
Series. Call +44 (0) 1705 661579 for
product pricing and delivery.

The D series of Q -G" connectors offers a choice
of satin, pebbled. or black metal finish for panel or
chassis- mounting. Choose from 3 to 7 contacts or
"" ith silver or gold plating. Shown above. left to
right: D3F (pebbled). D3FS (satin). D3M (pebbled)
and D3MS (satin). For black finish order D3MB or
D3FB.
Request Switchcrafts AVP -3 catalog for more information. Call +44 (0) 1705 661579 for product pricing
and delivery.

pins

Need a quality connection for a compact application?

We've got just your size!

Patch Cords In 6 Colors

Switchcrati' audio patch cords feature 3- conductor .173" diameter telephone -type (TT) plugs and are
available in a variety of colors and styles. Choose
black. red. yellow. green or blue as braided or over molded: gray is available as overmolded only.
Request Switchcraft's Molded Cable Assembly and
Patch Coal Guide for details. Call +44 (0) 1705 661579
tirr product pricing and delivery.

Switchcraft's patented tini Q-G connectors offer the same quality as our
industry-standard full size Q -Gs, but are ideal for compact applications.
Tini Q-Gs are used in wireless and lavaliere microphones or wherever reliable compact connections are required.
Choose 3 to 6 pins /contacts.
Silver- plating is standard, gold -plating optional.
Available as cord plug, PC and panel mount
Large opening in cord plug strain relief accepts cable
up to .170 inch diameter.
Black inserts.

Raytheon Electronics
Switchcraft®

Switchcraft, Inc.
c/o Raytheon Marine Europe

Anchorage Park
Portsmouth P03 5TD
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1705 661579
FAX: +44 (0) 1705 694642

http://www.raytheon.com/re/swc.html
Switchcraft - Consistently Excellent Since 194&^.

Durable Q-G® Audio Connectors

Preferred by audio professionals the world over.

Switchcraft Q -G" connectors. such as the A3M.
A3MBAU A3FBAU and A3F (shown left to right).
feature unsurpassed durability with a choice of finishes and contact platings. High performance inserts
are mailable in Switchcrati green or black with gold -

plated or silver- plated contacts. A rainbow of colored
flex reliefs also available. Solder terminals rotated
for easier access and soldering.
Request Switchcraft's AVP -3 catalog for details.
Call +44 (0) 1705 661579 for product pricing and
delivery.

Digidesign PRO TOOLS 3
Now in its third revision, Digidesign's Pro Tools system remains a serious contender in the nonlinear recorder -editor field.

DAVE FOISTER
.
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runs through the latest developments and its compatiblity with the Power Mac

m
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Pro Tools screen

display from the
Macintosh-based
variant

IT'S HARD ENOUGH

to keep up
offer from the
computer hardware companies and to
incorporate new developments into our
systems; how much harder must it be then
for a software company to anticipate all
this, and deliver the maximum possible
performance on the available hardware.
Add to this a fiercely competitive market
and a hard -bitten customer base who
believe that software upgrades equal bug
fixes and that they're being used as Beta
testers, and the job becomes unenviable.
But software moves onwards and
upwards to maintain its position, and so
we have a new upgrade of Pro Tools from
Digidesign -Avid. Pro Tools comes from a
line of Mac packages, each of which has
built on the capabilities of the last and
helped bstablish Digidesign as one of the
market leaders in the field. Building a
network of Development Partners and
creating a signal bus within the system for
which third parties can produce plug -in
processing has made Pro Tools one of the
most versatile systems available.
Just as the Macintosh began to emerge
as the winner in the competition to
become the machine of choice for musical
and audio use, Apple's changes of
direction came close to upsetting the
apple cart. The abandonment of NuBus
and the concentration on the Power
Macintosh were seen by many at the time
as a retrograde step as far as audio users
were concerned; it is the job of a company
like Digidesign to see further than that and
to date with what's on
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find advantages in change, and that is
what has happened. The most important
new feature in v3.2 is an ability to work

with the Power Mac audio facilities without
additional Digidesign hardware.
This requires the PowerMix extension
to the Digital Audio Engine, Digidesign's
DAE which is central to the operation of
Pro Tools and other software including
third party sequencer- recorder packages.
DAE is in fact an application in itself,
launched automatically by Pro Tools, and
used by other products which make use of
the Digidesign DSP card for their audio
component, such as StudioVision, Logic
Audio, Digital Performer and Cubase
Audio. PowerMix will allow stereo
recording and playback of up to 16 tracks
using the Mac's own PPC processor as a
playback engine, with the actual
capabilities set by the processor speed of
the computer. Thus a Power Macintosh
CPU running at 100MHz or faster will
support the full 16 tracks, 80- 100MHz
allows 12 tracks, and speeds lower than
80MHz drop the capability to 8 tracks.
(Power Macintosh Power Book portables
run the processor at too slow a speed for
PowerMix.) This is not to rule out the use
of a full -blown Digidesign hardware setup
with the Power Macs; the standard range
of interfaces and cards can be used, but
the option is there, given the power
available on the Mac, to dispense with it.

OTHER ASPECTS

new to Pro Tools
3.2 centre largely on support for other

packages and streamlining of operation
from the internal working point of view
rather than anything obvious to the user.
Other programs now supported are Pro
Tools Project, Session 8 Macintosh and
Audiomedia II, and there is a direct
upgrade path from Pro Tools Project to Pro
Tools 3, with its expandability, real time
processing power and machine control.
Importing of mono and stereo audio files
from elsewhere can now be performed
using drag-and -drop in the Mac's Finder.
has been
The
Bounce plug -in
streamlined so that it no longer requires
the use of its own DSP chip for bouncing
operations, which in turn means that more
effects processing and mixing functions
are available for performing bounces. The
SCSI setup has also changed, with larger
Pro Tools 3 systems no longer needing
valid drives on Disk I -Os B and C, freeing
up the -Os for other uses.
For the operator, a convenient addition
is a Get Info window for storing notes
about a Pro Tools Session. Otherwise, little
has changed on screen, but the program
remains as fast and intuitive as ever.
There are a few bug fixes; it seems, for
instance, that the VTR control functions
inadvertently disappeared from PostView
during the last upgrade, and these have
now been restored, giving machine control
via keyboard shortcuts. Others relate to
large systems, fixing their occasional TOM
timing and oversized meru problems, and
the ADAT interface sample accuracy is
now correct, although the new XT firmware
is not yet supported.
This upgrade consists largely of detail
improvements, with the major exception of
the Power Mac PPC compatibility, which
offers Pro Tools power to owners of
suitable machines with a substantial
saving in hardware costs. This can only
help Digidesign widen further acceptance
of an already successful package.
I

CONTACTS
DIGIDESIGN INC,
1360 Willow Road, Menlo Park,
CA 94025, US.
Tel: +1 415 688 0600.
Fax: +1 415 327 0777.
UK: Digidesign UK, Avid
Technology Ltd, Westside
Complex, Pinewood Studios, Ivey
Heath, Pinewood, Bucks 5L0 ONH.
Tel: +44 1753 653322
Fax: +44 1753 654999.
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Grab a mic. Grab a Sony.

How do Sony wireless systems

measure up? Our users say: 'Sounds

better.' 'Easier to use.' 'More reliable.'

And they're less expensive, too!

d

Whether it's theatre sound,

d

ENG, live stage vocals or TV studio,

Sony wireless is the answer.

From single mics to large -scale multi -channel

systems, the state -of- the -art WL -800
II

series offers the highest audio

and RF quality. What's more, our

multi- channel systems offer the greatest number

of

channels without any compromise of quality.

The fact is, our wireless mics have the same

great feel and sound as

wired mics.

And with Sony advanced circuit technology

and maintenance -free design, these mics have

stunning reliability.

So listen.

Sony wireless mics

are for movers and shakers. Everywhere.
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Graham Patten

D-[SAM 200

The gap between video and audio broadcasting presents a valuable opportunity to the handful of manufacturers prepared

to treat both mediums on equal terms.

DAVE FOISTER finds Graham

Patten up to the challenge

Unorthodox to
dedicated audio
engineers the
D-ESAM 200

makes perfect
sense in a
video studio

YOU'VE

GOT TO integrate to
accumulate. Equipment for video -editing
suites not only has to work well, it has to
work with existing equipment and in a way
that follows established practices -in fact.
it sometimes seems that where sound is
concerned, integration and convenience
take precedence over quality.
Graham Patten Systems' awareness of
this, and its determination to elevate audio
to its deserved status go without saying.
As developer of the ESAM Il protocol for
controlling audio mixers from video
editors. GPS has identified, and cornered,
a market in dedicated mixing control for
pictures in a way that accords audio the
same importance as video. The D -ESAM
range will be familiar to anyone in the
video -editing business and is almost
completely unknown outside it, as its
specialised way of working fits only into
that environment and its whole concept is
foreign to that of conventional music or
broadcast mixing.
D -ESAM stands for Digital Edit Suite
Audio Mixer, and the 200 represents a
scaling down of the existing models
-which can have up to 56 channels -into
an affordable version for smaller scale
facilities.
but
without
sacrificing
functionality or quality. The job of an
edit -suite mixer, rather than mixing
continuous streams of audio, is making
transitions to match the picture cuts, taking
audio from a succession of source
machines and placing cuts or crossfades
between them to match the associated
picture transitions. Like everything else in
the suite, it must also be driven from the
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central-editing controller, in the same way
that a vision mixer has its cuts, wipes and
dissolves programmed remotely from the
same system that controls the VTRs. As a
consequence, the D -ESAM range looks
and functions very much like a vision mixer.
Assignability and Virtual Machines are
central to the concept. The mixer has
16 inputs, which can be configured as
various combinations of 48kHz AES-EBU
and analogue, with optional sample -rate
conversion. The inputs are identified as
source machines -with one, two or four
tracks -and these can then be assigned as
virtual machines anywhere on the panel's
12 faders. This assignment can be changed
on- the -fly by the editor, removing the
apparent physical limitations of the small
control panel, and any channel settings
associated with a machine stay with the
machine rather than the physical channel,
so that they will remain unchanged when
the machine is recalled to the panel even if
it is on a different set of faders.
Four output buses appear in both
analogue and digital form, and the vision
mixer
means that
any
analogy
combination of channels can be routed to
the buses as a preset, taking the place of
the existing audio at the edit point. The
transition can be a straightforward cut or a
is
variable -time crossfade.
which
measured like everything else on the
D -ESAM in frames not seconds. and can
even be different for individual buses.

THE NATURE

of the unit means that

buttons far outnumber pots and sliders,
and button illumination is very helpful in

keeping track of what's happening. For
instance, the routeing buttons light red
when live and green when preset, and
have two brightness levels showing which
function is currently available for selection.
The other main group of buttons doubles
as a numeric entry keypad and a means of
calling other functions to the display
screen for adjustment.
The large, clear LCD screen can show
the various aspects of six channels at a
time, and is scrolled sideways to see the
rest. Soft keys beneath it are invoked by
the function selected on the main keys,
allowing adjustment by two rotary
encoders of such parameters as EQ.
panning and delay. The EQ is surprisingly
its
elaborate;
three
bands offer
combinations of shelf, peak and deep
notch characteristics, with a good range of
adjustment and a very impressive sound,
capable of both gentle sweetening and
more extreme correction and effects.
EQ can be adjusted simultaneously across
groups of channels and settings can be
copied elsewhere. The delay function is not
an effect, but a means of correcting for
processing delays elsewhere in the
system, so its maximum delay is only a few
frames.
All of this is easily accessed from the
front panel, but the point is that it can also
be controlled remotely via Sony 9 -pin by
any editor with a suitable driver. It is
curious to note that `ader levels, elsewhere
the first thing to get automated, are the
only function on the D -ESAM not
controlled from the editor, giving away
once again. the very different nature of the
job it does. Fader levels are. however,
stored with virtual machine tracks, and
adjustment takes the same forms as found
with
automation,
on
conventional
auto -nulling. trim and manual control.
Despite my relative unfamiliarity with the
job the D -ESAM does, found its concept
and operation surprisingly easy to grasp.
Having seen video editors struggling with
inappropriate mixers while
basic,
everything else in the room flies by wire, it
is clear why a mixer like the D -ESAM is
needed, and GPS' implementation leaves
little to be desired.
I

CONTACTS
GRAHAM PATTEN
SYSTEMS, PO Box 1960,
Grass Valley, California 95945,
US. Tel: +1 916 273 8412.
Fax: +1 916 273 7458.
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VAT:

all prices shown excl and incl

LAB sales and hire
SOFTWARE

DAT RECORDERS

Fostex DiO
Sony A8
Sony PCM2600
Sony TCDD7
Sony DTC60

1872
722
1190
467
552

2200
849
1399
549
649

Cubase 2.8 MAC
Cubase Score MAC 2.0
Cubase Audio MAC
Cubase 2.8 PC
Cubase Score PC
Emagic Logic
Emagic Audio

245
361
509
245
361
331
245

289
425
599
289
425
389
289

£call
£call
£call

MIDI MODULES
Akai SGO1Vintage
Akai SGO1 Keyboard
Alesis DM5
EMU Morpheus
EMU Vintage Keys +
Novation Bass Rack

254
254
424
846
850

Novation Drum Station
Roland JVI080

382
935

331

299
299
499
995
999
389
499
1099

HARD DISK

Akai DR4vr
Akai DR8 + 1Gb
Akai DR16

935
2211

Digidesign AudioMedia 2
Digidesign Pro Tools 3
Digidesign Project
Fostex DMT8
Roland VS880
Soundscape + 1GB Drive

948
3309
1899

1099

2599
£call
1115

6238
2231
£call

1275

1499

2212

2600

Power Mac 7200/75 8/500
975
Power Mac 7200/90 8/500 CD 1199
Power Mac 7200/90 16/1000CD1699
Power Mac 7500/100 8/500 CD1749
lomegaZip Drive
173
Iomega Jaz Drive 1Gb
524
Plasmon CDR 4420
925
Syquest E -Z 135
194

1145
1408
1996

Audio Technica 4033+Sus
Groove Tube MD 1 Sys

Neumann TLM 193
Neumann U87A
Rode NT2

Sennheiser MD421
Shure SM58
Shure SM57
Sony ECM999

Allen & Heath GS1
Mackie CR1604
Mackie 1202 -VLZ
Mackie LM3204
Mackie SR24.4
Mackie SR32.4
Soundtracs Topaz 24
Soundtracs Topaz 32

2192
254
722
424
765
744

:553
424
251
101

tcall

Sony PCM800
Tascam DA-88

£call
£call

MONITORS

KRK K -ROK
KRK 6000
KRK 7000B
KRK 9000B

Soundcraft Absolute 2
Tannoy System 10 DMT
Tannoy System 12 NFM
Yamaha NS1OM Studio

BSS DPR402
BSS DPR901
Dbx 160A
Dbx 166A

722
722
382
424

Neve 33609C

370

807
637
339
722
1272

949
749
399
849
1495

1701

1999

£call
°300 3877

299
595
995
1595
217
969
1365
276

467
220

Behringer Compose
Behringer Ultrafex

2575
299
84
499
899
875
1825
499
295
119
110

254
1124
1956

Alesis Quadraverb 2

D

93
315

1

Genelec 1030A
Genelec 1031A

2055
204
616
1086
227

MICROPHONES
AKG C 12VR
AKG C3000
AKG C414ULS

Alesrs adattT

Alesis Monitor

Digitech Studio Vocalist
Digitech Studio Quad
Drawmer 1960
Drawmer 1961
Drawmer 1962
Ensoniq DP4+
Lexicon Reflex
Lexicon 480L
Lexicon PCM80
SPL Stereo Vitalizer Jack
SPL Classic Vitalizer
TL Audio EQ 1
TL Audio CL! compressor
Roland SDE330
Sony DPSV77
Yamaha GQ2031A
Yamaha SPX1000
Yamaha SPX990

Akai S2000
Akai 53000XL
Akai S3200XL
EMU E5I32 +SCSI
EMU E64
EMU E4

Music Lab normally discounts all weekly
rentals through its Tour day week'
scheme, which means seven
days are charged as only four.
Up to
During April, the first
week's hire will be charged at
OFF
half this rate. That is only two
days for the whole week.
Also for hire periods starting 41111111110
April, Music Lab is offering a second week's
hire at 75 per cent less than the normal
charge for the first week. That equals just
one day's charge for the whole week!
This remarkable deal is available only
from Music Lab, the first name in
professional audio equipment rental.

75%

DIGITAL MULTI

Tascam DAP1 Portable
Tascam DA20
Tascam DÁ30 Mkt

Special hire
deals for April

186

299
1320

2298
351
699
1169
1874

F:xaniple

255
1139
1605

325

549
259
219
849
849
449
499

525
875
449
£call
£call
£call
1099
389
£call
1659 1950
1866 2192
297
349
552
649
680
799
995 1169
680
799
1191 1400
424
499
1020 1199
637
749

£call
£call
£call
892
1956

[=11111111
Tascam DA88 8 track
Daily Rate Ex VAT
First Week Rate (April only)
Second Week Rate (April only)
Two Week Total

£225

Expor
world
Wherever in the world you are based,
shopping with Music Lab can be the
quickest and easiest way to get your

equipment.
You can order in person, on the telephone
or in writing, by mail or fax.
The Music Lab showrooms and
telephone lines are staffed from 9.30am 6.00pm Monday to Friday and 9.30am 4pm Saturday.
While personal callers often chose to
take the equipment with them, Music Lab
arranges delivery literally anywhere.
Shipped via the UPS Express Service,
Music Lab can guarantee delivery of stock
items by next morning to major European
cities and other international centres.
In the UK, Citylink can get the
equipment to you next day for £12.
Music Lab accepts a wide range of
payment methods including major credit
cards, personal cheques (these have to be
cleared unless supported by guarantee
card or Transax), building society cheques,
bank cheques and bank transfers.

1049

2299
£call

£75
£150
£75

1

Export Hot Line
+44 171 388 5392

Phone 0171 388 5392 Fax 0171 388 1953
72-74 Eversholt Street, London NW1 1BY

TL AUDIO

INTERNATIONAL
DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRALIA
F11(R61. FA,

61

111

FAX

ASIA

3

..6l

3

TM

9480 5988
9484 6108

FAH EAST

VW MARKETING

.44$0)1374 128483
.44 (011379 794009

TEL

FAA

1r\

MISTSIA

E, HENGE8

1044

.31

1EL

S

4865 165

431 4865

FAA

165

MM STATES

i r\JI)J J

61MADE

A

3112311141
3112310061

TEL

FAX

hen you choose

BELGIUM
AMPIEC

.39

11

I MARKETING GROUP

1 905 469

F.

1

8080
905 469 1199

installing the classic A- Range,

.3572490479

ILL

.357

490863

9

Soundcraft; (5 years as

D ENHA

DANISH AUDIO DISTRRWTK)N

45

F
FAX

B

-Range and TSM consoles in many

UK Sales

top studios worldwide), and

Manager).

All in all a total of 50 years sales and engineering experience in professional audio.

44539689811

TEL

combination of superb design, quality

development project leader), Trident; (11 years chief installation engineer and sales support

ETISUS
DAME MUSK
FAX

a

Our key personnel include individuals who have worked with Neve; (9 years research and

CANADA
TEL

Audio you're getting

TL

manufacture and un- paralleled audio industry experience.

48 14 58
EAR .39 11 48 14 59
TEL

3965 9449

/IMAM
SOUND MEDIA LTD

.358 0 510 9355

TEL

358 0

FAX

510 9951

RAIKE
MUSK BUSINESS
TEL 33
43 38 15 95
FAX 33 I 43 38 70 19
1

OISMANY
OVE MUSK $SEA

GRROO

.49 5903 93 880
.49 5903 6141

TEL

fAX

OaEECE
SOUND CONTROL

EQ -1 Dual Valve EQ

A AUDIO

6 216E0 SYS8EAI

30

TEL

8837 64930
8836 371

1

.30

FAX

1

VI -1 8 Channel Valve Interface
Line amp, balanced ins & outs, unbalanced

band valve EQ, balanced
mic & lines, +48v phantom power, front
panel AUX input, bypass switch.
2

S

channels

x 4

compatible, level matching for -10dB
equipment.

&

+4dB

HOLLAND
AUDIO ELE< IRONKS
MATT1)5EN

31

TFL

20 69704 80
40 699 3641

IM 31
K ELAIO

I

B

PA SYSTEMS

354

TEL

121 44

1

.354

FAR

1

612 144

Channel Switching Unit
channel switching unit for use with VI -1
Valve Interface. Offers switching between
record and replay modes plus bypass.
VI -S 8

,

POST LOOK

IL

.91 44 361 7550
44 363 3980

!.

Stereo Valve Parametric EQ
band parametric, variable filters,
mic -amps, +48v phantom power,
dual mono or stereo linked modes.
EQ -2

iNDoNESIA
AUDIO PERBASA
TEL .69 21 629 0009
FAA .69 41 629 8453

4

awl/
PRODUR 581

.39

9 393 11571
39 4 393 14609

TEL

IAA

ALAN
HOOP UP

.81

TEL

1111111111111111111111111111111

d 0^

I

355

81

FAX
H

8

956 4853

DAI (YUNG ELEC1

82

TEL

9 747

.82

FAA

PA -2 Dual Valve Mic Pre- amp/DI

TRADE CO

6181

Mic & instrument inputs, peak LED, +48v
phantom power, switchable sensitivity,
variable gain control, rack ears included.

Dual Valve Compressor
Stereo valve compressor, balanced mic &
line inputs, +48v phantom power, 2 AUX
inputs, variable 'soft knee' compression.
C -1

2 766 8504

NM 3'EMAID
A92 TECHNOLOGIES LTD

6494753085

1EL

FAx..649975 1860
NOBMAa
lTD-SISIEMER AS
TEL
44 71 Ol 10
fAA
42 II 01 12

Ar.000

.1
.7

'comm
a&
UNDO

MUSK

.351

TEL

1

351

FAX

1

900 4616

For UK sales: Tony Larking Professional Sales Ltd.
Letchworth, SG6 - IAN (UK)
Tel: +44 (0)1462 490600 Fax: +44 (0)1462 490700

208 4949

us.
A 6 I TRADE

7 095 229

TEL

7516

Pentode Valve Pre-amp
Transformer coupled mic input, +48v phantom
power, input/output gain controls, front panel
instrument input, Phase reverse switch, Filters.
PA -1 Dual

.7095 956 6881

TAR

SNSA
SWNI
EE

UYSIA
C
COWAN,'

LEE

.65 336 7886
FM .65 339 7035
TEL

SOUTH ANW
819 AVENUE SOUND CC
TEL
4111 194 3899
FM .47 11 792 3895

SIAN
RE /1E

TEL

FAR

%q9 6815
.34 80 48 11

34

55

80 48 20 65

WOW
(STRAD MUSK

46

TEL

OR
FAA

8

643 20 07

;86401260

sa1

.0810920 16
SwITL8W0
ZAP AUDIO
TEL .41 44 340 05 70
1A8 .41 44 340 05 75

S0T2WAND
GRA

BROADCAST

II

.41
139 01 01
fAX .4121 732 01 00
TEL

P1

35 456 4856

OIEA

SAJCo v1
M RKETING
py
1p
RVVr

Canada 8 USA:
Sascom Marketing Group
Tel: +1 905 - 469 8080
Fax: +1 905

-

469 1129

,r
rj

.rJ

1

TAMAN
144E
TEL

FAA

SORG WONG CO
.886 4 595 8514
.886 2 594 0032

LTD

47NM412111 241119451014V CO 11D
TEL .886 4 719 2388

F.

.886

9

tan Davidson Townhouse Studios
Commercial recording lacllLO
-W0 own both the EQ-1 Equaliser and C.1
Compressor units and are very happy with them

116 0043

(

THAILAND

Mu1wEGASDOD
TEL

66 9

FM .66

6875

USA
SASCOM 66681(1046 GROUP
TEL

FAR

1 905 469 BOB0
1 905 469 1149

Audio would like to thank all the
professionals from around the world who
have taken time out to express their
thoughts about our equipment.

.

quality

311 5171
2 311

Eric Stewart - 10cc 'TL Audio equipment n
Ideal for putting the warmth back Into the digital
signal Odin i use the Eat Equaliser for
recording direct to tape and the difference in
H

quite astonishing

'

TL

Oscar Stewart Van Blmdarrler Funk Brothers (Artrst, songwriter, producer Paul McCartney,
Average White Band, Paul Yourg). "The C- I has
made an enormous difference to our vocal
sound Oust love mt

Nik Kershaw Artist - 9 was amazed at how
beautllulN quiet the units are I record mikes
straight to ADA r using the E0 1, bypassing the
console The (-I Is great on overall mikes, adding
warmth and fattening the bottom end "
.

11111111111Dr3:

£3250

Rv.T

uV911MC

.

' l. "
n

w

£4250
t

4

O4t41140

.

-f

=.

7

.

4

.5.
e..

M -1 8:2 Valve Mixer
4 band valve equalisatiim, balanced
busses, valve mix amps, balanced
cutputs, Link facility prcviding 16,
24, 32, etc channels.
M -2 8:2 Valve Mixer
As the M -1 plus 100mm faders, 2 AUX's per
channel, 2 stereo FX returns, channel direct
outs switchable pre'post EQ & post fader,
comprehensive link facility

I

SERIES
V

he new Indigo Series of valve products from TL Audio boasts the
same critically acclaimed audio quality as the Classic range, but with an

even more affordable price tag

-

making the unique characteristics of valves

available to musicians and project studios for the 1st time
Each unit comes in a compact 1U 19" package, and features the usual

superb

TL

Audio build quality, un- paralleled sonic integrity, and, of course,

that classic valve sound

£599
sr

C104 IH(

2001 4 Channel Valve Mic Pre Amp
Continuously variable input 8 output gain controls, 48v
phantom power, 901-Iz low cut filter, Phase reverse, Peak
LED metering.

LA

£599
a
L704

HL

_G

1

-

"_

c:

:_.

- Oc

2011 2 Channel 4 Band Valve Equaliser
Variable input gain, two channels x 4 bands equalisation,
front panel AUX input, EQ bypass switch, peak LED
metering.

£599

41 Ai C104IW

2012 2 Channel Parametric Valve Equaliser
Variable input gain, 'mono mode' allows mono 4 band
operation, divide multiply by 10 frequency switching,

EQ

bypass switch, peak LED metering.
G

£599
Al C104

2021 2 Channel Valve Compressor
Fully variable control of input gain, threshold, ratio and
gain make up, stereo link facility, 8 segment LED metering,
side chain insert point.

11595
(ttn4

n Audo Classic Neve EQ

,AT

NC

INC).

Classic Neve EQ at an affordable price. For a fraction
of the cost of new modules, TL Audio brings you 2
used classic New EQ modules, tested, refurbished
and mounted in a sturdy 19' IU case.
Stocks of Neve EQ modules will not last forever so
unfortunately we can only supply this unit while we
still have modules available

£599
a vn4
2031 2 Channel Valve Overdrive Unit
Continuously variable input and output gain, defeatable
"Boost" level control, 3 -band EQ, high -cut filter, EQ
bypass switch.

- "All
the lead vocals on the "Division Bell album mu were
run through the EQ.1 I certainly prefer the EQ-1 to
other valve Eq 4alners for vocals The new EQ -4 n
probably the best all -round EQ I've ever used -

David Yorath - Suney Sound Studios (Commercial
u-cord,ng fac,i,ty! -I tried the PA- I Pentode PreAmps for recording a whole drum kit straight to tape
w,th no EQ The result was amazing' I have never
heard a kit so vibrant -

Alex MucOU - Abbey Road Studios House recording
engineer, 'the VI makes hard sounding dg,tal
sound like cosy rounded analogue a joy to listen
to The control that the EQS, Pre Amps a Compressors

Mike Exeter - DEP International (Commercal recording facility owned by Uß40) The EQ on the M- I n
'ery smooth. The broad bandwidths are great, with
nrticUlarly niC, results on acoustic guitars and bass

Dennis Charles a Ronnie Wilson - 1st Axetwe
(Producers Eternal MSS. Michelle Gayle, Dana
Dawson, Louvel -rhe EQ I and (- units helped us
put the power into the EMI album -Power of a
woman- by Eternal -

Chris Porter ,'Producer lake That) -I bought one of
the first EQ- Is and I've enjoyed using it immensely It
gives a unique quality to the vocals in particular lake
That's Back For Good' is a typical example of the Ea- I
adding depth and presence to a vocal track '

Andy Jackson - Pink Royd Sound engineer)
,

-

-
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-
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-
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give is excellent
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Penny & Giles mo
In the crowded world of outboard digital -signal processing devices, innovation is a precious commodity.

DAVE FOISTER

gets an exclusive look at Pf,G's PPIO -which is sufficiently innovative to make itself unique

THIS IS REAL

Hold- the-front -page
stuff. Everybody knows Penny & Giles,
and knows that P &G faders are the best in
the business. components that no
self- respecting console should be without.
We know, too, that the product range goes
beyond mere pots and faders and
includes the MM16 endless -belt MIDI
controller, but even that does not make
P &G a company from whom to expect
excitement. Solid, dependable, rooted in
the finest British engineering traditions
perhaps, but not the company most likely
to branch out into something so radical,
and so different. that it has no real
competition.
Yet this is what Penny & Giles has
done. Out of nowhere P &G presents us
with the PP10, probably the most open ended, flexible, digital signal processor
the business has yet seen. More than any
other platform on the market, the PP10
can become anything the software tells it
to become. with new developments easily
loaded from the front -panel diskette drive.
Just as surprising is the fact that the initial
range of software covers not the expected
reverbs and delays (they are to follow in
time), but EQ and dynamic processing.

THE BASIC UNIT

comes with a
single, digital. -O card supporting AES -EBU
or IEC at up to 24 bits with 32 -bit internal
processing. What happens between the
input and the output is enormously flexible
and powerful, but at the same time
extremely easy to manage thanks to
thoughtfully integrated control across the
I

software (produced so far) and a helpful
screen. The initial suite of software
packages is called Pythagoras, and
comprises a set of EQ configurations and
a set of dynamics processors. A third set,
the Studio package, should be available
by the time the PP10 is launched. and will
contain a mix -and -match selection of EQ.
dynamics, panning and mixing modules
-highly suggestive of the expandability to
come. It should be noted that this mixture
is necessary because modules from
different packages, or different diskettes,
cannot be used together.
The PP10 is physically unassuming.
although its styling is eye- catching and
different from the run of the mill. Its
contoured. beige. 2U -high front panel
carries a remarkably small number of
chunky convex buttons, a couple of rotary
controllers and a large yellowish- greenon -black display screen. It soon becomes
apparent that Penny & Giles' expertise in
ergonomics and tactile control has been
applied meticulously to the user-interface
of the PP10, as everything on the screen
is so clear and so well related to the
controls that the manual. for once. really
does seem like an optional extra. despite
the machine's huge capabilities. It is also
immediately obvious that the smooth
reassuring feel that is part of the appeal of
P&G faders is present in all the PP1O's
controls, with a positive action and just the
right weight and solidity.
There are almost no labels for the
controls: instead each carries an icon
which is duplicated on screen where

relevant. Thus, if a process has three
pages of parameters. the pages icon is
shown, indicating that the similarly- marked
button will access the other pages. The
screen is in two sections, a text -based
portion on the left and a more graphic
screen on the right, and each can be
independently cycled through its available
options. Thus, for example, one side can
be showing the currently selected EQ
band's settings while the other is switched
between simple metering. a graphic
representation of the EQ curve as set. and
a real -time spectrum analyser -no Klark
Teknik this but a useful guide nonetheless.
Adjustment is made by selecting a
parameter with the up and down keys
-there are always several available on any
one screen -and turning the big smooth
dial alongside, and level adjustment to
compensate for the potentially radical
effects of the processing is handled by a
smaller wheel the other side.
The chosen software can be either
installed into the PP1O's flash memory,
where it will remain resident until
deliberately replaced, or run direct from
the disk. Either way, once loaded, the full
range of
processing
modules is

The P&G audio

multiprocessor
group showing
the PP10, slave
PP20 and remote
PP2OR

units

immediately accessible (although initial
loading off the disk takes a while), and can
be arranged in the signal path in any order
and any combination up to the limits
imposed by the processing power. Setting
up a signal path is simplicity itself once the
basic idea of configuring it from the output
backwards is grasped. To set up a chain of
processing modules, the output must have
a source defined, which can be any
available processing block: that block in
turn has its source selected. and so on
back to the input. Each block can have its
whole function altered at any time -the
order and nature of the chain is never
restricted -and can be individually
bypassed. Available blocks in the EQ
package include straight, 3 -band, low-midhigh EQ, three bands of parametric EQ.
combinations of the two. notch filters and
some novel ideas of P &G's own. For
instance. a Warm module adds a broad
sweepable peak and lifts all frequencies
below it by an amount set by a GLOW
control, while a Broad EQ gives a flat topped boost of variable width and
frequency and with variable slopes either
side. These are genuinely new EQ setups
which will find a wide range of uses, and
like all the blocks can be used in
combination with other modules or even
further versions of themselves. This
means, for instance, that it is possible to

40
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INTRODUCING QUANTEGY.
THE NEW COMPANY THAT'S BEEN MAKING
AMPEX TAPE FOR OVER 35 YEARS.
Nothing's changed. really.
You still get the audio mastering tapes that go gold more than
all other brands combined.
The same top quality video tapes used by broadcast and
creative professionals around the world.
The same market -leading instrumentation
tapes used by aerospace and government.

And the same manufacturing. technical support and sales people.
You even get the same Ampex " brand name.
The difference is that were now the onh media company
dedicated exclusively to you. the recording professional.
So call us today and we'll tell you more

QUANTEGYI

Ouanlegy

about Quantegy:"
After 35 years. we're just getting started.

Worldwide Sales Offices
1201:4722.4100
1301

Sy) 8800
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raUEEi PROCESSOR

PP

IU

The PP1O's front panel

`I0 set

up a chain of 12, 3 -band, stereo parametrics,
or several notches and broad boosts or cuts
elsewhere -the possibilities are enormous.
More to the point, all the EQ sounds superb.
Digital EQ remains a controversial issue, with
many regarding it as the Achilles' Heel of digital
processing, but the signs are that it is now coming
of age, and P &G's algorithms are further evidence
of this. With huge ranges of control, including cuts
of 40dB available on most settings, it has
undeniable power but a musical, controllable
sound. Zipper effects are almost nonexistent
however fast the wheel is spun, noise is not a
problem and subtlety and delicate sweetening are
as accessible as brutal correction.
It is a similar story with the dynamics modules,
where familiar compressors (with soft or 'firm'
knees), gates and expanders are augmented by a
kneeless compressor and a 'hyper compressor'
which actually has a negative compression ratio
above threshold, making loud peaks quieter than
the lower -level signals. This bizarre concept, it
was suggested, could be used to lift dialogue
above an explosive effects background by making
the explosions quieter than the speech. Gating
and expansion are also included, although these
were not yet working the preproduction unit had.
Again, modules can be stacked up in series,
and this palette of processing possibilities gives
both serious manipulative power and gentle
unobtrusive control as appropriate. Where the
screen's EQ display shows curves, the dynamics
shows transfer functions -the gain slope as set
by the various parameters and changing in real
I

E

time (almost) as controls are adjusted. The
resolution is not great, but sufficient for the job.
even showing a gradual softening of the knee.
Input and output metering with peak hold is
shown on the display, but not gain reduction or
any other indication of when the process is
actually doing something or how much, which
would have found reassuring.
With both the EQ and dynamics software,
complete configurations, with complex routeing
and parameters for every processing block, can
be saved to diskette for future use.
I

FORTHCOMING Studio software
package, with its mixing, panning and routeing
modules, gives away the fact that the PP10 can
be much more than a straight stereo processor.
Slots in the back allow additional digital -O
modules to be added, up to a maximum of eight
stereo channels, which the PP10 can treat as
16 individual sources internally. Alternative cards
will allow analogue in and out with a choice of
18 -bit or 20 -bit conversion, but with a sacrifice in
the number of channels purely dictated by the
number of connectors needed on the limited
back -panel space. Also planned for the future are
direct interfaces for ADAT, DA -88 and TDM.
With more channels fitted, the PP10 will be
able to become a complete all- digital mixer, with
EQ, dynamics, multibus routeing and whatever
else may be in the pipeline all running on board.
The internal memory has room for expansion as
demands grow, and even the existing 33MHz
TMS32OC31. 32 -bit, DSP core processor will
THE

I

eventually be upgradable to a 66MHz version.
Managing a mixer configured like this would be
awkward from the PP1O's front panel, so a remote
controller will be available, following on from
P &G's MM16 MIDI controller and using the same
endless belts to drive the system. This in turn
allows the use of an expander version of the PP10
itself, with an almost blank front panel but the
same processing capabilities. Either version can
be controlled via MIDI, and software is under
development for control from a PC or a Mac using
off- the -shelf MIDI cards.
The PP10 represents an extraordinarily bold
move even for a company as well known as Penny
& Giles; in fact P &G's very reputation means it
has got to get this right. All the signs are, with just
weeks to go before final production units appear,
that this has been achieved -and quite an
achievement it is. The potertial of a completely
open processing platform which places no
restrictions on what it can be programmed to do,
coupled with software which goes way beyond the
expected functions, superbly high quality, and an
amazingly intuitive access to what could so easily
have been an intimidating amount of power, must
surely make the PP10 a winrer.

C O IY

TAC T

PENNY & GILES STUDIO
EQUIPMENT, Blackwood, Gwent
NP2 2YD, UK. Tel: +44 1495 228000.
Fax: +44 1495 227243.
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THAT WILL TURN THE WORLD ON ITS EAR.
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You've seen and heard dbx signal processors for as long as you've
been involved with audio. After all, our boxes are in daily use all
over the world, with major touring companies, world class recording facilities, radio and television broadcast facilities
and anywhere else audio professionals ply their trade.

Now, after over twenty years of pleasing the most
finely tuned ears in the business, dbx has done it again
with the new 1066. The dbx 1066 will, of course, be
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pedigreed signal processors.
So head on down to your local dbx dealer and audition this box. We're sure you'll sec why the dbx 1066 is
destined to turn the world on its ear.

568 -7662 dbx 8760

S.

Sandy Parkway, Sandy. UT 84070 USA

snailing send e-mail to customer@dbxpro.com
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Precision

the standard against which all compressor/limiter /gates are
fudged. State of the technology VCA's, meticulous component
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New technologies
Due to the prominence of the Las Vegas NAB Show, much of

this month's new

equipment focus is given over to launches scheduled to take place at the show.

DAVE FOISTER previews the Broadcasters' Product Paradise
NAB will take place at the Las Vegas
Convention Centre and the Sands Expo
and Convention Centre in Las Vegas,
Nevada between 14th -18th April 1996.
It is anticipated that there will be in
excess of 1,000 exhibitors, 250 seminars

and sessions, 11 conference programmes and some 87,000 visitors
from all over the world.
Announced in the run -up to the Las
Vegas show was the NAB 4th European
Radio Operations Seminar, scheduled
for 17th -19th November at the Rome
Cavalieri Hilton, Italy. Programme
details will be announced shortly, and
information is available from the US
and French offices.
NAB, US. Tel: +1 202 429 5426.
NAB. France. Tel: +33 1 46 92 12 79.

Merging Technologies
Pyramix workstation
Pyramix is a digital -audio workstation
system running under Windows 95 and
providing a wide range of familiar and
novel features. A modular interface allows
inputs from analogue and digital sources
including ADAT and TDIF, and a
interface
provides
communication
machine control. MIDI, SMPTE sync and
VITC. Mixer configurations and routeings
can be defined by the user, including aux
and cue sends. parametric EQ and
multiband dynamics processing. OMF is
supported. and various data compression
techniques can be used, including
Merging Technologies' own Lossless
Real -time Compression (LRC) providing
ratios of
more than
data -saving
3:1 without compromise.
Merging Technologies, US.
Tel: +1 619 675 9703.

video
editing software
D- Vision

The first professional, nonlinear, video editing system for Windows NT will be
showcased by D- Vision at NAB. Real -time
digital video -effects will be demonstrated,
as well as nonlinear editing over a local
area network.
D- Vision, UK. Tel: +44 181 540 0515.

TimeLine MMR -8
Announced a few months ago, TimeLine's
MMR -8 modular multitrack recorder will be
making its first appearance at NAB. The
disk -based system is designed to replace

April 00

current generation of magnetic
film
throughout
used
dubbers
the

AMS Neve

software updates

postproduction, and while initially it will
only support the TimeLine Studioframe
workstation it is engineered to support
OMF. Also on show will be software
enhancements for the Studioframe
system itself, as well as expansions to the
control possibilities for both Micro Lynx
and Lynx -2 packages.
TimeLine. US. Tel: +1 619 727 3300.
HHB. UK. Tel: +44 181 962 5000.

Ciprico RAID introductions
New developments in high performance
RAID products will be on show at NAB
from Ciprico. The 6900 UltraSCSI array is
the first disk -array to support the new
40MB /s UltraSCSI interface, allowing real time playback of uncompressed video.

generation of large scale, digital -video and
digital- audio. routeing switchers, with total
control compatibility with all current Pro -Bel
routers and control systems, and featuring
unrivalled field expansion capability and
advanced system facilities.
Pro -Bel. UK. Tel: +44 1734 866123.

The AMS Neve

Capricorn digital
mixing console
gets its new
software for NAB

New software for both Logic and Capricorn
consoles will be shown for the first time at
NAB. Version 1.7 for Logic 2 allows three man operation, and can show timings in feet
and frames. Other enhancements include
insert -point switching and
automated
enhanced control of dynamics. Capricorn's
new features centre largely on mix
management, with compression of mix tree
branches into a single mix, merging of
different sections of mixes, and conforming of
mixes to film edit points.
AMS Neve. UK. Tel: +44 1282 457011.

Barco broadcast products
Debuting at NAB are two new products from
Barco. The first is the new upgraded LUXOR

The Spectra version of the 6900 is
compatible with Silicon Graphics Indigo'
workstations, and demonstrations will be
with Avid -Parallax's Advance and
Communicacion Integral's Jaleo. Faster
still is the 7000 Fibre Channel array.
exploiting Fibre Channel's 100MB /s
capability. The 7000 is claimed to have
the bandwidth to support multiple uncompressed streams of video or several
dozen streams of compressed video.
Ciprico. UK. Tel: +44 1635 873666.

NB

media

New from

HHB at NAB

will

be an

upgraded version of the already
successful DAT cassettes. Improvements
include longer tape lengths, a new
antistatic lid, an improved tape
formulation giving a quoted archive
security of 30 years, and reusable
shatterproof PP cases. Alongside the
new tape will be the promised high capacity M -0 discs for disk -based
recorders such as the Genex GX2000,
available in 1.3Gb and 2.6Gb versions.
HHB recently expanded and aligned its
US operation (formerly Independent
Audio) under HB Inc to assist promotion
of the company's own products, as well
as support of distributed equipment.
HHB, UK. Tel: +44 181 962 5000.
HHB. US. Tel: +1 207 773 2424.

Pro -Bel XD routers
Pro -Bel has several new products and
ranges on show at NAB. including the
new XD Series routers. This is a new
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-15A optical-fibre link system, which offers a means of
linking two production sites up to 30km apart using
both analogue and digital signals. It can handle all
commonly used video signals, with four audio
channels per fibre, and is fully modular allowing it
to be configured to users' specific requirements.
The other new offering is the DVM 1637 digital
viewing- monitor, a general -purpose monitor for all
digital systems with the same footprint as the CVM

Precision Devices drivers
New for Musik Messe were neodymium
versions of the high -power 21 -inch and
18 -inch cone transducers from Precision
Devices. The neodymium magnets. only
available in these large sizes in the last
12 months, give weight savings of 30 °o and
3700 respectively. and their heat generation
difficulties are dealt with by direct coupling to
an aluminium chassis and a venting system.
Precision Devices, UK.
Tel: +44 1709 360200.

Heavyworks v2.O
Upgrades to Heavyworks software in v2.0
incorporate a major expansion of supported
storage, with up to 350 hours instantly
accessible, and a new networking
capability. New performance features
include a rendered effects package with
blue- screen capability, cropping, resizing
and graphics import- export, and a new
real -time effects package with around
20 different real time wipe patterns as well
as ramped dissolves and real -time
superimpositions.
Lightworks, UK. Tel: +44 171 636 4000.

DK

Audio IVI'O100

DK's MSD550 metering display is now
joined by a budget version. the MSD100.
The display combines a phase meter, and
audio vector oscilloscope and a level meter
to provide the main parameters necessary
for monitoring a stereo signal. The
self- contained swivel- mounted LCD screen
is back lit and will interface to reference
levels from +4dBu to +18dBu.
UK: Plasmec Systems.
Tel: +44 1252 366300.

Digital Gem.

dACt-

Following the release of the ada 20.16
bidirectional 20 -bit convertor, Digital Genius
has added two new 20 -bit D -A convertors
to its range. The dac 20/4 and dac 20/2 are
4- channel
and
2- channel
versions,
respectively, of a convertor design which is
claimed to have a complete absence of
zero crossing errors and glitches, giving a
near perfect low -level performance.
Kinetic Systems, UK.
Tel: +44 181 386 1001.
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3637 Series 14 -inch monitors.
Barco. UK. Tela +44 1734 664611.

Apogee FC -8
Format Convertor
Seen for the first time on Apogee's NAB stand will
be the FC -8 Digital Format Convertor, catering for
transfers between Alesis ADAT and Tascam
DA -88 (TDIF) formats. The unit is bidirectional,
with 25 -pin D- connectors at one end, and optical
interfaces at the other, for the two machine types,
plus word clock on BNC for synchronising the
DA -88. A dedicated unit with no other features,
the simple plug- and -play box is expected to sell
for an attractively low price.

Apogee Electronics, US.
Tel: +1 310 915 1000.

D enon

DN -045R MD

Sony's DNE -50 portable editor

copier

Denon's range of MiniDisc products continues to
grow with the introduction of a high -speed
copier/replicator, the DN -054R. The self contained rackmount unit incorporates master
and slave drives and can transfer audio, TOC and
titling at 3.6 times normal speed. Denon even
expect it to improve the quality on transfer, as the
system bypasses the ATRAC data compression,
defragments the data on the master and lays it
down as a linear track on the copy. This
defragmentation should reduce access times and
the possibility of errors.
Denon, UK. Tel: +44 1753 888 447.

SADiE SASC1A
Alongside the first NAB appearance of Octavia,
SADiE will be showing SASCiA, designed as a
bridge to a real -time network capable of
transferring multiple channels of digital audio
between SADiE and Octavia DAWs. It uses ATM,
and is initially available in a peer -to -peer
networking version with a central server solution
expected later in the year as a software upgrade.
Studio Audio & Video, UK.
Tel.: +44 1353 648888.
SADiE, US. Tel: +1 615 327 1140.

apt codec and
digital audio cards
apt has two new products for NAB. The apt -Q
audio -coding system, shown in software form at
AES, will be demonstrated in its hardware
implementation, the result of a technology
cooperation with AT &T. The new system is
designed to deliver exceptionally high quality
stereo at low bit rates over a single direct -dial
ISDN or Switched 56- channel. Also to be
launched is the ADK200, a new range of
integrated 16-bit or 20 -bit digital -audio PC cards,
designed to cater for a wide variety of applications
from audio workstations to radio- station

automation systems.
apt, UK.

D AVE

Tel.:

+44 1232 371110.

stereo upgrade

ASC's DAVE2000 newsroom editing system has

been upgraded to incorporate full stereo
recording and playback as well as file exchange
with the PC's universal .WAV file standard. This
means that any notebook computer equipped for
.WAV audio can be used as a portable
news -gathering device for later transfer into the
DAVE newsroom network.
ASC, UK. Tel: +44 1734 811000.

ART

mic pres and

FX

ART has announced several new products, with
three of particular studio interest. Two are valve
microphone preamps, the simpler being the Dual
MP, incorporating two channels of ART's Tube MP
into one rackmount chassis. The circuit
configuration and front -panel jack -input allow
variable degrees of valve colour to be added
either to the microphone input or to a DI'd
instrument. The Pro MPA takes the preamp
design a stage further, with a sound ART
described as 'similar to the popular classic
preamps of early European consoles'. Large
front-panel vu meters are complemented by LED
Tube Character meters to show the degree to
which the valves are affecting the signal. At the
other end of the technology spectrum is the
Effects Network,
a
fully
programmable

multieffects processor, featuring a choice
between fully dedicated reverb -delay algorithms
and multiprocessing or Dual Processing, applying
independent effects to the two channels. A simple
front panel suggests ease of programming, and
the reverb algorithms are derived from ART's
ARM (Acoustic Room Modelling) research.
ART US. Tel: +1 716 436 2720.

WTN on

Asiasat

11

With the Asiasat II satellite now successfully
launched, Worldwide Television News is now on
line with news available to broadcasters in a
footprint extending from Iceland to New Zealand.
Test transmissions are now complete, and any
broadcaster with the relevant decoder can see
WTN's daily schedule of transmissions as well as
booking ad hoc satellite feeds for particular
regional stories.
WTN, UK. Tel: +44 171 410 5200. U
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`611Soundelux U95
microphone unashamedly modelled on
the valve classic has been introduced by
Soundelux. The U95 has a 1 -inch capsule and
all -valve electronics, using both sides of a
6072A dual triode, one for the voltage amplifier
and one for the cathode follower output
transformer driver. High quality components and
direct connections are used throughout for
optimum signal quality. and nine polar patterns
are available, switched from the remote power
supply. Impressive specifications are quoted,
including an equivalent noise of 18dB(A), lowfrequency response down to 20Hz in cardioid.
and a maximum SPL handling of 135dB for
0.5 °° THD.
Group One, US. Tel: +1 516 249 1399.
A new

8- channel Mic;Line Preamp with

Digital Output

8

high -quality MIC /LINE preamps
20 -bit A/D converters

High performance

outputs

AES /EBU

DSP

Dithering and Noise Shaping for best quality on
media

Optional ADATTM or TDif TM

8 -CH

16

-bit

outputs

Stage Version and dedicated Remote Controller available

Remote control of all functions via MIDI or RS422

optional

Outstanding price /performance ratio

Steinberg Cubase Audio XT 3.0
Version 3.0 of Cubase Audio is now available for
the Mac, with all the sequencing and scoring
facilities of Cubase Score 2.0. New facilities
include audio -to -MIDI and MIDI -to -audio match
quantising, and even audio -to -audio match
quantising; extraction of groove templates from
audio: new time stretch and pitch -shift
algorithms and recalculation of the tempo
master -track based on audio performance, and
support for Audio Media II, Sound Tools II.
Session 8, Pro Tools and OMS 2.0. A TDM
patchbay environment is included, which allows
audio routeings to be drawn from input to output
and plug -ins to be opened, closed, inserted and
deleted while audio is playing. The price has
been reduced, with an introductory offer
including Timebandit free, and existing users
can download the program
free from
CompuServe at GO MIDICVEN.
Steinberg, Germany. Tel: +49 30 211594.
Steinberg, US. Tel: +1 818 993 4091.
Harman Audio. UK. Tel: +44 181 207 5050.

ew Frontier DSP 2010 -EX
New Frontier has introduced a novel audio
analyser, mounted in a single -unit rackspace and
working with any standard black- and -white or
colour monitor. From its single front -panel XLRjack connector and further rear-panel inputs it
can perform a variety of analytical functions
including real -time spectrum analysis On both
linear and logarithmic modes), long -term SPL
readings,
dual
trace
audio
bandwidth
oscilloscope. envelope mode (typically used for
RT60 measurements) and a 16- channel MIDI
diagnostic mode. A full- function, audio -signal
generator is also incorporated, and further
connections include two line outputs, RS232 and
parallel ports and MIDI In and Out.
New Frontier Electronics. US.
Tel: +1 215 862 9344.

Apogee AD -1000
enhancements
for more information call:
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Apogee's AD -1000 ADC system has been given
significant new features in a firmware upgrade.
The most interesting allows full 20 -bit stereo
recording on four tracks of ADAT. using a
bit-splitting technique called PAQRAT developed
by the Rane Corporation. Further. 20 -bit signals
can be passed through the unit to have
Apogee's UV -22 encoding applied as they are
converted to 16 bits. Both enhancements are
available in a comprehensive upgrade package
which also adds ADAT input, and a special
edition will also be produced which also incorpo-

INestwicic AS2
Westwick Installation's AS1 active rack shelf,
a rackmount shelf for consumer equipment
incorporating an active level- matching
interface, has been upgraded to the AS2, with
a wider equipment capacity and improved
electronic performance. Input and output
levels are adjusted by front-panel screwdriver
multiturns and can accommodate levels up to
+26dBu, with other parameters selectable on
internal jumpers.
Westwick Installation, UK.
Tel: +44 1526 352950.

Fostex DMT -8 upgrades
Alongside a price reduction for the whole
system, Fostex has announced that the
DMT-8 hard disk digital multitracker has
now reached v2.0 of its software, providing
several additional features. These include a
program- change function, the ability to
slave to MTC via optical ports, Move
editing, multiple copy -move pasting, pasting
across tracks, higher display resolution and
digital -O connections.
Fostex, US. Tel: +1 310 921 1112.
Fostex, Japan 196. Tel: +81 425 45 611.
SCV Electronics, UK.
Tel: +44 171 923 1892.
I

Waves

L1

-Ultramaximizer

Originally developed for the Mac, Waves'
acclaimed L1- Ultramaximizer is now
available in a Windows version for Sonic
Foundrys' Sound Forge 3.0. As before, it
combines an advanced peak limiter, a level
maximiser and a re- quantiser with IDR
(Increased Digital Resolution) dithering
technology to give control over peaks while
maximising levels and optimising quality.
ks Waves, Israel 65165.
Tel: +972 3 510 7667.
World Marketing. UK.
Tel: +44 1637 877170.

Spendor SA200
now shipping
Spendor launched a new close -field
monitor system at AES, and deliveries of
the SA200 are now available. As with all
Spendor Reference Monitors, systems are
matched to within 0.5dB, and the biamped
enclosures are magnetically shielded to
cope with a wide range of applications
Michael Stevens & Partners, UK.
Tel: +44 181 460 7299.

Chevin Black Box
Chevin Research plans to launch a range of
digital signal processors this year to
complement its amplifiers, and a prototype
black box, Chevin's first nonamplifier
design, was shown at Music Messe.
Chevin Research, UK.
Tel: +44 1943 466060.

QSC

Powerlights

QSC's Powerlight range of amplifiers has seen
the addition of the PL4.0, delivering 2000
Watts into 2S2 despite a weight of only 301b.
QSC Audio, US. Tel: +1 714 754 6175.
HW International, UK.
Tel: +1 181 808 2222.
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When Genesis began
re- mastering their back catalog they wanted the best
A/D co werter money could
buy. They tried a Prism Sound
AD -1 at London's Abbey

us at

the address below.

Road Studios...

...then they bought one.

"

0

the Prism Sound AD -1 was

the best sounding converter

we could lay our ears on ".

Geoff Callingham (Engineer)

DA -1 Digital

to analog converter

AD -1 Analog

to digital converter

SNS

noise shaper

4 -curve

MR -2024

16,

20 & 24 bit

interface for DA -88

Afffiukle
PRISM MEDIA PRODUCTS LIMITED
WILLIAM JAMES HOUSE
COWLEY ROAD
CAMBRIDGE CB4 4WX UK
TEL:
+4410)1223 424988
FAX: +44(0)1223 425023
E

-mail: 100612.1 35re'compuserve. corn
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DDE-1

ansparency
correction

Digital /Digital Converter
ynchronizer
complete
interface problem solver with
superb audio quality
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rates the new FC -8 format
convertor launched at NAB.
Apogee Electronics, US.
Tel: +1 310 915 1000.
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Audix Broadcast
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Audix's monitoring system for
on -air broadcast has been
expanded to provide more
The ARM monitoring system from Audix Broadcast
input sources. The rackmount
Macintosh package converts to, and from, a
monitor -meter module allows checking of
number of formats including Sound Designer
connected sources via a front- panel loudspeaker,
headphones or an external output while the signal and II, AIFF, WAV, VOC, NeXT -SUN, Amiga
IFF -8SXV and AVR, and provides sample-rate
appears on a stereo vu or PPM. The original model
had 12 stereo inputs, while the new version can conversion, normalisation to a user-definable
ceiling, bit -rate conversion, stereo -mono
handle 24.
conversion and optional
dithering. All
Audix Broadcast, UK. Tel: +44 1799 520022.
parameters on a whole batch of differing files,
from all ten formats if required, can be set up
NAB will see the release of a slew of new Sony before running the conversion as a background
equipment. Top of the list is the News Network, a process, and the speed of the process is
'complete end -to -end news solution for increased when run on a PowerPC or using a
broadcasters'. News Network is an all- digital DigiDesign audio card on a 680x0 Macintosh.
Audio Ease, Netherlands.
setup allowing acquisition, editing, server
Tel: +31 30 2433606.
storage, archiving, broadcast operations and
transmission management. Central to the
I

Sony's sons
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Network is the DNW- series recorder -editor
which, with the DNE -1000 newsroom server,
allows programme material to be assembled and
presented for broadcast as part of a streamlined
and highly integrated system.
Sony has incorporated its high -speed Serial
Digital Data Interface to allow faster than real
time transmission of 4:2:2 Studio Profile video
from the field and between stations, and 4 times
uploading and downloading for both editors
and servers.
Sony Broadcast & Professional, Europe.
Tel: +44 1256 55011.
Sony Corporation, US. Tel: 201 930 1000.
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Korg SoundLink
Las Vegas will witness Korg's 'integrated system'
approach to its SoundLink nonlinear recorder editor.
Called
SoundLink
DRS -Digital
Recording Systems -the system includes the
168RC recording console; the DRS 1212 PCI
multichannel audio -0; 880 A -D and 880 D -A
convertors. The 168RC is a 16:8:2 console
which features 18 -bit conversion, two ADAT,
I

eight analogue inputs and full console
automation. The 1212 features 12 audio ins and
12 outs presented as two analogue -Os, one
SPDIF -0 and eight channels of of ADAT -0 on
optical. The 1212 also incorporates OSC DECK II
software. The 880 A -D and D -A convertors are
8- channel units available to expand the 168 and
1212 via ADAT optical cables.
Korg, US. Tel: +1 516 333 9100.
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Manufacturer of professionalaudio equipment
Other product lines from Seem Audio;
audio mixing consoles audio matrices, remote controls.
line amplifiers. broadcast telecommunication equipment

Telex KP -12
Telex is to use NAB to debut its new KP -12
key -panel series for use with the RTS CS9000.

and radio software
For more info, please write. call, fax or e-mail to;
Seem Audio a.s, P.O.Box 233, N -1361 Billingstad. Norway.
Tel (+47) 66 98

2700, Fax (+47) 66 84 55 40

E -mail: seem@seem.no
AUSTRALIA JACQUES ELECTRONICS ,071055 1103 BELGIUM CVSI (021770 855.
CANADA SONOTECHNIOUE (514)332 0880 DENMARK INTERSTAGE (019.62
FINLAND OUALITRON 10,502 0289 FRANCE AUDIOCOM (01)6081:
GERMAN'
(UMBURG MCI (04018666 3386 GREECE RECTA
ECTA APPLICATICI.HONG KONG TECHMCA ENGINEERING LTD 2 356 9268 NINgMRT
111210 OS50 INDIA WEBEL MEDIATROMCS (33)478 4081 ISRAEL DANNY 1..:'.
13) 847 8411 SORIA WON-11 CORP 1021718 4500 NETHERLANDS HEMMINN 1-'94)I-CON
,4081080 466 PORTUGAL COWL 1011358 3291 SWEDEN AAVA TRADING 10/01320 32[
SMBTgsLAND UNITROTAC 1058947 01 101 THAILAND BANGKOK OA COBS CO
1021271 0213 TURKEY SI5TEM ELEKTRONIK 1312 (468 3399 UK NICIUI (16721010 35
SINGAPORE/MALAYSIA ELFGIRO -AC SYST 256 6233 SOUTH AFRICA SOUNDFUS109.
10111477 5633 SPAIN MEDIASYS (03)426 6500
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Offering a fully-programmable comms panel, the
KP -12 handles high quality audio comms in a
single -rack package and comes in both push
button and lever key variants, each with
12 assignable talk -listen keys.
Telex, US. Tel: +1 612 884 4051.

Audio Ease BarbaBatch
Meeting the growing demand for CD -ROM
sound -file manipulation is BarbaBatch from
Dutch software group Audio Ease. The

Furman headphone

amplifiers

A new headphone amplification and distribution

system has been introduced by Furman,
comprising the HA -6A amplifier and HR -2
remote box. The amplifier connects to any
line-level source and incorporates its own power
amplifier to feed six front -panel, stereo headphone jacks, each with its own volume
control. Its 20W per channel amplifier can also
drive two pairs of close -field monitors. Linking to
the HA -6A is the HR -2 Headphone Remote Box,
which attaches to a microphone stand and
provides outputs for two sets of headphones

with independent volume controls. Multiple
HR -2s can be daisy- chained to the HA -6A.
Furman, US. Tel: +1 415 927 1225.

C

Audio

ST

1000

Audio's ST Series of power amps now
includes one of the largest professional
amplifiers commercially available, in the form of
the ST 1000. Designed for the installation and
small PA markets, the amplifier is rated at
C

1000W per channel into 4U and 680 into 812
(2000W bridged mono). Forced cooling allows
multiple units to be racked together, and C Audio
describe the circuit topologies as audiophile
grade in order to ensure sonic quality and
stability into long cable runs and difficult loads.
Features include Speakon outputs, built -in
protection for both amplifier and speakers, and a
ground -lift switch.
C Audio, UK. Tel: +44 1223 211333.

Tapeless Audio Directory
The 5th edition of the the Tapeless Audio
Directory is set to see publication at the
forthcoming NAB show. Building on the reputation
established in its prior editions, the new Directory
covers both software -based and turnkey systems
and details more than 300 nonlinear systems
complete with contact details.
All aspects of nonlinear usage are covered,
including broadcast, (video and film) post, audio
tracking and speech along with generic
developments such as networking.
Sypha, UK. Tel: +44 181 761 1042.
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The Soundcraft DC2020
(Now available in 3D)
IDD(C2020
SURROUNID

our DC2020 just gained

a

Already making a name for itself
in the

world of post production,

Meanwhile, a compact external rack interface handles all
additional audio connections without the need for re- patching.

And all this in addition to the moving

whole new

fader automation, touchscreen driven

dimension. Surround Sound.
Thanks to

a

machine control, video sync and

brilliantly integrated

version of the renowned MagtraxTM system, the DC2020

on -board hard disk storage.

Surround provides fingertip control of up to 24 record /replay

Discover more about the DC2020 and DC2020 Surround by

channels plus dedicated mix channel monitoring and metering.

calling +44(0) 707- 668143 today,

HARMAN INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES LTD.. CRANBORNE HOUSE. CRANBORNE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE.
CRANBORNE RD.. POTTERS BAR. HERTS, EN6 3JN. ENGLAND TEL +44 (0)1707 665000 FAX: +44 (011707 660482
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Soundcraft

H A Harman International Company
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1u1ti- format digital production system

When you and your clients can't afford expensive delays, the awesome speed and

flexibility of OmniMix ensures the fastest possible turnaround against impossible
deadlines. Only OmniMix bristles with enough innovative technology to attain hitherto

unachievable creative effects and increase throughput

formats. Attain your artistic goals

as

well

as

-

in all major surround -sound

your production deadlines with OmniMix,

the system that keeps clients coming back. Why wait any longer?

Solid State Logic
PROVEN PERFORMANCE

-

SUPREME QUALITY

International Headquarters:
Begbroke, Oxford, England OX5 1RU. Tel: (01865) 842300
Paris (11 34 60 46 66. Milan (2) 26 22 49 56. Tokyo (31 54 74 1144
New York (212) 315 1111. Los Angeles (2131 463 4444.
(Is Toll Free Number 1- 800 -3430101.
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bonded at the so- called pit sides to seal the
layers inside the disc. Players will use a
laser that can change it's relative focal
consumer electronics, the future of the CD appears to have been
length from a single position to read both
layers on the dual layer disc. A normal
settled. In fact, the warring parties may have simply agreed to not
CD -style ink label can be applied to the
'other' side of the single -sided discs. It is an
important assumption that the players for
to disagree writes
the single -sided system can read either
single-layer or dual -layer Super CDs.
have chosen to use the term HDCD (High
AFTER A PROTRACTED WAR of
A third format exists in the expected
Density Compact Disc) although that term is
words and thoughts between i iitachi, JVC,
of a recording option in 1998
introduction
of
upgrade
-quality
technical
for
a
also
used
Pioneer,
Electric,
Mitsubishi
Matsushita,
or 1999. After the furore that erupted when
the original audio compact disc. Also being
Time- Warner and Toshiba on one side and
Philips and Sony on the other, the war over used is the DVD (Digital Versatile Disc) name the original agreement was announced, the
companies participating recognised the
the future of the CD format was deemed to for movies on a CD.
At the present time, the status quo of the need to try and engineer a 'recording
have been fought and won. But after an
retrofit' to the entire project. Ostensibly, the
announcement made last September, all the enhanced CD formats seems to be as
DVD -E platters will store about 2.5Gó on
various warring parties have actually agreed follows (educated guesses are as good as it
each of the double -sided disc's recording
to, is not to disagree. At least, not in public. gets in the current climate). Toshiba used
surfaces. The recording mode is expected to
As to the adoption of a hard- and -fast single the Winter Consumer Electronics show in
use 'phase -change' technology but careful
standard agreed by all the players, to move Las Vegas during January to unveil two or
engineering will be required to insure
three DVD players for CD movies. These
forward from the established audio CD
compatibility between conventional
players will be available supposedly in the
(CD-DA), video laser disc (which shares
prerecorded DVD discs and the recordable
Fall of 1996 and retail in the $600 -$750
many CD-DA standards) and CD -ROM, it
DVD-E discs.
version
of
is
a
DVD
format
The
price
range.
in
lasting
peace
appears that a true and
The given rationale for the development
the double- sided-disc format originally
Bosnia is more likely.
of the new format(s) encompasses a number
What the original CD partnership of Sony proposed by Toshiba/Time-Warner, but
of issues. Competition for the burgeoning
supposedly using the Sony- Philips EFM+
and Philips initially attempted to achieve
recording Red Book CD marketplace
modulation scheme. These double -sided
was to upgrade the storage capacity and
(CD -DA, CD -ROM) is one of them. Another
discs are made by bonding together two
technical limits of CD. Upgrading the Red
is the need for replacement of analogue
0.6mm
discs
'prepressed'
diameter
the
120mm
CD
-i
and
Green
Book
Book CD -DA, the
VCRs, especially for home-theatre applications
thick. They are bonded with special
Yellow Book CD -ROM to provide full record
adhesives pioneered by 3M for double -sided due to the extremely variable quality of
and playback capabilities and an
laser discs and protected by a special coating both audio and video reproduction from
implementation of a video capacity was the
the home hardware and prerecorded tapes.
with similar historical antecedents. DVD
brief. Focusing on a single-sided disc with
Indeed, it is the impact on home theatre
disc will have a relative capacity of about
limited low bit -rate reduction coding, the
and the future potential of these several
5Gb per side yielding total capacity in the
Sony- Philips MMCD (Multi -Media CD)
new CD technologies to provide an ideal
9Gb-10Gb range.
picked up momentum, albeit it with a
DVD players are backwards compatible in format for home viewing of theatrical
capacity that would not accommodate all
features-that is driving the consortium
as far as being able to play Red Book audio
the motion- picture features so far released.
more than any other vehicle for delivery
format
any
other
and
potentially
CDs
Warner,
meanwhile,
Time
and
Toshiba
installed by the maker of the DVD player in (audio and -or computer data).
sought a carrier that would allow playback
CD audio is, as we have seen, backwardly
question such as CD -i or CD-ROM. The
of any motion picture available and
compatible for existing CD audio software
championed a new CD format known as SD enhanced discs in any of their various
only. Looking forwards, the compromise
Super Disc formats cannot be played on
(Super Disc). SD used a double-sided disc
technology could provide at least three and
that promised extended playing time but no current CD machines. Tuning of the
as many as six conventional compact discs
availability of DVD software is one of the
recording option. Excess storage capacity
worth of music, if that is the choice taken,
many questions that depends upon which
provided by the new disc was regarded as a
on one extended disk. This could see the
bonus for the provision of motion pictures in manufacturer you believe. Philips has
record companies' marketing Best of... ploy
indicated that the current lack of final
a digital format using MPEG2 compression.
evolving into an All of.. ploy.
slow
DVD
could
fornat(s)
on
the
agreement
industry
electronics
As the consumer
Precisely how the additional storage
giants, their audio and film software affiliates from a planned mid -1996 introduction.
capacity is finally used remains to be seen.
There is speculation that DVD will be
postured, the players in the motion- pictureavailable in both hardware and software by Many in the consortium see it as an
studio business took positions on either
opportunity to adjust upwards of the current
side of the future -CD- controversy fence. The the end of 1996, but some sources inside
the Super Disc consortium are hedging their 16 -bit, 44.1kHz standard to a 24 -bit 96kHz
'compromise' was agreed after months of
infighting had left the existence of yet another bets by indicating the possibility of an early implementation, for example technically
speaking, some at the record -label level
1997 DVD launch.
two competing standards exposed to a wary
Apparently, there will be two single-sided postulate that it could provide the much
electronic consumer public, potentially
talked -up, but never implemented, potential
damaging the viability of any future product. formats utilising a single-layer disc capable
of carrying about 5Gb and a dual -layer disc to deliver the consumer a premixdown
6 -track or 8-track disc with all of the elements
which can store between 9Gb and 10Gb.
THE WARRING CAMPS have agreed
of a conventional one -hour CD available for
The single- sided, single -layer system bears
on some issues but have not reconciled
custom mixing by the listener. The fly in the
to
the
resemblance
casual
than
a
first
of
more
The
major
differences.
several of their
ointment here is a big one: everything on
original Sony -Philips proposal while the
these is the name for the new disc format.
'Super' CDs will be companded, compressed
Many industry analysts and journalists have single- sided, dual -layer system appears to
use Matsushita's technology. The layers are and low- bit-rate coded. It is difficult to
settled (ill the appellation Super CD; others

After

a

prolonged battle between some of the largest names

in
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RECORDING
`A comprehend why audiophiles would prefer
this to the existing 16-bit to 20-bit CD
system now in use -which provides the
entire musical performance without the
loss of the slightest nuance.
Market forces strongly suggest that the

present penetration of CD -ROM
technology will prevent a new CD format
from making significant inroads into
computer systems. The best that can be
hoped for is to offer an alternative drive
system. But many developers of consumer
and professional software as well as
computer systems manufacturers are
eyeing the new disc systems for their
multiple-gigabyte capacity-which can be
as much as 15 times that of the current
CD- ROM-for software distribution.

THE SUPER CD faces a number of

issues and competitive products.
The very different technology from the
similarly named audio HDCD (High
Definition Compatible Digital) higher
bit -rate enhanced fidelity CD system.
The lack of recording capability on the
new disc, at least until initial standards are
actually set and a recording scheme can
be worked out that will satisfy all of the
partners and their record label affiliates.
What has been lost is the ability to record,
in an environment (the home) that values
recording above all. Even the most likely
candidates for the successful adoption of
the new CD video system-home movie
aficionados-will not easily accept the loss
of the ability to record that came with
every VHS VCR. Then there is the dream
of the 'one machine'; the ultimate goal of
the consumer electronics industry for ten
years or more that has been dashed, if not
forever, then at least for several years. No
more one machine' to record audio, video
and computer data in the home.
The decision not to provide a recording
capability as part of the new system,
strikes many in and out of the record label
and motion picture studio communities as
a continuation of the battle being waged
against 'illicit' audio copying. Every time a
new audio and -or video recording
technology appears with the appellation
'digital', the film and record communities
are concerned over the copying
implications. Further, the initial Super CD
press release led its readers to assume that
the decision to not offer recording
capability was made because of the
technical incompatibilities of merging the
two incompatible systems. The smart
money is still betting on the politics of
illicit copying.
The cost of a player, originally estimated
at around $400 US, will either rise or else
will not be subject to initial savings due to
the mechanical complexity of tracking the
double -layer or double -sided disk.
The process of dual -layer, single -sided
along with single- layer, single -sided
pressing or DVD double -sided pressing,
plus the attendant adhesive coalition and
coating of the two layers makes the disc
manufacturing process more complicated
and expensive than for conventional CDs.
Playing a double -sided disc will require
either two lasers and associated tracking
systems (one for each side) for continuous
playback or else utilise some mechanical
arrangement to either turn the disk or move
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the laser and -or a depth adjusting
technology for a single laser to read a
double -layer or single layer, single-sided disc.
The emergence of the recording CD as a
viable tool for advanced consumer users
as well as for professional audio facilities,
could draw off any consumer or
professional interest in Super CD audio.
Recording CD does not use any form of
low- bit -rate coding, data compression or
software codecs found inherently in the
Super CD.
Super CD provision for theatrical motion
pictures will have to be directly competitive
with Digital Satellite Services (DSS) such as
the Direct TV service. Since home -theatre
systems have revolutionised in -home
movie distribution with much higher
quality video and audio than the best of
the domestic cable systems. They are the
hottest consumer electronic products in
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UNITED KINGDOM
AMS Neve plc
Head Office

Telephone: +44 1282 457011
Fax: +44 1282 417282

London Office

Telephone: +44

America today.

Considering that almost everyone
involved in the Super CD or enhanced
CD camp finds in -home delivery of motion
pictures to be the pivotal role for the new
product, the forthcoming digital VHS VCR
does not bode well for the new disc. The
likelihood of the public staying with a
known quantity (the VCR) albeit it in a
digital guise, is high. Here again we find
the various divisions of the large Japanese
consumer -electronic companies prepared
to slug it out, each with their own divisions
committed to one system or the other,
competing for the same market and
market share.
The new DVD 'movie disc' will require
the motion picture rental community to
create a complete second inventory of the
new digital video discs to match their
existing video -tape stock. In addition, the
new systemology will require all holders of
motion -picture -video libraries to rerelease
all titles currently extant on video tape to
the new DVD format and practically
speaking obviate the elimination of the
existing laser- disc -player user-base.
The bottom line here suggests a scene
for a modern-day Laurel & Hardy comedy.
Oliver Hardy in the guise of a recording
studio or pressing-plant operator turns to
Stan Laurel as the record-label or
consumer-electronic exec and says, This is
another fine mess you've gotten us into
And indeed it is. Everyone to be touched
by the new CD formats will have to pay
the piper-big time -to continue to be able
to play in the audio big league if the new
formats succeed.
Recording studios will be faced with
almost impossible levels of signal quality
to maintain when producing masters for
the 24 -bit, 96kHz standard-if adopted. If
multitrack mixdowns are going to be put
on the discs, then the whole record production cycle that has evolved will
have to be changed and that will cost
money. So will the upgrading of CD
pressing plants to accommodate to the
new standards. For many of us, the CD is
our bread and butter -our past, present
and hopefully our future. Let us hope and
pray that all concerned fashion a final
compromise as well designed and
implemented as the one that brought us
CD in the first place.0
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USA
AMS Neve Inc
New York Office

Telephone: +212 949 2324
Fax: +212 450 7339
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Telephone: +213
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Fax: +213 461 1620

CANADA
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Telephone: +416 365 3363
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GERMANY
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CONTACT
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details of distributors.
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IO SECOND COMMERCIAL, A 12 PART TV SERIES, OR A
HOUR FEATURE F LM, AMS NEVE CONTINUES TO CHANGE THE FACE
OF POST PRODUCTION AROUND THE WORLD. NOT SIMPLY FUTURE PROOF,
THIS EQUIPMENT IS FUTURE PERFECT. MORE COMPATIBILITY, GREATER
FLEXIBILITY, INFINITELY MORE SPEED. AMS NEVE MEANS SOUND JUDGEMENT.

WHETHER IT'S A
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Following Studio Sound's

recent account of Tom Hidley's
controversial
Masterfonics,

101-i*

room at

DAN DALEY

explpres its operational 'agenda

¡if
LATE LAST YEAR, several hundred
party-goers swirled through the cavernous
innards of Nashville recording, mixing and
mastering studio Masterfonics' recently
opened The Tracking Room. Nashville is no
stranger to large gatherings, but this one was
different in that the studio whose grand
opening was being celebrated was large
enough to hold all of them.
Nashville's traditional and primary base
of country music productions now has a
larger- than -ever array of area studios to
choose from -over 20 new rooms have
opened up there in the last two years
-many of them smaller facilities aimed at
overdubbing and mixing. And a sizable
chunk of those new studios is located in
personal environments, many of which are
owned by artists and engineers themselves
(not an unusual phenomenon for Nashville).
Coupled with an historic dearth of large,
modern tracking spaces, the need for a big
studio in Nashville was readily apparent.
However, these developments come at time
when studio rates have been stagnant for
nearly a decade, and the proliferation of
new studios limits much in the way of
change in that situation. Thus, when
Masterfonics owner Glenn Meadows decided
to spend $3m on The Tracking Room, a
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5,500ft2 facility which incorporates a large
SSL 9000j console and designer Tom
Hidley's first US 10Hz room design (see
Studio Sound, December 1995), he was

walking the wire between the need to
expand in the face of a growing pool of
studios on one hand, and the need to build
a studio that would attract business from
outside the Nashville on the other.
At least, so it would seem. While he
acknowledges the current dynamics of
Nashville studio business, Meadows believes
that both Masterfonics' main facility and
The Tracking Room are on a slightly higher,
more unaffected plane of operation. 'I could
look just at Nashville, but right now I'm
looking at the planet,' he laughs.
Levity aside, Meadows means that both
he and the rest of Nashville -while they
could never overlook the currency of
country music as the primary revenue base
for the audio community there-need to
project themselves into the larger world
market of recording. And The Tracking
Room can justly be regarded as the city's
first step in that direction.
'Nashville is incredibly diverse in terms of
studio technology right now, from ADATs and
DA-88s to producers who wouldn't touch that
stuff with a ten -foot pole,' Meadows observes.

There are people making records on Fairlight
and RADAR systems and people using -inch
16-track machines. But our point of view has
always been to cater to the upper echelon of
artists and producers. The rate wars affect the
middle level of studios more than the upper
ones, and that's the case in Nashville, as well
Meadows claims to be within 5% of his
card rates in recent years, an accomplishment
in light of the fact that rates themselves are
mired at mid -I980s levels. The main
1

Masterfonics facility, on Music Square East,
has several recording, mixing and mastering
rooms, including the Hidley- designed Mix
Room, a 20Hz room with an SSL 4064E
desk with G-Series computer and Nashville's
only AT&T DISQ digital mixing core system.
Studio Six is the main facility's primary
tracking room, another Hidley design going
down to 24Hz and with an SSL 4048E desk
with G -Series computer. Otari DTR -900,
32- track, Pro -Digi format, digital, multitrack
decks are standard at Masterfonics. Thirty two -track working is also pretty much a
Nashville standards, although it's slowly
giving way to 48 -track digital, of which
Studer D -827 and Sony 3348 decks are
available as options on the rate card.
Analogue decks are the Otari MTR -100A
with Dolby A and SR NR.
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GOOD AS IT IS, what Nashville needed
was a bold stroke, and The Tracking Room
is Meadows' response. It addresses the city's
historical lack of an acoustically state-ofthe -art large recording environment that
offers a high plane of technology and
addresses the privacy issues that many
artists and producers demand of a facility.
Hidley's design and the choice of the SSL
9000j deal with the first two; placing the
new room in a former warehouse /rehearsalstudio space three blocks away from the
main Masterfonics facility takes care of the
privacy issue, as does the minimalist staff:
Cindy Sutton is the on -site Studio Coordinator
and Judy Reeves, former tech at New York's
Right Track Recording, is Chief Technician.
But more to the point, The Tracking Room
could also function as a lightning rod for
Nashville in general, designed as it is for post
scoring as well as music tracking.
'There's a insignificant amount of scoring
or sound -to- picture work going on in
Nashville,' Meadows says. 'There was simply
no place to do it. This is a combined -use
facility that can do both music and scoring
well. For music, it has the great acoustics;
for post, it has the space that can accommodate
an 85 -piece orchestra simultaneously with a
five -piece rhythm section. What it's going
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to take, now that it's built, it to educate the
local community and then the larger
postproduction and music industry that
Nashville has a place that all these things
can be done in now'
Meadows decided, after looking over the
work of other designers, to stick with Hidley
for The Tracking Room's design.
'People don't realise the calibre of work
that Tom can do because most of his studios
are in Europe,' he comments.
The Tracking Room looks good- well -lit
and trimmed in light -coloured maple wood
-but its design did not spring full -blown.
Meadows started with his original conceptualisation in May 1994 and did a relatively
rare thing in the studio business: market
research. He showed it to various producers
and engineers around Nashville and modified
it as their input carne back. For instance,
the original design had four large isolation
rooms one of which was a large drum
room -that were visually connected by
video cameras. Nashville producers and
engineers noted that the famous local
musician pool works best and most
efficiently when they can see and easily
communicate with each other, a group of
people for whom a nod or a wink during a
session could send a track in a completely
different direction and make the difference
between a hit record or not. The engineers
also said that they would rather put the
drums on the main studio floor. The plan
was adapted to break the large drum iso
booth into two smaller -but still quite
capacious -isos, enhancing acoustical
separation while giving the musicians direct
eye contact with each other. Furthermore,
an amplifier closet was built into the rear of
one iso booth to provide another level of
separation. 'Tom's original design would
have been the preferred layout in Europe,
but this is what works better in Nashville,'
says Meadows.
The studio is Hidley's first I0Hz room
and takes his patented concept of Infrasonics
-the propagation of sounds below the
threshold of hearing-to a new plateau by
incorporating the idea into both the control
room and the studio. ('The Hidley-Infrasound era, Studio Sound, December 1995)
The room has drawn rave comments from
several engineers and producers, including
Tony Brown (Wynonna Judd, Vince Gill,
Reba McEntire), who said, 'This is the room
we wished we'd had in Nashville for years.
We haven't seen anything like it since the
old RCA Studios years ago. The isolation
booths will really lend themselves to
experimentation in making country records'
Steve Tillisch did the first mix session at
The Tracking Room, mixing a new independent label country artist Brad Hawkins with
Producer Steve Diamond. Tillisch was
complimentary of both the room and the
console, noting that the control -room

environment was even and articulate
throughout the full frequency spectrum
and volume levels.
'You don't get the usual bass build -ups at
the sides of the room,' he observes. 'The
listening area is huge and goes back a good
ten feet behind the console. And the Mark
Levinson [Cello] amplifiers really contribute
to that. In fact, it's pretty easy to get the
volume up to a very high level; you don't
realise how loud it is because they're so
smooth' Tillisch adds that he mixed on the
main Hidley- Kinoshita monitors. 'The only
time I usually mix on large speakers is in
Hidley rooms' His comments on the
SSL 9000j are equally complimentary,
noting that the new automation computer
allows cuts and rides to occur as separate
operations. 'You can edit the cuts any time
without affecting the level of the fader
rides,' he says.
One overarching design concern was the
studio's proximity to Interstate 40-a 6-lane
highway about 15m away from the studio's
east wall -whose low-frequency vibrations
caused the noise floor to rise significantly in
the lower range of the spectrum in predesign
site-evaluation. Positioning the entire facility
on damping springs was estimated at
$250,000, nearly 10% of the overall budget.
The solution was found in using Kinetics
Engineering fibreglass insulators under the
studio and control room floors and studio
walls as isolators, and by designing the
facility structure so that its own resonant
frequency was 10Hz. An additional step was
to cut the studio base slabs into sections that
resonate above 20Hz, which would cut off
any additional infrasonic energy -which was
present on the original uncut base slab
-below that threshold down as low as four
cycles. This combination of techniques and
materials brought the noise floor down to
between 14.8dBa and 15.5dBa measured
from 4Hz to 40kHz.

The control room's 10Hz design
incorporates pit trapping of the type that
Hidley developed for South Africa's BOP
Studios, which has 12Hz control rooms.
The floor trapping entrance is under large
screen -covered floor ports in front of the
console underneath the 16 -inch control
room slab, which itself is decoupled from
the earth using nine 3.5Hz German -made
Gerb Engineering structural springs. Similar
trapping is built into the ceiling. 'This is
what gives the control room the depth and
three-dimensionality it has,' says Meadows.
Tom Hidley sums up the control room's
asymmetrical -loading design thus:
'For 50 or 60 years, up to Infrasonics in
1991, everyone has a solid floor in their
control room covering the surface area
that's exposed after the acoustic treatment
is brought in. You have a monitor that's
omnidirectional at the extreme low end.
Not controlled in terms of directionality VW
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`E0 between 20Hz to 50Hz.

We have dealt with
it in the ceiling and sidewalls for years. We

do nothing about the floor. What goes to
the ceiling and sidewalls is dealt with by
several means, depending upon the
designer, and depending upon the design
philosophy. But none of them have done
anything about the frequencies. And when
it hits the floor, it hits a non -symmetrical
condition to what it hits in the ceiling and
the walls. So is the sound from the woofer
symmetrical? No, and if it's not phasesymmetrical it's not pure. You must deal
with floor as you do the other surfaces.
'We dealt with it at The Tracking Room
and in BOP. It gives you a depth of field on
a vertical as well as horizontal plane. The
bottom end comes alive and an honest

reverberation characteristic that is
symmetrical to the horizontal and vertical

design. The room comes alive with definition.
As long as the woofer goes down and sees a
rigid floor and goes up and sees an
attenuative ceiling, it's not being treated
equally. It's truly the third dimension. The
front of the room is a cloth -covered hole.
The slab is three feet above the the floor
below us. This allows the infrasonic information to travel below us. It's all part of
dealing with the parts of sound that digital
has brought us'
The choice of SSL 9000j console was also
based largely on experience. An 80-frame
model was selected, initially outfitted with
64 inputs. A Neve was considered, but
Meadows decided that the physical geometry
of the SSL would provide more acoustical
neutrality in the control room and allow
that room's 10Hz design to better express
itself. Not that the 9000j was the only
console under consideration.
'It's an amazing console, both for mixing
and for tracking,' Meadows comments. 'So
was the Harrison Series Twelve, a sonically
brilliant console which we experimented
with at Masterfonics for a while this year.
But the automation and work surface on
the SSL were better prepared for music.
And sonically, it gives the engineer what he
needs to work with to get the room to work
to its fullest'

WITH THE TECHNOLOGY

resolved,

perhaps the hardest work lay ahead. The
possibility of lucrative postproduction
sessions on the horizon saw the studio
management rapidly learning the ropes of
the post market.
'We're reading -up on it, getting input
from post engineers and producers,' explains
Studio Manager Steve Tolson, who came to
Nashville after owning a studio in
Los Angeles, a city he remembers less than
fondly thanks to its relatively low quality of
life compared with Nashville. He is spared
some of the irony of having to look to LA
for post business; the staff is working in
conjunction with Tennessee's and Nashville's
respective film and video commissions,
hoping that the inclusion of a facility such
as the Tracking Room will add allure to the
commissions' inducements of lower production costs, including lower taxes than
California or other film- intensive states, and
Tennessee's right -to-work statutes, which
have limited union activity in the state.
'The thing about doing post is, you have
to have your guns really loaded for those
sessions,' Tolson says. The opportunities
are great but those sessions are very
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Tolson described the studio

management's mood as anxious,
`but not scared' of attempting to

market the studio to the

broader bases of artists and
producers outside Nashville
and to postproduction.
`This is what Nashville needed,' he

says. `it already has everything else.'
demanding and they require everyone to
know what to do and a larger amount of
equipment being there and ready. We're not
going to move on that until we're sure we're
absolutely ready'
Tolson says the only barrier is the
perception of Nashville by the other coasts
as being a place where not much other
than country music gets done, and the
city's distance from LA and New York.
A reduction in the number of flights
between Nashville and those cities doesn't
help; the largest carrier in Nashville is
American Airlines, which has reduced the
number of its daily flights from over 140 to
fewer than 30 in the past year, and has cut
service to New York to three flights a day
and to Los Angeles to one flight per day.
On the other hand, the interest Nashville
and country music have stirred up in recent
years is bringing Los Angelenos and New
Yorkers down in droves -750 California
drivers licenses a month were being
exchanged for Tennessee tags as of a year
ago, according to a local radio report.
Actress Talia Shire, best known as Sylvester
Stallone's wife in the Rocky series of films,
held a screening of her directoral debut
film in Nashville in October last year and
toured The Tracking Room with an eye
towards production and postproduction in
Nashville. 'And,' adds Tolson-and you can
sense him winking on the other end of the
phone. 'There are no 10Hz rooms in LA'
Music will remain the largest revenue
base for the studio, however, and Tolson
notes that the fundamentals of The Tracking
Room's design take that into account.
Limited advertising -within and outside of
Nashville, and an intensive word -of-mouth
campaign fuelled by getting as many

influential engineers, artists and producers

through its gates as possible, form the basis
of the studio's marketing strategy. The room's
card rate is set at $2,500 per day, high for
Nashville but considerably less expensive
than similar rooms in Hollywood or
Manhattan. And an introductory 10%
discount was in effect until 1st January 1996.
The first to take advantage of that were
Wynonna, country singer Suzy Bogguss,
jazz vocalist Etta James (produced by
Muscle Shoals expatriate Barry Beckett) and
sophomore, Asylum Records' country artist
Terri Radigan, produced by LA transplant
Brian Ahern. Vince Gill was also slated to

track there before the year's end.
Tolson described the studio management's
mood as anxious, 'but not scared' of
attempting to market the studio to the
broader bases of artists and producers
outside Nashville and to postproduction.
'This is what Nashville needed,' he says.
'It already has everything else'
Correspondingly, Meadows doesn't regard
The Tracking Room as a gamble. He says
he's worked the numbers, the leases and
the loans till he can do them in his sleep.
'We're not leveraged to any degree of
concern, and there's multiple revenue
streams coming from Masterfonics now.
If someone were to build a place like this in
Nashville as a stand -alone facility, it would
be pretty hairy. But it's part of a paid -for
business, and I've always been the kind of
studio owner that reinvests profits back into
the business'

OTHER NASHVILLE STUDIO owners
have watched the progress of The Tracking
Room closely, respecting Meadows' willingness to walk the line financially in a stagnant
rate environment and knowing that The
Tracking Room's success could be the start
of a rising tide that lifts all boats. But they're
cautious about whether Masterfonics can
get the $2,500 daily rate that Meadows says
he needs for this level of investment. As
much as they'd like to see their own rates
rise, they know that Tracking Room's
success could also set off a technology
spiral that could see many of them going
into debt to finance new acquisitions, all
pursuing a relatively fixed country-music
base and what has been up to this point
only the promise of consistent larger- budget
rock and pop productions.
However, they're accentuating the positive
aspects. Michael Koreiba, Manager at
nearby Soundstage Studios, comments,
This has the potential to take Nashville to
another level. What happens as far as rates
and technology [in Nashville] after that,
though, will depend upon whether the new
business that the studio attracts comes
from within Nashville or from other areas.'
Lisa Roy, former Los Angeles studio owner,
former General Manager of Masterfonics
and now founder of international studio
referral agency Studio A, based in Nashville,
notes that, while there are a limited number
of artists in the world who have requirements
that can be filled by a facility like The
Tracking Room, few of whom are based in
Nashville, 'What this does is raise the awareness level of the entire studio community
here, something it started doing the minute
it was announced'
Contemporary Christian producer Dino
Elefante, co -owner with his brother Jon of
LA transplant studio Sound Kitchen in nearby
Williamson County, says most optimistically
of the venture, 'Glenn wouldn't have done
it if he thought the risk was substantial. If
the existing studio couldn't have supported
the new room if it were only booked one
day a week, he wouldn't have done it.
He's been doing this for .i while.'

CONTACTS
'ASTERFONICS, 28 Music Square
East, Nashville TN 37203 US.
Tel: +1 615 259 4452.
Fax: +1 615 242 0101.
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DJ
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Auto track numbering
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ORANGE BOOK STANDARD.
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and CD-DA formats.
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USER, THE MARANTZ

CDR -620 OFFERS IT ALL.
JUST THINK WHAT YOU COULD DO

Use 2 CDR -620 units to high -speed
copy any CO via in -built SCSI II interface.

WITH IT.

Wired remote control with large visual display
provides index & ISRC code recording and
catalogue numbering. Included as standa -d.

Variable 1Mb digital delay
plus programmable fade-in /out.
Exclusively distributed by: 5CV London
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Audio's RMS 2000 range of radio microphone systems uses advanced design to give

outstanding sound quality and total reliability. No surprise then that it's the number one choice
of professional film sound recordists around the world.
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the concluding part of Studio Sounds exclusive series on multichannel audio,

TOM HOLMAN

asks how many audio channels are really needed to create a satisfactory soundfield?
WHEN THE QUESTION of how many
audio ìhannels are needed to reproduce a

Fig.1 gives the conventional impulse
produce a good sense of envelopment. It is
response from a source on the stage heard
axiomatic that having a greater number of
channels improves the spatial reproduction at one seat in the Concertgebouw, showing
complete aural experience is asked, the
the direct sound, reflections, and
answer is variable and depends on the
of all three of the soundfields in a room:
reverberant field in the time domain.
aesthetic goals of the music to be reproduced, direct, reflected, and reverberant. Michael
Fig.2 shows a 2-D image model for the
among other factors. Since new high- capacity Gerzon has suggested that a million
carriers are coming onto the scene, such as channels would satisfy the need to produce same condition, with the diameter of the
circles giving the relative level of various
the DVD, it is time to examine what various a soundfield indistinguishable from the
reflections, and their distance from the
channel configurations are most suitable for original one point -to-point in a listening
listener displaying the time. Since it is an
space, so anything less may be seen as a
the range of recorded music.
'image model', the sound images appear
I ask my university students to think
compromise.' Thus the question becomes
how to make a practical system, rather than outside the hall itself, because of the long
about the following progression: Mozart,
path length of reflected sound.
how to absolutely transport the listener
Beethoven, Mahler, Terminator 2. What
from one space to another.
Fig.3 shows a 3 -D image model, with the
links these apparently strange bedfellows
Reduction in the million- channel
circles having the same meaning as in the
into a logical line is their ever increasing
2 -D case.
use of wider frequency and dynamic ranges requirement to something practical can be
This data was collected by JVC engineers
and greater use of the space dimension. It is achieved in several ways. One is to look at
for their study of reproducing concert-hall
the room acoustics of real spaces and see
interesting that the development of media
acoustics. Probably the most obvious
followed the saine course: we see increased what directions are most likely to be used
finding is that there are a lot of energetic
frequency and dynamic ranges as the most in producing the direct and reflected
reflections arriving from above and below
soundfields (the reverberant field is
prominent feature of the technical history
the plane of the listener and source.
directionless, by definition).
of recorded sound, and today we are
This may weight our results in favour of
So reproducing the height dimension in a
approaching space, 'the final frontier'
reproducing the sound of real rooms over
stereo system may well reproduce actual
The 5.1- channel system for audio
soundfields better than systems without a
some synthetic space that may never have
accompanying a picture was made with
height component. This is just one example,
existed except as the artist's intention, but
specific limitations in mind, in particular
those having to do with having a picture.
there may be valuable lessons to be learned and others can be found in the literature on
the design of concert halls.
Sound imaging in this system is emphasised from room acoustics which can be applied
Another method to reduce the large
to the design of stereophonic sound
where there is supporting picture imaging,
number of channels needed to produce a
systems. In particular, the findings of
and sound envelopment is emphasised
physical sound copy of one space into
everywhere else -that is, off- screen sound is concert-hall designers about the relative
another is to weight the various directions
'surround' sound, by definition. Pure music merits of particular directions and types of
for the acuity of hearing differences in
reflections, with their roots in listening
recording, however, has a much less strict
angle versus direction of arrival, called the
psycho- acoustics, may well teach us the
on- screen or off-screen division of the
world, and sound images from instruments
importance of various directions around the Minimum Audible Angle. This work has
been done by psychoacousticians too, and
listener sonically.
at many directions are suitable for some
kinds of programme material. On the other
hand, last month we saw that traditional
quad fails miserably to produce sound
images from four matched loudspeakers set
up in the conventional quad manner.
Before psychoacoustic considerations can
be accommodated however, the first
4__ t
.__.
requirement of any new multichannel
r
system is an acoustically aesthetic one.
Mahler uses off -stage instruments, and
Frank Zappa found in his composition 'The
i
Yellow Shark' that having six surrounding
channels was useful to counterpoint, as it
was possible to hear more clearly into a mix
when the elements making up the mix
were spatially separated. 'It's hi -fi to the nth
degree,' he said. In order to achieve
____...._w_...+..t_._----......_....._.._..
.
all- around imaging, you might expect to
have to use a symmetrical loudspeaker
placement. But we shall see that several
factors work against a symmetrical approach.

-..
Ì

I

._....._ f...

THERE ARE a variety of ways to determine
the number of channels needed to reproduce
a fully immersive soundfield, one in which
the listeners can move with only small
restriction yet retain solid imaging from
many directions, and simultaneously
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Fig.1: Time domain plot of the impulse response of the Concertgebouw in
Amsterdam detailing direct sound, reflections and the reverberant field
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Fig.2: Twodimensional model of the Concertgebouw impulse response -circle diameters indicate relative levels

the results of one of the most fascinating
images to produce sound from positions
studies is shown in Fig.4.' We are looking in between loudspeakers. Although I showed
at a sphere around the listener from his
last month that centre -front phantoms are
(ombininq what we know now
front, side, and back respectively. The
not desirable, phantom images do work
vectors show the average error from the
more or less between adjacent pairs of
actual position to the perceived position,
loudspeakers, so the problem is ameliorated about quadraphonic imaging and
and the circles or ellipses the standard
somewhat. The problem is complicated by
deviation of the error in six trials. (The
the fact that phantoms work better in front
MAA, we could easily say that rear
results are shown only for every other
and back, and practically not at all at the
stimulus position, marked by the crosses.)
sides. Combining what we know now about
The front view shows much greater acuity
quadraphonic imaging and MAA, we could
phantom images could be made to
than the side or rear view. Front and centre easily say that rear phantom images could
shows the best acuity, with the MAA being
be made to work reasonably well, compared
work reasonably well, compared
degree in the horizontal plane, and about to side or front ones.
3 degrees in the vertical. Clearly, it is more
important psychoacoustically to have
ONE IMPORTANT soundfield has not
to side or front ones
greater accuracy in front than at the sides
been considered: the diffuse reverberant
and back, so more channel resources
field. 'High subjective diffuseness is desired,
should probably be spent in front.
giving the listener an impression to be
system can easily produce a diffuse field,
Another method of alleviating the large
completely 'embedded' in the sound? While just by driving the loudspeakers available
number of channels is to use phantom
it is nice to think that a multichannel
with multiple channels of uncorrelated
reverberation, as it happens there are
preferred directions which change for
various numbers of channels needed to
produce good subjective diffuseness. For
instance, in a 5- channel system in the
horizontal plane, the loudspeakers have to
be at ±36°, ±108°, and 180° from straight
ahead to produce high diffusion.' These do
not wind up being in the same locations as
the five channels of an imaging system for
5.1- channel sound, so either more channels
1

Fig.3: Three -dimensional model of the Concertgebouw impulse response- again, circle
diameters indicate relative levels. Note that in both this figure and fig.2, the apparent
sources lie outside the building itself
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are needed, or special loudspeakers
emphasising diffuse -field sound may be
used for this important soundfield. These
loudspeakers are more important in systems
having a fewer number of channels.
When all of these and other considerations
are combined, a channel hierarchy of how
important various directions are is found.
Now curves can be drawn of the number of
listeners for whom a given quantity of a
given factor produces transparent sound.
For instance, a 32kHz sample rate is adequate
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Facusrite
audio engineers

'111 for some people, but many more are
satisfied by a 48kHz rate. A curve of
sample rate vs the number of listeners
finding the reproduction audibly
transparent is rather steep as more and
more listeners get included in a pool for
whom a given rate is adequate. Likewise,
word length is a similar function, changing
rather steeply as one goes from 12 -bit
through 16-bit to 20-bit words. The one
factor which eats up bits but which
changes more slowly in quality with
quantity of bits is the number of audio
channels. So there is no hard and fast rule
for the absolute number of channels that
are necessary, but some guidance can
already be given regarding the uses of audio
channels.
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Da.weri= NEW MUSIK
The spatial coordinate system.
The subject is represented in the centre
of the coordinate sphere: the viewpoint is
from 30 to the subject's right and 30
above the horizontal plane. Isoazimuth
and isoelevation lines are drawn in

THE MOST IMPORTANT direction for
sound presentation is centre front. It is
here that directional acuity is best, so
matching any system to human capabilities
gives emphasis to this direction.
The next most important direction is
20 increments
that of the left and right -front channels.
Various angles are possible but wide -stage
stereo is generally perceived as better than
narrow stereo stages, until the image falls
apart. With a hard centre, wider stages are
possible, but staying with the ±30e
traditional rule of thumb makes some
W
sense. The reason for these channels can
also be traced to psycho-acoustic
: d
localisation capability.
Following this, diffuse sound needs to be
available to reproduce the spacious
compo -nent of the stereo soundfield.
90'
90'
While it can be separated spatially into
ó.-w
leftish' and 'rightish' parts, it is useful to
have a diffuse lateral soundfield.'
Beyond this, things get tricky. To produce
good images at the sides, channels are
needed. But also they are needed to
produce images overhead, and lateral
reflections in the range of ±55° have been
shown to be useful too. The number and
position of such loudspeaker channels to
produce sound images from these unusual
directions also depends to a large extent on

:
:b:.:ß.
b:d

©

artistic intention.
More channels will always be better
than less in spatial reproduction, especially
throughout a listening area. There seems
to be no absolute limit within practical
range, and many directions are as good as
others beyond certain fundamental
requirements. Ambisonics might seem to
be one solution, but the imposition of a
recording method is limiting to makers of
more 'produced' recordings not involving
the reproduction of a literal space. Further,
Ambisonics may well make use of a large
number of reproduction channels set up
according to the hierarchy here.
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COMMENT

Deaf, dumb and blind
Old habits die hard -and none die harder than those enjoyed by video

engineers at the expense of audio engineers writes
eating sandwiches, there was an
extended Q&A session. For the most part
faced by people who earn their living
this concerned the visual effects and
computer processing aspects of the new
from journalism. There are, for example,
systems. Among the topics covered were
personality disorders (Hunter S Thompson,
disk capacity and file formats, with
everybody contemplatively munching
once wrote that journalism was a world
sarnies and listening intently to the
inhabited by misfits, drunkards and failures)
discussion. Until I had the temerity to
and there is the anxiety caused by waiting for
mention audio.
Well, things were slowing down and I
cheques to turn up while the landlord asks
hadn't made that much of a contribution
politely pointed questions about the
to the proceedings up to that point so
I felt that it was about time I made my
whereabouts of the rent.
presence felt. I asked my question and
Then -through the sheer volume of
our host began to answer it. After about
words one turns out during a career
-there is the chance that certain phrases 30 seconds I sensed that we were losing
will find their way into almost everything the attention of those around us; they
started to talk amongst themselves,
a hack writes. We all have them; there is
leaving me and the managing director
one sentence that I know I have used
having something that amounted to a
several times over -not because I can't
think of anything else to say but because private conversation, only with him
standing at the head of a table -full of
people keep telling me that it's true.
other people. Even when I resorted to
The sentence runs along the lines of
sarcasm, observing that everyone had
'audio was once the poor relation of
lost interest because audio had been
visuals but that is now starting to
change'. I've trained myself to watch out mentioned, they still carried on
discussing the weather, plans for NAB
for it so that its repetition doesn't
undermine its importance. But just as we and who would win the Five Nations
Rugby Union Championship. The MD
start to believe that it's true because
good
-naturedly carried on and answered
everyone is saying it, something comes
my inquiry, including the supplementary
along that instils doubt. This happened
points, before conceding that it was time
for me at a recent pre -NAB press
conference given by a leading nonlinear to bring a halt to the formal part of the
day. He joked that he felt pretty much as
video -editing-system manufacturer.
I did, what with being an ex -sound person
Most of the leaders in this field have
and all.
been offering extended audio functions
in recent years, going beyond the token
SO WHAT does this anecdote tell us
four channels that makers of VTRs
about how audio is perceived in the
thought was more than enough. The
obviously still vision- oriented world in
company concerned in this story is
which we live? Is it really so dull that it
noted for its commitment to the sound
is only of interest to trained sound
sector, something underlined by the
engineers (with their own beards and
managing director, who was once a
cardigans, as they are ribbed by their
sound engineer.
more glam vision counterparts)?
The reception was held in one of
All it probably means is that my
Soho's top media haunts (on my way in
colleagues got a bit tetchy and maybe
I bumped into Jon Pertwee, the third
had wanted to move onto other subjects
Dr Who) and started with an overview
way before audio was mentioned.
of upcoming product releases, which
A more unfair judgement would be that
included an audio sweetening add -on
there was a touch of arrogance in there,
for the company's top-of -the- range
video editor. After this, and while
perhaps still regarding sound as the poor
assorted broadcast technology
sibling. As one of the PR handlers
journalists sat round quaffing beer and
remarked afterwards, some of these more
There are a number of inherent problems

.
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high -tech joumos maybe find audio a
little too DC for their taste. The point of
all this should be that it was quite
amusing and shouldn't be seen as the
beginning of a backward trend, where,
through increasingly powerful
processing, the visuals are the only
things that matter. It also should not be
seen as a slight against the hosts of this
particular event, who were more than
generous in their hospitality. Whatever
the specifications, audio is now being
used to add to the startlingly high-tech
visuals that are possible. Through
straight stereo or a more multichannel
approach (with Dolby Surround or 5.1),
illusions for the eye can be made to work
all the more through illusions in sound.
If anything, audio creation has more
technological freedom than pictures.

Everyone had lost interest

because audio had been

mentioned, they still carried
on discussing the weather,

plans for NAB and who would
win the Five Nations Rugby
Union Championship
As Dr John Emmett of Thames TV
observes: 'Video has to work on either a
PC platform or its own specific platform.
The audio attitude is freer than this,
because it can be integrated as part of
the buses.'
Areas of interest come into this matter
but one element of the same thing (in
this case TV or video) should not be
derided or ignored in favour of its
partner. After all, this may have happened
because I have a boring voice.
But I doubt that.
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Reconciling new music with old, and old equipment with new,
has helped John Leckie identify the consistent values in recording.

PHIL WARD

talked to him where it all started -Abbey Road

THE WORN STEPS that lead from
Abbey Road's famous Studio 2 up to its
control room provide the vantage point
from which John Leckie considers British
pop music history. In this room, as a young
tape op and mix engineer in the early 1970s,
he helped Pink Floyd, Marc Bolan and the
various Beatles to fashion their sonic
statements for an eagerly awaiting world.
Graduating to the producer's chair in time
for a new wave of brash, intelligent UK pop,
he left the studio in 1978, primarily as a
result of EMI's policy of not allowing staff to
work with nonproprietary artists. Leckie,
naturally enough, had developed a taste for
talent beyond the walls of the Abbey Road

stable. Since then, he has been single handedly responsible for the generation of
an indestructible canon of British guitar pop.
The roll call of artists is a delight to the ear:
XTC, Be -Bop Deluxe, The Fall, The Stone
Roses, The Lilac Time, Verve, Ride and, of
course, Magazine, whose 1978 release Real
Life was arguably the finest record of its
time. More recently Leckie's ascendancy has
culminated in the 1996 Brit -nominated
Radiohead album The Bends as well as
production and mixing credits for debut
album releases by Cast and Elastica. For
these younger bands working with John
Leckie is an honour.
For many of them the honour coincides
with being introduced to a serious recording
studio for the first time. Famous Leckie
virgins include XTC, Magazine and The
Stone Roses. Over the years he has noticed
a surprising change in the way the new kids

STONE ROSES: FROM

MAGIC TO MAYHEM

THE FIRST ALBUM

The Stone
Roses: 'It was recorded at Battery
Studio 2. We were put in at a cheap rate
starting at seven in the evening. But of
course, by midnight, the band were all
knackered and couldn't do anything. So
we were doing a five or six hour session each day. There was something about
making the record under time restrictions: if there is a bit of a hassle sometimes
you want to get in and out pretty quick. Those early sessions were the best tracks:
we had She Bangs the Drum', 'Made of Stone' and so on, in a week or so. It was a
case of everyone being of like mind, everyone doing their best. It had that feeling
that we were doing something really special together.
They were great ones for getting the vibe, the magic, the dynamic between the
bass, drums and rhythm guitar. There is no click on the Stone Roses album. When
Silvertone got all these remixes by Paul Okenfold and Adrian Sherwood they were
phoning me up saying where's the click? There isn't one, it's a live band.'
THE SECOND ALBUM The Second Coming. They didn't intend to drift on and
on! The Idea was to do It all in a month. The first sessions were done on the Rolling
Stones mobile. They wanted to record in the Manchester area. but they didn't really
want to record in a studio, so I found an old brewery which was a residential
rehearsal room. When I arrived I realised that the band hadn't rehearsed together
for a year-Reni hadn't set his drum kit up for a year -so we did that for tour
weeks. Then they wanted to concentrate on one song for another six weeks, which
was 'Ten Storey Love Song'. I told them they needed a deadline. There was
complete free reign from Geffen, no pressure, no push. They ha d to create an
artificial deadline -a gig or a day in a demo studio. I said I won t go into the studio
until you give me a demo. This is the way bands work with producers: send me the
demo, and if it's any good we'll go into the studio.
'The demo was. erm, okay... but they booked six weeks in Rockfield anyway.
Well, at least we were now in a proper studio. But when I went up there I realised I
didn t want to do it. I wasn t feeling it any more. We ve always been honest with
each other. Well, change is another thing I always advocate, and I said, if I go.

that's

a change.'
'Mind you, they spent another 18 months in Rockfield after
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left...'

approach his hi -tech block.
'I'm often surprised nowadays,' he says,
'but in the old days bands would actually be
much more involved than they are now,
particularly in the mix. It would be four
people, hands on the desk -everyone would
have their fader to move, or the pan pot, or
the echo send. It may be just to do with
automation but the band's involvement in
the studio process would be a lot more than
it is now. I often do records now where the
band doesn't even touch the mixer.'
This is in complete contrast to what we
are told about the rise of the project studio,
and about artists taking control of their
recordings. Leckie is full of these mythpuncturing observations.
'When they go into a proper studio with a
producer and an engineer,' he continues,
'they are reluctant to get involved. Maybe
it's just the bands I work with, but they can
be very opinionated about, say, the sound of
the guitar, or the reverb on the voice, and
all they really mean is there's too much or
not enough of it. And I'll say: "Well there's
the knobs-turn it up"
'I am the kind of producer who won't
discourage them. I like to involve people.
I see it more as a team effort than the
producer being a dictator. The studio is part
of the band's trade that they have to learn.
If they've taken up professional music and
they get signed, it's not just about playing
on stage and wearing the right clothes. You
have to write the songs, sing the songs, play
the music and be part of the recording
process. You have to know when something
needs to be double- tracked'
Double-tracking, according to Leckie, is
among many time -honoured studio
techniques unfairly snubbed in recent years.
'There's this aim at an in -yer -face raw
sound which means that a lot of techniques
which have been built up over decades
-double- tracking and other tricks -are kind
of frowned upon. But very often it's because
people don't work on it enough with the
precision that is needed. A lot of the time
singers say 'we want to sound like The
Beatles but we want our vocals single tracked. If they try double-tracking they get
tuning problems, making it sound chorussy.
And it's really that they have to work on.
'When The Beatles tracked things they
would work on it-certain intonations and
tuning things, fluctuations in pitch, the way
notes are held, vibrato, not just getting the
Ss and Ts right. When you do that you get
really strong sounds. So, you shouldn't
neglect the idea of double-tracking. It's
frowned upon because people do it and
don't get good results'
Nevertheless, there's no disguising
Leckie's basic belief in the value of a good
performance. He may be a past master of
the subtle methods of enhancing what ends
up on the record; he may even mourn their
current neglect. But his career shows, above
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all, just what can happen when a bend at

the height of its powers bumps into the
right producer.
'No amount of knob -twiddling cm equal
someone putting their all into a performance,
whether it's a guitar solo, a drum part,
even a tambourine part. You can PQ. the
voice or the snare for four hours, but if
they finally just go out there and hit it
properly you have to turn all the EQ off.
To me that live thing is to do with the vibe
and the confidence from the bard all the
way through from the beginning. It's got
nothing to do with the technology.
WHAT OAS GOT something to do with
the technology is how the sound if a
record has changed since Leckie p:ocessed
his first signal -the mysterious Les:ie'd piano
'ping' on side two of Pink Floyd's Meddle.
One thing he's noticed is how, as speakers
have got smaller, records sound bigger.
'Since the birth of the NSIO every single
studio in the world has got them. That's
never been done before. All the Featles
records, Dark Side Of The Moon, Aretha
Franklin-they were all monitored extremely
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loud on big Altec, JBL or Tannoy speakers,
not piddly little bookshelf speakers Then
the Auratones came along and everyone
laughed -then the NSIO. Everyone thought,
no one uses the big speakers anyway.
Before that, people would select a studio
because of its monitors. Either that or the
echo plate...
'Yet the definition in monitoring now
means you can hear a lot more of what
you're doing. With parametric EQ you can
hear the difference between 6k and 8k.
Everything is much more finely tuned and
defined. I also think people are trying
harder than they did back then because
they've got a lot to live up to. In the old
days, as long as it was loud it was good.
Now they've got to be loud and defined and
everything has to be given equal attention.
'I used to do sessions here at Abbey
Road with Micky Most, and he used to love
to get what he calls "value for money" on
the vu meters, which was a sound that was
electrically quiet but sounded loud. That's
not to say it's middley, full of piercing I k,
but a bass guitar or a vocal that cuts
through but retains its warmth and its

depth. When you listen to a track, who_
you hear coming out of the speakers is z.
balance between what's in the backgroind
and what's jumping out in the foregroLnc.
You can have screaming scunds that a-e
really cutting, but if everything else in tie
mix is cutting they don't leap out. Here a
Abbey Road they used to ('ill the engiteers
"balance" eng_neers, because they balance('
the sound. A balance engineer didn't
necessarily have any technical ability; it
was an ethereal thing. You balanced the
controls -which goes right back to the
1930s when they only had two knobs
'A lot of bites artists, like Robert Joltrtsor_,
were recorded using one microphone.
Where do you put that microphone?
You've got this guy singing his heart out
with an acoustic guitar. Da you stick one
microphone on his guitar and one on his
voice, or do you move it backwards all
forwards? It's interesting listening to cl
1930s recordings, whether it's orches-ral
or blues -where did they put that
microphone? You listen to big bands, say
Glen Miller, and when the saxophone
players had a part they would stand up
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got
everything you need, which is funny
because it's a £ 100 microphone...
'I'm also a great one for valve 47s, but
they're all different. Usually when I hire a
47 I ask them to send three of them so I
can choose the best. I booked RAK studios
just to use their mic with Radiohead.'
Leckie's faith in the application of
particular technologies readily extends to
his choice of tape -and beyond.
'I always record on 499, 30ips, no Dolby.
When I've had to use 456 with Dolby, I
wasn't happy with it. If your meters don't
move between 0 and -2, there's no point in
using noise reduction. Digital tape is
horrible, I don't see the point. Especially in
a mix when you really want to dig into the
EQ when you start changing something to
the point where everything else has to
change. What you thought was a bright
guitar is suddenly no longer bright because
everything else is
bright, so you have
to really dig into
some broadband
EQ without making
it too peaky, just
really bright and
sizzly. You can't do
that on digital;
you can't go as far.
You can't turn the
The best progressive
EQ on an SSL all the
new wave record:
way, full on; the tape
Magazine's Real Life
can't take it.'
it; it's flat; it kicks; it cuts. It's

`bands can be very opinionated about,
say, the sound of the quitar, or the

reverb on the voice, and all they really
mean is there's too much or not

enough of it. And I'll say: "well there's
the knobs -turn it up "'

'Oland lean forward so you

wouldn't have to
push a fader up. It would be totally natural.
The same applies to recording a drum kit
today. If the toms need more EQ it's usually
because the drummer's not hitting them
hard enough. The worst thing when
recording a kit is twiddling each drum's EQ
individually. When the guy then plays the
whole kit it's meaningless. No amount of
knob -twiddling can equal that little bit
extra in a performance. That's probably
why I choose the bands that I do: I get a
feeling that they're going to perform for
me, so I don't have to do too much!'
Leckie's favourite audio hardware reads
like a directory of industry standards, as
though venturing too far into the esoteric
might upset the natural order of things.
'I'm more of an SSL man than a Neve
man -with a bit more than 24 tracks,
whether it's a slaved ADAT or ideally,
another machine. As far as reverbs go, a
Lexicon 480 or 240. I'm a great lover of
SPX9Os and SPX1000s. The SPX1000 is one
of the greatest pieces of outboard to be
invented. I could make a record just using
Alesis Midiverb Its and SPXs. You'd have to
have lots of them racked up, though...
Very often it's a little bit of something
that actually makes the difference.
If someone wants something to sound dry,
what you do is put something on it to
enhance the dryness. It's not just a matter
of having the mic up flat and dead. You
need something that's got this very short
delay, like you take the treble off a short
room reverb, so that it sounds even dryer
than it really is. I'd love to make a record
one day on Shure SM58s and maybe on
one valve 67 and maybe a V12 on the bass
drum. In fact, I could probably do a whole
record that would sound great just on 58s.
The SM58 is a wonderful microphone. You
don't need anything
else: you can abuse

RECORDING TECHNIQUES

are

the

heart of Leckie's work. Like other

producers who have served a useful
engineering apprenticeship he is keen to
identify the working methods behind his
best recordings but his opinions of other
peoples' successes aren't necessarily in
accord with their own.
'I go for live recordings with no click but
there's plenty of editing. Most of the
Radiohead album tracks were edited
together from the best sequences. Count
the edits on the Beatles albums, there are
hundreds. Mind you, there's something
about recording live takes, picking the best
and repeating them which is a bit weird,
I don't think I do that a lot. You know,
same chorus coming round every time. But
that doesn't mean a good recording can't
be pieced together. I try to take a good
chorus, and put it in the right place -like
maybe make it the first one. We can suffer
something a bit less for the second one...
'And I edit with razor blade and scissors.
Chop the 2-inch all the time. Chop the
mix, as well. Even with an SSL. Probably
the first thing you learn when you go Oar
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IRELAND: BIG BEAR SOUND LTD
Tel: 01 662 3411 Fax. 01 622 3412

Contact: Julian Douglas
ISRAEL: BAND -PRO FIMNIDEO INC
Tel: 03 673 1891 Fax: 03 673 1894
Contact: Shai Danieli
ITALY: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
Tel: 039 212 221 Fax: 039 214 0011

Contact: Donatella Ouadrio

JAPAN: SOUNDHOUSE
Tel: 476 22 9333 Fax: 476 22 9334

Contact Rick Nakajima
KOREA: DAI KYUNG ELECTRONIC
Tel: 2 747 6187 Fax: 2 766 8504
Contact: Dae Hyun Han

NEW ZEALAND: AUDIO VIDEO WHOLESALERS
Tel: 07 847 3414 Fax: 07 847 3412

Contact: Murray
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NORWAY: SIV. ING BENUM A/S
Tel: 22 1 45460 Fax: 22 1 48259

Contact Wenche Gronvold
POLAND: STUDIO DAVE
Tel: 2 226 4912 Fax: 2 635 5262

Contact: Bogdan Wojciechowski
PORTUGAL: ESTEREOSOM LOA
Tel: 01 354 4029 Fax: 01 357 2981

Contact: Jorge Goncalves

RUSSIA: ABV COMPANY
Tel: 95 233 6017 Fax: 95 233 6019
Contact: Boris Nekrasov
SINGAPORE: TEAM 108 PTE LTD
Tel: 065 748 9333

Fax: 065 747 7273

Contact Helena Lim
SOUTH AFRICA: MASTERDISC PTY LTD
Tel. 012 804 2470 Fax: 012 804 2819
Contact: Gerald Prins

SPAIN: KASH PRODUCTIONS
Tel: 91 367 5222 / 91 377 0068

Fax: 91 367 5209

Contact: Jim or Carmen
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SWEDEN: INTERSTAGE
Tel: 020 79 70 99 Fax: 020 79 77 09

Contact: Finn Juul

'5,1110HEAD approached me because I did Magazine's
Real Life in 1978, one of their favourite records. Their music
lends itself to peaks and troughs, light and shade. It's in the
arrangements. Does it peak too soon? Is the first chorus
sufficient? Do you leave the drums out until the second chorus? Very often
the band has spent time getting their live show together, and when it comes to
doing the record things don't come across in the studio -too much too soon, an
instant powerful beginning designed for a gig. If you're listening to a record you
need balance. With Radiohead everything was in the backing track. That's pretty
much what you get on the finished record. There's nothing on the Radiohead
record, apart from 'Planet Telex', which is done to a click.'

SWITZERLAND: DR. W.A. GUNTHER AG
Tel: 01 910 4141 Fax: 01 910 3544
Contact: Monika Lindegger
TAIWAN: ADVANCETEK INT'L CO LTD
Tel: 2 719 2388 Fax: 2 716 0043
Contact: Julian Lin
USA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS INC
Tel: 207 773 2424 Fax: 207 773 2422
Contact: Fraser Jones
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JUST BECAUSE
ITS THE BEST
D1125
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IT DIDN'T STOP US
MAKING IT BETTER
Independent testing of seven leading DAT tape brands* proves HHB
DAT Tape is already the clear leader, with consistently lower block

error rates and superior archival stability.

Improved base film enables the tape to mold better to the head,
reducing surface resistance and head wear.
Improved formulation of the magnetic recording layer increases resolution,

Now we've made it even better:

lowers block error rates and extends the secure archival period to 30 years.

Increased tape lengths at no extra cost. The new HHB DAT125 is
the longest professional audio DAT tape available.

Improved heat resistant shell will not warp, even after

Improved

J

card and

a

new shatterproof, reusable Polypropylene case.

Shrink wrapping is replaced by
2

a

new. eco- friendly 'freshness seal'.

hours at
HHB professional DAT tape.

107 degrees C.

Improved anti -static lid discharges static twice as quickly,

Would you seriously consider using anything else?
Contact your nearest HHB Advanced Media Products dealer today.

reducing dust contamination.

Studio Sound 'DAT On Trial Call tiriB Communications for

NEW
ECo- ENiENOIr

PACKAGING

HHB Communications Ltd
Tel: 0181 962

5000

73 -75 Scrubs Lane. London NW10 6QU. UK

Fax: 0181 962 5050

E

-Mail: sales@hhb.co.uk

HHB Communications Inc 43 Deerfield Road, Portland. Maine 04101 1805, USA
Tel: 207 773 2424 Fax: 207 773 2422 E -Mail: 75671.3316©compuserve.com
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INTERVIEW
that it's not
all one take. It's like a film, with different
shots all edited together. That's part of the
art of recording. You don't need a sampler
to fly in a vocal -just copy it off the halfinch and press the button. It's usually a
shock to bands nowadays that you can do
something as simple as that without getting
bogged down in computers and technology.
'The funny thing is that if I got a computer
to fly in a vocal or something, to sample a
section and move it around, a guitar band is
likely to say "what's going on, we're a guitar
band not a computer band, this is not us.. :'
But if I do it with tape, whip a guitar part
straight off the half-inch, press the button
and fly it hack in somewhere else, that's

`-ekAilito a studio like Abbey Road is

PINK

..=

z.

G.

fine. It's the same thing; it's just the way
I do it:
But the job isn't over until the mix is

track, everything else changes even if you
don't touch it. The ends of vocal lines
become really exposed, and you're tempted
to push something else up to provide another
focal point, maybe a little guitar figure.
'It's like moving a snare beat in the
computer. If it's a sample triggered by the
snare hit, the dynamic is the same no matter
how hard you hit it. So you have to move it
because the first hit is a little late and
suddenly everything's shifted. Six hours
later, you're still fiddling with it. Six hours!
This is what goes on..:

complete...
'We'll finish a mix, everyone's happy, and
I'll say let's do one with the vocal just I dB
louder. Everything changes. Suddenly the
focus is on the voice. Now, what's happened
to the rhythm guitar? What's happened to
the piano? That's one of the things an
experienced professional should be able to
do-make the vocal sit on top of the mix,
while everything else in the track is still
there. If you just do a mix with the vocal up
loud, all you get is a loud vocal thing with a
track somewhere in the background. When
you push the voice in a

!LA,

Techniques-potentially they hold all the
secrets of turning a performance into a
record. But techniques are frequently at the
mercy of equipment developments and
the promise of progress can readily
translate into poor performances and
missed opportunities. And sometimes it
becomes difficult to distinguish between
innovation and indolence, direction and
distraction, model and muddle.
'It's generally accepted that Sgt Pepper
made a great contribution to recording
techniques states Leckie, 'but you could
also argue that it was the worst thing that
happened. It made the recording process
abstract. It made the band's performance
secondary. They always wanted to sound
like something they weren't, especially in
the later years, like 'Get Back, when they
wanted to sound like they were recording
in Memphis or Philadelphia. They used to
demand of Geoff Emerick, why can't we
sound like that? But they were actually in
St. John's Wood..:

MEOOLIST

`YOU KNOW THAT one piano note at the beginning

of Pink
Floyd's "Echoes on Meddle? If it hadn't gone through the Leslie it
would have sounded dumb. Or if it wasn't on fast vibrato... The
whole song was written from that one note, the idea of what that
one 'ping' conjures up in your mind.
was the first job I engineered on. I was a tape op here at Abbey Road. We
recorded, on 8- track, 'Nothing Parts 1 -25'. Twenty -five basic Floyd ideas, one of
which was this one note which went ping through a Leslie... Then we copied the
8 -track to 16 at Air, which had just opened. Three months at Air doing Meddle, just
me and Floyd. I came back to Abbey Road and went back to being an assistant. Me
and Alan Parsons were kind of rivals, both assistants trying to get balance engineer
jobs. Alan did Dark Side of the Moon, then I did the backing tracks for Wish You
Were Here. EMI had just installed a Neve desk -EMI made their own desks then, and
this was the first none-EMI console they had -we were three weeks in and this guy
called Brian Humphries came in and said "Hi, I'm Pink Floyd's engineer ". He'd just
started at Britannia Row, so I had to let him finish the record.'
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4004 The microphone capable of recording the launch of the space Shuttle: hostile
conditions on the launchpad. flames and chemicals showering the
microphone and SPLs reaching 170dB.

B &K

4006
in

The microphone which survived -45° to record ambiences
the Artic: the nickel diaphragms of the B &K omnis resisted the cold,
faultlessly recording winds of up to 90km /hour.

4011 The microphone that has to capture faithfully the sound of a violin
worth £1.3 million: wherever Nigel Kennedy performs, he takes his 4011 with him.

B &K

B &K 4040 The microphone that combines solid state and tube
technology to provide the definitive vocal mic: with only 100 units being
made, one investor has locked two away in his safe.

Demanding environments need B &K's.
Demanding engineers choose the
Asàrdile
.
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A NEW VINTAGE
FROM NEUMA
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...for reliable connections
in analogue and digital systems...
J
J
J

conforms to AES/EBU specs

IJ power separation and connection fields

GHIELMETTI

Communications Techniques Ltd
4562 Biberist, Switzerland
Tel. + +41 10165 321 196
Fax ++41 101 65 321 324
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for digital AES /EBU as well as for analog
patching and routing
complies with IRT requirements
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with parallel switching facilities in one unit

GHIELMETTI
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The M149 - Neumann's New Tube
oversampled DIA
converter

Remember the saying "If it don't glow. it
don't go "? Those of you old enough will
remember the glory days of valve mics.

Discrets Clan A'

The warmth. The crystal clarity.

dCS discrete multi-bit

balanced analogue
output nib eilluetabla
level

And now Neumann have launched their
first new tube mic for over 30 years. From

the heritage of the classic M49 and U47
mics. the M149 is born.
There can be no finer mic for recording

classical and natural acoustic applications
and, capable of handling SPLs of 120dB
(THD <0.5 %), it will take any brass or

percussion instrument in its stride.
With 9 switchable patterns and the lowest
self-noise of any tube mic on the market,
the M149 has been designed for todays'
dCS 950 Digital to Analcgue Ccnverter

dCS

digital recording.
The new M149

- Vintage

Neumann. Now.

Data Conversion Systems Limited
PO 3o. 250, Cambridge. CB4 4AZ, England
Telephone: +44 (0) 1223 423299
Fax: +44 (0) 1223 423281

Email: dcs950 @dcsltd.co.uk

NEUMANN

Neumann, FREEPOST,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BR.
Tel: 01494 551551. Fax: 01494 551550.
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PURE.QUALITY.

RICHMOND
FILM
SERVICES

JOEMEEK Professional Signal Processing
is causing a stir. It is not surprising really.
It took a full 28 years of R &D to produce the

Tel: +44 (0)181 940 6077 Fax: +44 (0)181 948 8326
THE HIRE

COMPANY

OTHER HIRE COMPANIES HIRE FROM

JOEMEEK STEREO COMPRESSOR,
regarded by many as the best compressor
currently manufactured anywhere in the

NAGRA-D

world. Then there is the JOEMEEK STUDIO

CHANNEL, a monster sounding classic
microphone pre -amp, Joemeek compressor,
and an enhancer. Both JOEMEEKS are
used by many of the planet's top artists,
producers and engineers.

Only
£60

per day

£240 per
1/41r.
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PRO AUDIO YOU REALLY CAN HEAR THE QUALITY
call 10EMEEK LTD

Tel

Canada please

PMI

coil

(

+44) 1923 284545
Tel

310 373 2034

Fax

1

+441

Fax

1923 285168

310 373 4114

full range, including some new launches, at AES Copenhagen, stand (3 S5.
Distributors sought in some territories.

THE BEST NEED NOT BE

EXPENSIVE
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ONE MAN, FOUR BAND

Normally, the only way to get high quality inputs
equipped with full 4 -band parametric EQ is as part of a
big, expensive console.
Now, uniquely, the compact FCS -916 gives you
sophisticated control of a single input with clear,
easy -to -use controls and bright indicators. Engineers,
musicians and songwriters get all the creativity they've
ever wanted - right at their fingertips.
Now one man can have four bands.

lu

Rack Height
Mic /Line Input
Sweep High Pass Filter
Sweep Low Pass Filter
PARAMETRIC
EQUALISER
PREAMPLIFIER

INNOVATORS OF

Parametric EQ Controls
with Notch Mode
Overall Gain Control ±15dg
Bypass Switches on all filters
4 x

THE

VARICURVE AND OTHER PROFESSIONAL AUDIO SIGNAL PROCESSING AND DIS

Audio. Linkside House. Summit Road, Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JB, England. Tel +44 (0)1707 660667. Fox: +44 (0)1
Distributed in the USA by Harman Pro North America. 8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329. Tel: 818 894
BSS

N EQUIPMENT

national Company
e.com WWW http.í /waw bssaudio.co.uk /bss/
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In

the face of evolving comms systems

ALEX VAN SOMEREN

discusses digital audio recording, the Net and the growing need to

understand and implement data security measures
DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDING: the
saviour of the universe. It otters all those
now -familiar benefits -excellent editability,
fantastic fidelity, lossless layoffs, to say
nothing of those seductive black boxes with
mesmerising displays... But there is a
problem with the dominance of the digital
domain that we seem to be overlooking:
if you can record and edit and reproduce
the stuff so perfectly without even batting
an eyelid then so can somebody else. I'm
talking about piracy, not remixes.
Okay, it's not necessarily news. I mean,
people have been ripping off copyright
material for years. That's what the tape
levy's for, isn't it ?. And with digital media
the pirates just get a cleaner copy in return
for spending more cash on their kit.
So what if they copy CDs onto DAT and
make house records from the bits? So what
if they capture a digital broadcast from the
airwaves and cut their own CD master? So
what if they hack into the approval mix
you're playing to the executive producer in
Barbados and sell it into Holland before the
tape op has hit stop on the 48-track? Wait a
minute-you mean they can do that?
Of course they can. Bootlegging's big
business nowadays. People will pay good
money for a high -quality copy of the new
Oasis album on DAT in advance of its
release. We're talking really good money,
like enough to set up a whole studio just for
this project and then move to the Cayman
Islands afterwards. The days of nasty live
recordings made at the back of a venue and
packaged with grainy photocopied inserts are
gone. Nowadays we're they've got squeaky clean pressings on CD with glossy 4- colour
printing and embossed diamond cases. From
China. By the truckload.
I agree -it's about time for us to do
something to reduce the risks. How about
making our digital data truly safe from
prying hackers, and I don't mean by
dropping it down our trousers? It's time to
think about using strong cryptography, that
more recent saviour of the audio universe.

work on Enigma at Bletchley Park during
WWII came out in the open, and it wasn't
exactly a minor war effort: it kept the Third
Reich out of Britain.
But that's all changing. Today you can
download some of the strongest cryptographic software in the world from the
Internet (for free). And by 'strong' I mean
that by current reckoning the most powerful
computers in the world couldn't decode it
in (literally) a million years. Antigovernment
rebels in Myanmar (formerly Burma)

reportedly carry portable computers about
in the jungle with their plans stored tightly
scrambled on the hard disk. Not even a
swift application of the rack or hot irons is
going to get the data out again: modern
cryptography allows neat tricks like
requiring several people to be present at
the same time before data can be decoded.
In the past, when you wanted to send a
secret message to somebody you chose
some obscure way of representing the
message, like using groups of numbers to
stand for words or translating the whole
thing into Serbo- Croatian mirror- writing
and putting it on a microdot. The problem
with this approach is that at some stage
(usually pretty early on) you need to tell
the person you're trying to communicate
with how to decode the message. And if the
dog eats their code book, or it falls out of
their underwear at the Customs desk, then
they may not be there to meet you in a
rowing boat when your submarine surfaces.
This style of cryptography is called 'secret
key' cryptography because it's critical to
keep the 'key; which lets the message be
decoded, safe from prying eyes.
Central to modern crypto techniques is
the mathematics of so- called public key
The days of nasty live recordings made

at the back of a venue... are gone.

Nowadays we're they've got

FOR AS LONG as there have been
secrets, there have been people wanting to
keep those secrets secret-spying is
sometimes referred to as the second oldest
profession. People are known to have
practised cryptography, the science of codes
and ciphers, since the time of Ancient Egypt.
Crypto has long been the preserve of the
military, the government and the intelligence
services; the sort of thing people didn't talk
about. Twenty or 30 years passed before the
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squeaky -clean pressings on (D with
glossy 4- colour printing and embossed

diamond cases. From (hind.
By the truckload.
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cryptography (PKC). PKC is a heavy
mathematical technique for encoding
messages using a key which can be made
completely public and still not allow the
message to be decoded. The encoding
function is one -way -you can't get the
encoded message back out even if you
know the key which was used to encode it.
Instead, a second key is required for
decoding which is totally separate from the
key used for encoding, so a secret channel
for communicating the keys is no longer
necessary. Key pairs can be generated,
perhaps by the intended recipient, and the
encoding key 'published' without fear of the
integrity of the system being compromised;
the decoding key is, of course, kept secret.
Most PKC techniques revolve around a
simple mathematical truth: if you multiply
two sufficiently large prime numbers
together, it is impossible to determine
which numbers were multiplied to arrive at
that product from the product itself. The
process of testing a large product in this
way, known as factorisation, is a laborious
one which has not been made significantly
simpler even through thousands of years of
effort of great mathematical minds. If the
numbers involved are very large indeed,
equivalent to hundreds or thousands of
decimal digits, then even the fastest of
modern computers cannot make significant
inroads into factorising them within human
lifetimes. The use of prime numbers is
mandated by the underlying logic of the
PKC systems; prime numbers are, of course,
those numbers which have no factors other
than themselves and one.
Besides the apparently fantastic ability of
PKC to remove the need for a secret channel
for exchanging keys, there are other fringe
benefits. The same sorts of technique can be
applied to establish definitively the identity
of the originator of a message -important if
instructions for the movement of money are
involved for example. Equally, more contrived
applications allow message exchanges to
occur in ways which are at once completely
anonymous but at the same time verifiably
between two parties who can be shown to
have the authority to participate. This sort of
exchange is like using cash in that its forgery
is hard but the banknotes themselves tell
you nothing about who they came from.
One of the great things about digital
data is that there is no limit to how it can
be manipulated. Breaking things down into
binary numbers permits a whole range of
computer manipulation techniques to be
applied to audio data, many of which are
already in widespread use within the
professional audio world. The same digital
signal processors which allow infinite
variations of EQ or the simulation of room
acoustics can allow digital data to be made
secure by using cryptography.
An important question to consider before 11W
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RECORDING
PUBLIC KEY
ENCRYPTION
A WIDELY USED public key is the
RSA algorithm, named after its
authors Rivest, Shamir and Adleman.
It works as follows:
Start by choosing two prime
numbers, p1 and I p2. Multiply the two
together and call the result m, so
m = p1.p2. Now choose a number e that
will be the encoding key. The decoding
key, d, is the number such that e.d = 1
mod m where m is (pl - 1) (p2. 1).
To encode some text represented by
the number t, raise t to the power of
the encoding key e modulo m. Thus
the cypher text c = t mod m. To
decode the cypher text c raise it to
the power of the decoding key d
modulo m, so t = c° mod m.
The security of the scheme comes
from the fact that to work out the
value of m we need to know the
values pl and p2, and these can only
be found by factorising the value m.
Factorisation is a very difficult problem
when the numbers concerned are
large -here a typical value of m will be
of the order 300 decimal digital long.

`WIlthinking about encrypting any kind of
data is how likely it is to be intercepted
and by whom. A side effect of recent scare
stories about hackers seems to have been
an increase in paranoia about the ease
with which telephone interception can
take place. Most of the media coverage is,
quite simply, a load of nonsense. It's still
just as illegal and just as difficult (or easy,
if you know what you're doing) to place a
wire tap and capture traffic over a
telephone line as it ever was. Old tried and- tested techniques such as bullshitting
the receptionist into letting you 'service'
the 'phone and the extensive use of
crocodile clips (like Donald Sutherland in
Klute) are still obligatory. But if you have
limited interpersonal skills, severe halitosis
or a recently dry-cleaned macintosh then
you may be out of luck. Somebody is going
to have to go to a lot of effort, do a lot of
trespassing and break a lot of laws to tap a
phone line, whether it's for voice or data.
On all-digital circuits such as ISDN it's
pretty hard to parallel tap the line without
horrendous side effects anyway.

ME

INTERNET, on the other hand, is a
different story. The Internet was developed
by the American defence industry during
the 19705 as an experiment in networking
computers. It is the latest over-hyped and
over-here export from Nerdland into the
real world, and it genuinely does suffer
from an excess of egalitarian zeal which
leaves it wide open to abuse. The computers
forming switchpoints along the major trunks
of the Internet are programmed to share
the load between them and spontaneously
avoid congestion if it develops anywhere
within the network. Many of these computers
are located in those well -known hotbeds of
piracy and sedition: universities. If only the
boss of Rip 'em Records knew, when
suggesting playing out guide vocals over
the Internet, that it was potentially handing
the data to a bunch of scrofulous students

he might think twice.
Try to retain a rational perspective aboi
this, there are some sharp- toothed laws
against intercepting people's data over
telephone lines and computer networks
and people have been fined and locked
through their use.
These laws ought to be enough to
discourage casual hackers from becoming
a nuisance so the real question becomes
one of how valuable your data is in the
wrong hands and whether you believe in
organised crime. It's exciting, if difficult, to
find out exactly where the computer
hackers actually are when they're stealing
your data, although it's not impossible -if
they're in Uruguay and working by remote
satellite uplink then the London Met is
going to have quite a run for its money.
If you are interested in knowing about
the process of tracking down and capturing
hackers, it is worth reading Clifford Stoll's
compelling account of one such episode
called The Cuckoo's Egg.
If you stick to using the major telephone
networks, then your data is travelling over
well- secured routes which are in no real
danger of being interfered with, except by
the expenditure of truly horrendous sums
of money.
Nevertheless, there's every danger that
it's going to make more and more sense to
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use the Internet for digital data traffic in
the future. Already there is software which
allows practically free telephone calls to be
made PC -to-PC over the Internet between
parties anywhere in the world. How long
before it becomes both practical and cost
effective to send professional audio data
the same way? The Internet is cheap, it's
flexible, it's fast (at least at times of day
when American students are asleep) and
everybody who's anybody is going to have
a connection before long.
Ironically, the major national and
international telephone companies are all
queuing up to establish Internet services
of their own and sell them to you. This
means their otherwise secure telephone
networks are going to be plumbed into the
relatively insecure Internet. They'll be
careful and wear a digital condom, sure,
but you too might want to think twice
about who you have unprotected interconnection with and seriously consider getting
some data security systems in place. CI
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You may like to search well -known web
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Designs
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OnE -Stop Digital ProcEssing
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Programmes with

a

THIS SYSTEM- lust outlined some years
back in Studio Sowed- relies on a seconday
compressed signal path running in parallel

wide dynamic range presents a number of

problems for broadcasters.

RICHARD HULSE offers an

alternative approach to broadcasting compression
IN AN IDEAL WORLD, the recording,
transmission and reproLlurtion chain would
have a consistently wide dynamic range. In
reality, the dynamic range of each stage is
generally less than that of the preceding
stage. The average analogue console has a
usable dynamic range of about 110dB;
16 -bit digital audio has typically less than
96dB; FM radio has around 55dB and the
worst-case listening environment, the car,
can have less than 20dB. The dynamic range
of the human ear is about 120dB, although
there may actually be a shifting range of
around 60dB if other factors are considered.'
In broadcasting, there is a strict limit on
the transmittable dynamic range-in FM
radio it is around 55dB-but this is often
exceeded by programme material. Before
compression was available, recording
engineers had to tailor dynamic range by

L

to better place level changes in the best
dynamic context.' However, there will
always be listeners who find the action of
these devices disturbing. The following
compression system is subtle enough to
go largely unnoticed yet still provide 'real'
amounts of control.

output
gain

function

apparent dynamic response of the ear
hand. This involved following a score (or
working from memory) and making level
changes in anticipation of the peaks and
troughs in the music. These changes would
be made as slowly as possible and resulted
in transparent dynamic control. Interestingly,
this method mimics approximately the
apparent dynamic response of the ear
mentioned in reference 1.
One of the main objections to the normal
compressor configuration (Fig.1) is that it
reduces the impact of loud musical passages.
This is particularly noticeable when these
passages contain transients such as percussion. It is the departure from a 1:1 gain law
at high levels and the effect this has on the
impact of the music that is most noticeable.
Some manufacturers have tried to
address these problems with multistage or
multiband techniques and programmedependent attack and release times. On the
whole these are an improvement, especially
where there is time to fine tune the device
to suit the material being processed. The
BBC has developed a system called
DRACULA that uses a 3- second look -ahead
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transparent dynamic control. This
method mimics approximately the

insert

SideC:hain

Manual changes would be made as

slowly as possible and resulted in

with the main signal path (Figs). The basic
idea has been around since the early 1960s
and dozens of companies have used it as
the basis of a range of products. A colleague
dubbed our implementation 'Side Chain
Compression' or simply 'Side Chain'. These
terms should not be confused with the
internal control side chain of the compressor
itself. This name has stuck and I will use it
here, although in retrospect 'dynamic scaling'
might have been better.
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Fax: 01 866 54 54J
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Tel: 01 866 54 256
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Tel: 2 466 5010 Fax: 2 466 3082
Contact: Guido Van De Viiver

CANADA: STUDER CANADA LTD
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Contact: Dave Dysart
CZECH REPUBLIC: AUDIOPOLIS
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Contact: Jan Adam
DENMARK: INTERSTAGE
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Contact: Finn Juul

FINLAND: STUDIOTEC
592090
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Fig.1: Standard compressor configuration
Tel:
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1
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Contact: Daan Verschoor
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Contact: Wilson Choi
ISRAEL: BAND -PRO FIMNIDEO INC
Tel: 03 673 1891 Fax: 03 673 1894
Contact: Shai Danieli
ITALY: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
Tel: 039 212 221 Fax: 039 214 0011

Fig.2: Side Chain compressor configuration
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Setting up the system is tairly easy.
a secondary stereo bus to feed the
compressor (Fig.3). Any audio to be

buses and add enough Side Chain level to
increase the level on the main buss by
0.25dB, 0.5dB, 0.75dB, 1dB, 2dB, and 3dB.
processed is sent to the main and
Fig.5 shows the effects of 'I dB' of Side
secondary buses. A stereo channel is used Chain compression (dBsc). Through the
to return the compressor's output to the
middle is a 1:1 gain law representing the
desk which in turn is sent to the main bus main signal path. Below is the output of
only. The return must be in phase with the the compressor at 1dBsc ( -18dB set -point).
original signal.
Above is the resultant slope -a ratio of
Calibration is also straightforward and
1.14:1. As can be seen there is
enables the user to achieve consistent
approximately 5dB of lift at the -32dBr
results at different locations. A 'kHz tone
threshold. A linear transfer curve (1:1
at reference level (OdBr) is fed to the Side
offset by 5dB) is maintained below this
Chain bus only. This would normally be
point. Fig.6 shows the actual plots of the
Ovu or PPM 4. The compressor is set for
system I use. The main difference is the
16dB of gain reduction at a 2:1 ratio.
curve at the threshold due to the
Fast attack and slow release times should
compressor's soft knee. Because the system
be used and in my case these are 2.5ms
has 1dB of 'gain' this can be corrected at
and 800ms respectively. Release times as
the master faders. This shifts the slope
short as 25ms can be used depending on
down by 1dB giving +4dB at -32dBr. In
the type of music and the effect required.
practice it is only necessary to reduce the
Experiments with digital compressors
masters when the amount of Side Chain
within Pro Tools have shown that times
exceeds I dBsc. The calibrated scale
shorter than these don't really work
outlined above will show exactly how
because they follow the wavefonn
much this reduction should be.
too closely.
The original 1977 description of this
The level at the compressor's output is
method called for 20dB gain reduction. In
made up to 0, in this case requiring 16dB of our case we were using Neve 2254s which
gain. The compressor's return channel is
have only 16dB of metered GR available
trimmed so that a setting of 0 on the fader
and this became our 'standard Fig.7
gives a reading of 0 (dBr) on the main
shows Side Chain at I dBsc compared with
meters. In order to get a consistent
2:1 compression. As can be seen, the
indication of the amount of Side Chain, the
low -level lift at the Side Chain's threshold
compressor's return channel can be marked of -32dBr is the same in both cases. Both
with a chinagraph pencil as in Fig.,/ To
methods achieve 4dB of gain reduction. In
identify these points, put tone back on both the case of standard compression, this III'
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INPUT

that 2dB -3dB of Side Chain compression
applied to an AM radio mix creates a
denser -sounding track without affecting the
transients too much. The result is a track
which is less likely to be mangled by the
station's own processing. Using 3dBsc or
more can be used to make really densesounding tracks with a ratio of only 1.36:1.

MAIN OUTPUT

1

PRO TOOLS 3.10 TOM

AND SIDE-CHAIN
COIVIPRESSION

SECONDARY
OUTPUT

It is possible to generate the system
entirely in software using Pro Tools
with TDM. The main advantage is that
the DSP compressors add far less noise
and distortion than their analogue
counterparts. The only disadvantage is
that limited gain reduction is available
on the gentler slopes.
Two mono tracks are used as a
stereo pair and are fed to two stereo
auxiliaries. Because the compressor
takes a finite amount of time to
implement in DSP, one must be
inserted into each of these auxiliaries
to ensure there is no time delay

IN
COMPRESSOR

Fig.3: Mixer set-up

'1A is achieved by scaling the top

8dB at 2:1.
The Side Chain method spreads this gain
change over 32dB, giving a ratio of 1.14:1.
This is achieved by adding a highly
compressed version of the signal at low
level with itself. At high input levels the
effect of the compressed path is small -nil if
you reduce the master faders as detailed
earlier. As the level drops, the additive
effect of the Side Chain path increases and
gives a gentle slope.
There are two main reasons why Side
Chain compression sounds better. Firstly
the gain law is gentler when it departs from
1:1. In fact, the threshold is so low that the
system is in 'gain reduction' most of the
time. Secondly, the method of implementation takes the
compressor out of
the main signal
path. Standard
10
compression
5
derives its control
directly from the
o
signal and this
control is applied
5
via a feedback loop
;O dB
to the signal itself.
10
2.0dB'
With Side Chain,
the main signal
1.5 dB
15
still controls the
I.0 dB
gain change but
20
the gain law is
0.5
dB
25
derived indirectly
by signal addition.
30
Purists should still
expect some
35
smearing of
transients due to
40
nonlinear group delay in the
45
compressor and
return channel but
this is insignificant
when compared
with a compressor
in the main signal
path.
Fig.4: Fader markings
The great thing
about Side Chain

--

T
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between them.
compression is that you can subtly alter the
Setting the faders is very simple.
amount you add in real time. This is useful
Set the attack and release at... and...
when recording or broadcasting classical
respectively, the threshold at -56 and
concerts, as you can remove the Side Chain
the ratio at 2:1. The output is set at
between movements so that audience noise
+8. This means that the dBsc scale is
is not increased. On the other hand, it can
8dB higher than in the analogue
be used to create a cushion of
atmosphere which sits nicely under
MIR:SideCilain Demo
announcements. Additionally, lowK'a J
J
Jdna= J
J
level passages can be lifted without
J
J
J
J
J
the risk that unexpectedly loud
J
J
J
J
J
passages will get out of hand.
J
:J
J
J
J
Because I use a secondary bus to
J
J
J
J
J
feed the Side Chain, it is possible to
/O
Des1
C451
....t_13111-P
busl L-F'
pick exactly what is processed. At the
busl L-P
busl L-P
ItnnL-P
noL-P
nonL-F
suggested setting, the audible side
volume 0.0 volume 0.0 rolurnx 00 volune-ICl
+e4wne-I'
effects are virtually nil. Like any form of
r!li
an
.100
an--""--'.1
'-- iril:f11 ínr,.
compression, though, it increases the
.°,,..
:I
density of the sound and this is
-1 .J...L,1 a°-J
soo =1
particularly noticeable in the reverb. It
.1L1-J
can also appear to change the balance
J
J
between a soloist and accompanying
..
ensemble. This subtle lifting of low level information is difficult to detect in
I::
::
..
ii1::
isolation so I would suggest that you
..
I..
include its use in your session notes.
.
Ultimately, because quiet material is
..
lifted, the average level increases and
AuOw
l
maro
L rlun Pa1h
sWe nuu
rlr L
the ear perceives that the sound is
louder and somehow 'better'.'
While I use Side Chain compression
Mixer: The mixer configuration for
primarily on classical music there are other
Side Chain compression
areas where it could be useful. The system
could be used as the main on -air processor
implementation. The aux channel
for FM radio with a couple of caveats.
fader's set -point for 1dB of Side Chain
compression is -10dB. The master is
Because it reduces the dynamic where the
set at -1dB. These settings give 4dB
peak level has already been correctly set it
of boost at a -32dB threshold. The
is not suitable as a gain -riding processor. It
main signal path can be limited or
is best used where the levels are already
compressed if you need to control the
properly set. The effect is sufficiently subtle
absolute peak level. It is also possible
that the result is very listenable, even when
to feed input to output through the
set as high as 3dBsc. At this level care is
two aux channels. This allows real
needed setting the release time. As with any
time processing of digital or analogue
overall station processing, the level of
sources. The effect as set up appears
spoken material may have to be reduced
in the output path and can be
slightly to maintain the correct balance
monitored during recording to
between it and music.
assess its effect and then altered
This mode of compression works well on
later if required.
non -classical music too-both on whole
mixes and individual tracks. I have found
1

I.

R

j

'

I11IX
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BROADCAST
TABLE 1: COMPARISON BETWEEN 16DB AND 20DB GAIN REDUCTION

(dBSC)

(dB)

16dB

20dB

0.25

-30.69
-24.54
-20.89
-18.27
-14.49
-11.73
-9.53
-7.69

-32

-40

0.50
0.75
1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

Main signal
5
Side Cham 2

1

10
Resultant output
15

SETPOINT

C

18

2n

C
25

30

40

35

30

25

15

-20

Fi y.5:

The theoretical outputs at

.-

1

dBsc

Main signal

5

Side Chain 2

1

10
Resultant output

0

sETVOMr-1B

C
C

30
35
N

...,

0

-25

-20

15

10

-5

0

INPUT

Fig.6: The outputs generated by the
author's set-up
1I

may be necessary to slow the release time
depending on the desired effect.
Standard compression can be used
creatively when tracking.' It is also relatively
transparent at this stage as each source is
processed individually. With Side Chain,
transients are retained while the dynamic
can be precisely controlled. While it works
well with most instruments it doesn't work
so well with singers. If you want to try it for
vocal work, it is advisable to use a peak
limiter prior to tape to catch big peaks. The
vocal application in which it really excels is
the recording of speech. I have used it for
documentaries and the like to reduce the
progressive reduction in level that can
happen during long reads. This gives a
more natural and open sound during
lengthy passages of speech.
It

a little
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(dB)

RATIO

I

I

16dB

20dB

16dB

20dB

1.46
2.77
4.25
5.08
7.08
8.88

2.22
4.04
5.58
6.92
9.20
11.10
12.74
14.19

1.03
1.07
1.12
1.14

1.05
1.09
1.13
1.17
1.23
1.29
1.34
1.38

2.00
3.5
4.8
5.9
7.7
9.9
10.2

10.21

11.1

11.64
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I have also found it a useful mastering
tool -particularly for classical releases
destined for cassette. The whole dynamic
can be scaled to fit comfortably on cassette
without audio being buried in tape noise a
lot of the time. I apply peak limiting and
then let the cassette duplicator know where
the biggest peaks are, thus guaranteeing a
hot print. The CD version is printed without
it, of course. I occasionally use it when
mastering pop and rock albums where the
effect seems appropriate. Ultimately, it
depends on what you want to achieve and
what sounds best.'

AS WITH ANY compression system
there ire side effects which can be useful in

10

INPUT
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1.20
2.20
3.50
4.00
5.50
7.00
7.75
8.50

--E SHOLD

1.21

1.27
1.31

1.36

MASTER GAIN CORRECTION

* NO

O

:ACT,
REDUCTION
16dB
20dB

various effects. Boosting at i00Hz and lOkHz
(both peaking) can give you a subtle
contouring effect at low levels. You could also
use a multiband compressor to create subtle
dynamic equalisation effects. More severe EQ
can be used to lift instruments in a mix.
One commercial production operator used
to EQ the feed to the compressor. He would
boost the speech intelligibility frequencies
only and this gave immense HF density
without resorting to lots of EQ in the main
signal path.
Alternatively, you can send from the Side
Chain channel to your reverb. The send
level can even be set slightly higher than
those of your audio source(s). This creates a
cushion of reverb that seems to 'stick'
better -especially with cheaper reverb units.
It also stops recordings 'drying up' as the
level decreases. I also insert a compressor in
the send to the reverb to flatten quick peaks.
This reduces excessive reverb hangover
during repetitious staccato passages
It is also possible to process the sum and
difference signals rather than the discrete
left and right signals." The idea is to
enhance or alter the image width -it's
probably more useful as a special effect
than for serious work.
This system of compression provides an

themselves. In one case I used the system to
repair the balance of a classical concert with
solo vocalist. It was the kind of recording
that inspires engineers' nightmares.
Individually, the orchestral balance was fine
as was the sound of the vocalist but the
vocalist was far too loud and the recording
was very dry. I added 3dB of Side Chain
compression with a fast release time. This
had the effect of lifting the orchestra
between vocal passages. Two reverbs were
used: one send was EQ'd to have mostly
voice and the other mostly orchestra. The
orchestral reverb was
set to carry the
sound through the
start of vocal lines
Main signal
-hiding the fact
that the overall
2:1 compression
-5level had ducked.
This relatively
Corrected side chain
severe treatment
-10was acceptable for a
one-off broadcast
but would have
O
been too much for a
C
CD release. The
-1
untouched audio
C
was broadcast with
pictures elsewhere
and listeners to
radio were surprised
at how much better
'our' sound was.
There are a couple
of other things you
might like to try.
Putting a bass cut in
-40
30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5
the Side Chain
return reduces the
INPUT
lifting of low
frequency noise. In
Fig.7: Comparison between 2:1 and dBsc.
some cases I have
Both are at 4 dB gain reduction
EQ'd other areas for
r
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latest ultra -fig.! per/ormance bencliMF master pr .. uction console from AMEK
80 and 112 input chassis options with 4-band AMEX ua/ization on all inputs
'Discrete AMEK Mic amps and 16 Auxiliary send bus
'Every input automated with AMEK SUPERTRUE V automation as standard or AMEK
SUPERMOVE Moving Faders as a main fader option
AMEK RECALL allows positions of all non -automated channel controls to be memorized
AMEK VIRTUAL DYNAMICS provides a range of digitally-controlled analogue compressors,
gates and other gain control devices
AMEK Visual FX allows remote operation via MIDI of outboard devices by Lexicon, TC,
Yamaha and other premier brands from the console
Automated Solo-/n -Place and off-line editing of Mix Data and automated switch positions
Onboard or Externaljackfields
'MIDI Machine Control from, within SUPERTRUE
'Optional Stereo input module to be released later this year
The

Head Office, Factory & Sales:
AMEK Systems & Controls Ltd

0161 834 6747/
0161 950 8767
Fax: 0161 834 0593
Tel:

E-Maibamek@console-city.com

r-

In

tie

USA:

AMEK US Operations, Inc.
Tek
Fax:

818 508 9788
818 508 8619

In Germany:
Mega Audio GmbH

Tel:
Fax:

06721 2636
06721 13537

In Singapore:
AMEK Systems & Controls Asia

Tel:

Fax:

65 251 1629
65 251 1297

BROADCAST
alternative to regular compression where
subtlety is required and is a useful tool
to have in one's 'box of tricks I would
welcome feedback from anyone who
tries this system themselves or has any
suggestions. 43
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THEMATICAL TREATMENT

The mathematics are actually not too difficult. I worked it out by plotting the
standard set up outlined (16dB GR @ 2:1 +1dBsc) and then worked out the

relati,nships on

a calculator.
Firstly we work out the system threshold. For this example I will assume the
standard setup above.
System Threshold = [Gain Reduction x Ratio] I Ratio -1
=

16x2(:1)/1

_ -32dB
Next vve calculate the set point for +1dB of system gain (dBsc). The set -point is
how much the secondary path is offset relative to the main path.
Set -point = [(antilog (system gain increase / 20) . 1)] log20
= [(antilog (1 / 20) . 1)] log 20
=- 18.27dB
From he set -point and threshold we derive the level added to the main signal
path at the threshold.
Compressor's effective output at threshold = (threshold / ratio) + set -point

=
=

(3212)
18.27)
-34.27dB
+ (-

Adding the input threshold and the compressor's effective output at that
threshold gives us the total system output at the threshold.
System output at threshold = [(antilog (output at threshold / 20)) + (antilog
(threshold / 20))] log20
= [(antilog 34.27 / 20) + (antilog 32 / 20)] log 20
_ -27dB
The di'ference between the system threshold and the output at that threshold is
the amount of lift.
_
threshold = system output threshold
= (27)
( -32)
= 5dB
We wo'k out the resultant gain law as follows.
Ratio = tnresnold / (s /stem output at threshold -system gain)
=
=

-32 / ((- 27)-( +1))
1.14:1

Some general patterns emerge if
multiple settings are plotted against

each other. Fig.8 shows how altering
different parameters affects the

o

o
oChanges in ratio with the same
amount of gain reduction

©changes

in gain

reduction with

the sanie ratio
oIncreasing ratio while increasing
gain reduction to maintain a
constant threshold

INPUT

Fic.B: The effects of altering the
compressor's settings
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resultant transfer characteristic.
The general 'rules' are as follows:
Increasing gain reduction lowers
the threshold and increases the lift
at that point.
Decreasing gain reduction raises
the threshold and decreases the lift
at that point.
Tighter ratios on the compressor
with the same gain reduction and
set -point give the same threshold
with a greater amount of lift.
Given the same GR and set -point
the steeper compression ratios give
progressively less boost at the
threshold.
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THE QUESTED CLIENT LIST includes some

.

of

world's top names in virtually every field of
professional audio. They choose Quested studio
monitors for one, simple reason: they tell the truth.
Whatever your application, Questeds provide an hone.'t,
uncolored sound - sound that you can rely on.
Successful artists, able to choose whatever gear they
wish, and whose only criterion is quality, insist on
Quested to make their albums. Artists like Boyz II
Men at Stonecreek; Whitney Houston at her home

studio; and Gloria & Emilio Estefan's Crescent Moon
facility in Miami.

ter e" .lay Rifkin, ,1 /edia

-Q210/ SB121

aria t3

Entflio

Eetefan, Crescent Moon,

Studio A-Q412C; Sttu)io B (in

Miami

-

2 12C

Top film and television engineers and composers choose
Quested systems for monitoring their mixes and playing
back their compositions - in stereo or surround. Bruce
Botnik of Pacific Ocean Post takes his Questeds on
scoring and dubbing dates. Hans Zimmer & Jay
Rifkin at Media Ventures use their Questeds on major
motion picture projects like The Lion King.

World -class recording studios handling every kind of
work, from rock to classics, select Quested for their
premium recording environments. Abbey Road, the
world's most famous recording studio, has Questeds in
Studio 2 - the room where the Beatles recorded - and
in Studio 3. And Hit Factory Mastering in New York
handles premastering on the world's hit records - with
Quested.

There's a Quested system for every room - each with
the same superior phase response and overall sonic
accuracy. We believe there are no better monitors
available at any price.

GUESTED
Studio Monitors.

, 2 Rosebery Gardens, Ealing,
London W13 OHD, UK. Tel: +44 181 566 8136 Fax: +44 181 997 8780.
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Communications India '96
Networks India '96

Pro -Audio India '96
Lighting India '96
TV India '96

Wireless India '96

More than 325 companies, all world leaders in their respective fields,

will display the latest state -of-the -art equipment, technology and services
to over 15,000 trade visitors from over 30 countries.
The International conference will include telecommunications, broadcast,

cable & satellite where professionals will make presentations to over

2,000 attendees.
For further information, please contact the Organiser :
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Exhibitions India
C -390,

Tel

:

Defence Colony, New Delhi 110 024, India
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British Music Farr

June 19th -21st
Audio 96: Technology
a New Media (APRS)
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World Lighting Fair 96

Beijing. China.
Tel: +852 2862 3460.

Hotel. Beverley Hills. California.
US. Tel: +1 212 629 3266.

Tel: +44 1442 215435.

Olympia. London. UK.
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China International Exhibition
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Digital audio workstation

Xtrack

The Essential Tool for Post Production
Xtrack for Windows:
simple and efficient
J

t
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P.1
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,

Features
Real -time virtual editing

Simultaneous record and playback
Time -stretching
Pitch shifting
Equalization
Mixing
Direct CD -Audio access
Sound library management (local or
remote) Time code management in
Master or Slave mode Control via an
RS422 Interface Video insertion
Video management on MO or hard
disk Network operation Dedicated
keyboard
on the same track
Noise reduction

Xtrack is user -friendly, flexible
and increases productivity.
Don't take our word for it,
call us for more information.

See us at AES
Stand no. 3B.1

See us at NAB booth 778

Diqiaram
Parc de Pré Milliet
38330 Montbonnot - France
Tel

:

(33) 76.52.47.47

- Fax

:

(33) 76.52.18.44
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Realistically speaking
Long the subject of intensive research, the increasing power of DSP is only
now proving its worth in imitating and manipulating the human voice.
CHRIS EDWARDS explains how the unconvincing becomes convincing
The problem

with pitch shifting is that

human voice and you should get a
convincing 'voice'.

you can only take it so far before

munchkinisation (the chipmunk effect)
sets in. Even neat tricks such as diatonically

correct shifting to give you perfect harmonies

will not help if you want the result

to be a long

way from the original pitch.

The problem is that pitch shifting does
exactly what it says. Any pitch in the
signal gets shifted and by the same
amount. The reason why this can sound
so bad when applied to vocals is that this
is not how the human vocals handles
changes in pitch. There are certain fixed
elements of any voice that will affect the
overall sound, no matter what notes they
were trying to hit. Fortunately, it is not
that difficult to recognise which parts of
the voice are fixed and which move with
the sound of a consonant or vowel and
the singing pitch.

THE HUMAN VOICE can be split
into two major elements. The first is the
signal produced by the larynx-this
sounds important but it is the
interaction of the throat, lungs and
mouth that really shape the voice.
These interactions act like a complicated
filter bank that shapes the harmonics
produced by the larynx. This signal is
generally quite rich in harmonics
because it is a train of short pulses.
The closer the pulses are together, the
higher the pitch of the resulting sound.
The harmonics emphasised by the filter
bank are known as 'formants'. (Get used
to the word, you are going to hear a lot
more about formants as the new
generations of pitch shifters roll out.)
Next, the action of the tongue and the
mouth in producing vowel and
consonant sounds acts like another
another filter bank. This is the situation
that vocoders have taken advantage of:
they are basically multiband parametric
EQs that can move fast enough to
replicate vowels. They sound metallic or
synthetic because the signals that they
are fed with have unnatural formants.
Change these formants to those of a
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THE KEY ASPECT of realistic pitch
shitting is that it links up a number of
separate techniques, all the way from
vocoders to physical -modelling
synthesisers which use a generally
similar model to replicate the behaviour
of acoustic musical instruments. What
realistic pitch-shifting techniques
attempt to do is break the voice signal
down into its component parts. They can
then pull out the formant-related parts,
adjust the pitch of the core signal with
the correct formants in place and
then put it all back together without
introducing any artefacts, such as the
'underwater' effect associated with
time stretching.
The reason why it has taken so long
to arrive at formant- corrected pitch
shifters is that, in terms of DSP power, it
is an expensive job. This is largely the
reason why speech synthesisers can be
so unconvincing. Another problem lies
with the voices of women and those of
children: due to their high pitch, the
fundamental frequency produced by
the larynx is often so close to the rust
formant that the processing software
has difficulty in telling them apart.
However, the core techniques have
been around for some years and are
now becoming affordable. And recent
research has indicated the way in which
it may be possible to turn voices that
can clear karaoke bars into virtual
virtuosi. Once you know what the
formants are, you can apply more DSP
to the job of what the results should be
for correct singing. It turns out that it is
not just the ability to hit a note that is
important, but how quickly the voice
reacts to the change, that determines
the difference between a professional
and a willing amateur. One study
indicated a 70% improvement in the
shift speed for a professional singer,

showed an interesting relationship
between that and the note. The results
indicated that when the singers sang
the vowels 'a' and 'o', they
systematically increased the jaw
opening as the pitch went up and the
fundamental approached the first
formant. The movement was not as
marked for other vowels, but shows
that even the shape of the mouth, and
its corresponding filter bank in any
simulation, can have an impact on the
realism of pitch shifting

Recent research has indicated
the way in which it may be

possible to turn voices that
can clear karaoke bars into

virtual virtuosi. Once you know
what the formants are, you
can apply more DSP to the job

of what the results should be

for correct singing
The research mirrors that of other
projects looking into the behaviour of
musical instruments with the possibility
that the techniques may move from
MIDI -controlled synthesisers and virtual
guitars to processors for real instruments
that make them sound like something
else. Not surprisingly, a lot of research
focuses on capturing that Stradivarius
sound. However, getting this sort of
complexity into a rackmount effects
unit might take just a bit more work by
the DSP companies.

something that a correcting pitch
shifter could inject given information
about just when the note should be hit.
Another study which looked at how far
the jaw opened during singing-it
cannot have been comfortable -also
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Forbidden fruit
IF YOU TAKE a moment to stop and
think about the use of the personal
computer in modem pro-audio, it quickly
reveals itself as the most dramatic change
to occur in the studio business since
magnetic tape recorders appeared during
the 1940s. Think a little harder and you'll
probably realise that you first conclusion is
based largely upon the application of
Apple's Macintosh. Beginning with the first
'Lisa' from Apple in the early- 1980s, the
Macintosh has intrigued the audio
community with its potential. Today, it is
estimated that approximately 80% of all
audio recorded, manipulated, edited and
postproduced is done on mass market
personal computers with Apple getting the
lion's share of the workload.
The year 1996 is being hailed by the
world's computer industry as the 50th
anniversary of the development of the
computer. The accolade may be off a year
or three in ignoring the gestation of Eniac,
Brainiac and other US WW IJ machines that
were developed for ballistics calculations,
and Alan Turing's 'Bombes' that helped
break the German Enigma codes at the
Government Code and Cypher School at
Bletcheley Park. But the same 50 -year point
has also seen a virtual firestorm explode
around Apple Computer's viability, some
12 years after the introduction of the first
Macintosh machine. This enormous
challenge to Apple's survival has been
marked by a news media frenzy at virtually
every level -newspapers, magazines, radio,
television and on the Net.
A select few news sources -such as the
domestic US financial newspaper barons
and the international financial news
magazine The Economist, or the BBC World
Service on shortwave-even attempted to
offer an even -handed report on Apple's
'descent from grace to computer hell' What
ever territory you happened to find yourself
in recently, the issue of Apple Computer's
imminent failure and its vilification at the
hands of the consumer press was raised to a
level of unbelievability at the beginning of
this year. There is no user, reader or viewer
of the world's mass -news media who has
not witnessed the vision it has presented -of
a metaphorical Apple dangling in the wind
while hundreds of thousands of frightened
Macintosh users rally below, bearing
pitchforks and burning torches. In addition
to the media, many Wall Street experts and
analysts continue to prophesy gloom and
doom for Apple's future, as they have for
the last several years. The company
continues to be regarded as a marginal
investment and Apple's downgraded status
at several major brokerage houses has not
altered materially. Worse still, the actions of
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rating organisations Standard & Poors, and
Moodys in downgrading Apple's long tent
future to virtual junk bond status is still
common in financial circles. Some analysts
feel that Apple stock is over-valued at it's
current level -yet its price is already down
by nearly half from the recent Apple stock
share highs of 1995.

decision makers who currently employ
Apple Macintosh computers to their
business ends have certainly been forced
to reassess their situations.
The various 'niche' applications that have
been the staple of Macintosh computers-in
our case the sound recording studio and
the television, video and motion- picture
postproduction facility-are now destined to
face agonising re- examinations of their
choice of computer platform. The extremely
loyal nature of the Macintosh 20m -plus
user-base makes the prospect of using the
competing Wintel (Microsoft Windows
running on Intel Pentium chip -based
machines) platform approaching the
unthinkable. The 'plausible' options for the
Mac's future proffered recently by the news
media (including having a virtually
unsupported computer platfonn is what so
terrifies the Macintosh user base.
in reality, the immediate future of Apple
Computer will be more closely determined
by the following points than it suits the
media and Wall Street currently to admit:
Firstly, there is no question that Apple's
end -of-1995 sales numbers were not
perceived as desirable by either Wall Street
or the press but the reality is that Apple
Computer was the first major equipment
maker to be hit by the end -of-year sales
slow down but the not the last. Many, if
not all, of Apple's current problems have as
much to do with the bad press and poor
financial analysis directed at Apple as with
actual 'per quarter' financial performance.
Witness US film- and -camera manufacturer
Polaroid, who took a $119m 'hit' at exactly
the same time Apple announced its $69m
'problem' Apple posted an 11% increase in
gross sales while Polaroid's dropped.
Yet there was nary a column inch in the
press about Polaroid while Apple roasted
in the media spotlight.
Further, other computer companies are
having the same problems of slowing
demand, declining profit and sales figures.
and expectations for the future that do L

O
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SEPARATING THE REALITY of Apple
from the perception of Wall Street and the
portrayal of the news media, it's difficult to
justify intolerance of or prejudice against
the Californian computer innovator is
because in the computer marketplace, the
media are indeed the message. But the
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a recent project I needed to get to the source tracks for
some additional editing. Starting with only the back -up DAT's and having
never used the Soundscape before, I rented the system and in only a few
hours, with little instruction, was up and running, efficiently continuing
my session with no down time. was impressed with the Soundscape
software and it's features, I could even edit whilst simultaneously chasing
timecode. The sound quality was great and when asked the price, well...
Very Impressive!!!

"While mixing

I

I

Alan Howarth, Sound Designer on such films
The

as Haloween,

Stargate,

ask

in this age of global coninumications
good new travels fast... especially in this
industry. Talk to any of our users (there are
over 2000) and they'll all tell you the saine thing. Soundscape
SSHDRI has the creative tools to improve productivity, the software is
incredibly fast and reliable and saved them a great deal of time and money. This
is why more and more of the worlds top professionals in sound design and
motion picture editing are changing to Soundscape and the PC for their audio
editing. From dialogue replacement and foley recording to that blockbuster
movie soundtrack the SSHDRI has sonic of the fastest and most powerful
editing features available.
Is your existing Digital Audio editor expandable from 8 to 128 tracks, with real
time editing while chasing time code and have fully parametric EQ? Does it give
you 18 bit dynamic range and volume contours generated in real time, with
professional I/O and audio quality unconipromised by noise from your
computer. With glitchless audio scrubbing for accurate editing and perfect
placement of sound effects. Soundscape offers all of this at a price Hutch lower
than you would expect.

If your serious about

Video why not get serious about Audio and ring or fax

Soundscape mue....

Prices from only

_

With software specifically designed to run on the SSHDR it
is possible to take a project from source reels to digital
I

time
stretch /compression, sample rate conversion and EDL
file support of all standard formats with full auto conform
via RS422, CDR mastering software for audio CDR's,
master. New software now available features optional

á14G

external control with the Penny & Giles MM I6 and JL

Cooper CS I 0 controllers.
F4Yrry -Gibs

Soundscape Digital Technology

Crichton House

Mount Stuart Square

Cardiff Bay
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0500 inc.VAT

(8 track system)

Tel: +44 (0)1222 450120
Fax: +44 (0)1222 450130

SOUNDSCAPE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY LTD

not meet Wall Street's hopes and
perspectives. The truth is that the personal
computer industry has in all likelihood 'hit
the wall Such well known naines as
Compaq, Digital, IBM, Intel and Microsoft
have revised their expectations of their
respective financial futures. Certain
computer manufacturers, such as New
England's Digital Equipment (DEC), have
chosen to leave the non -office marketplace
completely. The desktop computer industry
may have sold computers at such a prolific
rate that the industry now has become as
conservative as, say, the television set
industry. This prospect implies flat growth
and profit expectations coupled with
elongated 'turn' (replacement) predictions
for new computer sales. As we speak, DEC
is undergoing the same battering previously
enjoyed by Apple, with the company's stock

value precipitously deteriorating. The
bottom line is that Apple is not alone in
having changing future financial expectations
in a changing computer universe.
An alternative method of evaluating the
future is to consider the alternatives.
Microsoft Windows 95 and -or Windows 3.1
operating systems (OS) are not superior to
the Macintosh OS. One reason that the
Macintosh user-base is so committed to
staying with the platform is the unnecessary
and arcane complication and differences
found in the Windows products. Windows
still has at its base, what is, essentially, a
machine language translator dating back to
the late 1970s the Digital OS or DOS. In the
case of extreme difficulty, Windows 95 users
will have to default to the basic machine
language or DOS. Apple's forthcoming
Copeland and Gershwin operating systems
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(System 8.0 and 8.5), will further widen the
distance between the MAC OS and the basic
Windows line.
And Apple, despite the current difficulties,
has a user -base that is, to a large extent,
reluctant to change platforms even if it

means staying with an alternative system to
that used by the majority of personal
computer users. In a recent study, a large
percentage of Macintosh niche publishing,
audio and video users cited the history of
Commodore's Amiga as a justifying analogy
of a user-base clinging to a superior system
rather than transferring its allegiance to a
mediocre 'standard'
The devotion of Apple Macintosh owners

transcends any other brand loyalty relationship in the world's electronic-business industry
almost assumes the cult status enjoyed
by prestige automobile and hi -fi manufacturers. Certainly, the enthusiasm of the
60,000 attendees at MacWorld conventions
more exactly matches that seen at Star Trek
gatherings or at Beatles' reunions than at
most computer shows.
The well -publicised shortage of top -end
professional products such as the PCI- slotted
Power Mac 7500 and 8500 and key niche
Power PC Performa products such as the
6300, all of which have significant design
features for audio and video applications,
take no account of the fact that availability
has since improved markedly. Additionally,
Apple is expected to upgrade these and
other machines to the 604 Power PC
microprocessor chip this year, enabling
speeds of 160MHz to close to 200MHz. Dual
604 processor options will also be available
in the 8500 and 9500 models. The likelihood
of some, if not all, of these machines reaching
250MHz speeds in 1996 is also high.
Similarly, the well -publicised setbacks to
initial software and hardware release time
frames, belie the fact that Apple's technological progress has continued unabated.
Forthcoming technologies such as imaging
tools like 3D Quicktime and Quicktime VR,
Internet utilities such as Cyberpog, communications enablers such as Open Transport,
the Open Doc software suite and so on, are
both on- schedule and on- course. Let's not
forget that Microsoft's much promoted and
much heralded Windows 95 was over two
years late with three different public delays
of the final release date.
The current presence of Power Computing
Corp, Radius, UMAX Technologies (selling
as SuperMac) and DayStar Digital, signifies
the continued presence of Macintosh via
these licensed clone manufacturers
matter what changes are made at Apple.
Even more important to Apple's future,
major personal computer manufacturers
previously committed to the IBM-PC platform
are expected by many industry analysts to
join the new Macintosh platform 'clone family'
later this year with the introduction of PPCP
machines. PPCP is the Power PC Platform
formerly the Common Hardware Reference
Platform (CHRP) and before that the PowerPC

it

no

Reference Platform (PREP).
These new Apple ROM -less Macintosh
units will be built using standardised PC
and Mac parts and are based on the Apple IBM- Motorola PowerPC chip with a new

robust software operating architecture.
They will accommodate multiple operating
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systems and incorporate options for both
Mac and PC peripherals and plug -ins. The
new PPCP Power Macintosh and Mac
clones will be capable of running Power PC
compliant versions of the Macintosh OS,
Windows NT, Solaris (Sun Unix), AIX (IBM
Unix), OS/2 and Novell NetWare. You may
even see IBM enter the Apple Macintosh
fold with the PPCP introduction, along with
such major PC computer manufacturers as
Canon, the Taiwan New PC Consortium
and Zenith Data Systems, Yet other large
'name' computer companies such as
Compaq Computer, Dell, Gateway 2000 and
Toshiba may follow, according to analysts.
PPCP chip sets will be available to the
computer industry from chip makers
Motorola, National Semiconductor, Texas
Instruments and VLSI Technology.
Apple has enabled Power PC chip
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supplier Motorola to sell complete chip sets
to computer makers in China and to sublicense the Macintosh operating system.
The potential for sales in China can be
measured in the billions of dollars, from
this arrangement. And it's worth noting
that Apple Macintosh dealers are making
money selling the line and will not desert
the product either immediately or in the
short term. As long as the dealer base can
obtain products to sell, they sell well.
But despite these strengths, there are
other issues still threatening Apple:
A 'brain drain' is one of the greatest
dangers to the survival of Apple. The bright
dedicated people who have made Apple
what it is, are not located as much at the
top as at the middle or core of the
company. Of the top executives who have
left the company, some will be missed and
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some won't but the core engineers,
software writers, product managers and
other dedicated and long serving
individuals within the company are
irreplaceable. These people are rethinking
their positions and resumes are still flying
about the Silicon Valley and elsewhere;
albeit at an less alarming pace than at the
beginning of the year.
New buyers, who are basically not in
tune with the Apple cult or culture, will
think twice, or perhaps three times, before
buying from a company that everyone
around them predicts will not be around in
six months or a year. Apple's disappearance
in total is not likely, but to the uninitiated,
the news media barrage directed against
Apple and the Macintosh is fearsome.
The company's transition to PCI add -on
slots and connection bus has not always
created a satisfactory user -solution for the
problems facing the niche user base
involved in the important niches of desktop publishing, audio, video and graphic
creation. The lack of supporting 'third
party' developers and product suppliers to
utilise the PCI bus has left Apple's existing
NuBus machines -such as the first
generation power PC 6100, 7100 and 8100
plus powerful 68040 units with DSP such
as the 660AV and the 840AV -to carry the
volume of these niche users. In addition,
the Wintel platform has made real advances
with the third party developers porting
their programs from Mac to IBM
compatibility. But, Apple is solving these
problems and new machines to be released
throughout 1996 will further enhance
studio functionality while third -party
vendors finally place PCI software and
peripherals in users grasp.

ULTIMATELY, MANY FEAR that
Apple is no longer an Apple and is
beginning to look like a cranberry or a side
of British beef instead. The problems that
befell the lowly US cranberry industry
when greatly exaggerated claims and
inaccurate media reporting of chemical
contamination of the US cranberry crop
caused the public to virtually abandon
cranberries for several years. To some,
Apple could be in that state and having to
deal with a media barrage that is more
sophisticated and damaging than that
aimed at the cranberry does not help.
Apple has bought itself a fair amount of
time to form a cohesive strategy for the
future with the replacement of it's Chief
Executive Officer and President, Michael
Spindler. The new Apple Chief Executive
and Chairman of the Board Gilbert brings a
strong physics, chip production and
computer industry background, has a
substantial reputation as a turnaround
expert and company saviour. What Apple
must learn to do is to satisfy both its
shareholders with acceptable sales numbers
which include licensing from an ever
expanding Mac clone market and sales of
it's operating system software and satisfy
it's dedicated niche computer-buying
customers, especially like the audio studio
community. So, if the question is asked, is
there an Apple in your future? The answer
is probably yes.{
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Your TWO Key Events To

The Asia Pacific Market

25 -28 MAY 1996
BEIJING EXHIBITION CENTRE
BEIJING, CHINA

China's Largest
Professional Audio, Light
& Music Show

Asia's Laugest Professional
Sound & Lighting Show
incarporating Audio
Broadcast Technology

10 -12 JULY 1996
WORLD TRADE CENTRE
SINGAPORE

PRO AUDIO &
LIGHT ASIA '96

REPLY COUPON SS

We

would prefer.

For Enquiries, contact:

Quiet Hall

Ms Seok Hoon TAN
IIR Exhibitions Pte Ltd
Tel: (65) 227 0688
Fax: (65) 227 0913

Noisy Hall

Name
Job Title

Company
We are

manufacturers/suppliers of:
Musical Instrument

Audio Equipment
We wish to EXHIBIT at

Address

Lighting Equipment

PALM '96 in Beijing
PALA '96 Singapore

Our space requirement is

We

wish to VISIT
PALM '96 in Beijing
PALA '96 Singapore

skim-

Organised

City

Country

Tel

Fax

Product /Service

By:

PALM '96

IIR EXHIBITIONS PTE LTD

CHINA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT ASSOCIATION

101 CECIL STREET

CHINA THEATRICAL EQUIPMENT ASSOCIATION

#09-03 TONG

CHINA TECHNOLOGY MARKET MANAGEMENT b PROMOTION CENTER

ENG BLDG

SINGAPORE 069533

is

jointly organised with:

Nowt
hear

L,

this!
.. And see the latest in: Broadcast, Post Production,
Recording Studios, Project Studios & Performance Technology
Britain is recognised as one of the leaders
of the pro audio world and to demonstrate
this Audio96 will bring you the complete
range of audio equipment - the largest to be
UK.
Audio96 is a comprehensive exhibition
incorporating a new and unique series of
working demonstrations exploring five key
seen in the

themes:

Broadcast Post- production
Recording Studios Project Studios
Performance Technology

r

Complementing the practical
applications are a series of workshops and
briefing sessions designed to keep you
abreast of the changes in your industry.
Audio96 will bring you the technologies,
the suppliers, the experts and the strategies
to help you do your job better.
Audio96 welcomes international visitors
from all disciplines of the industry and from
the UK, home producers to broadcast
professionals.
To find out more, fax us on 0181 940 1685.

For FREE tickets to Audio96 call 01734 312211

Name

or post the coupon to:

Position

Audio96
APRS Ltd
2 Windsor Square, Silver Street,
Reading
Berkshire RG 2TH

Company

1

L

United Kingdom
or Fax: +01734 756216

Audio96
Technology & New Media
19-21

June 1996

Olympia London
Presented by A1011015

1

Address

Post code

No. of Tickets:
Tel

Email

Fax

J

Studio
soun

J

RATES: All sections £30 per single column centimetre (minimum 2cm X1)

To place an advertisemen con act: Studio Sound (Classified),
Miller Freeman En ertainment Ltd, Ludgate House,

Box number £10 extra per insertion

245 Blackfriars Road, London SE1 9UR, UK.
Tel: 0171 620 3636 Fax: 0171 401 8036

Published: monthly
Copy deadlines: contact Rebecca Reeves,

All box numbers reply to the address above

Classified Advertisement Manager

APPOINTMENTS

PRECO

CASSETTE ENGINEER

O

Salary £17,500 pa.
Hours of work:- Monday to Friday 9am

-

6pm

Do you have.

(Flexible to work some nights)

:O;

Good technical knowledge of pro audio with
relevant qualifications.

The UK's leading independent manufacturer of multi -media has built its
success on providing clients with the highest quality of both product and
service. Our success is reflected in our current expansion and increasing
sales figures across all divisions. We are presently looking for an Engineer
to join our thriving cassette operation.

VI

EEO

VIDEO CD

You will have gained solid knowledge of Electro pneumatic and Electro
mechanical systems and will preferably have worked on DC servo
systems. The major aspect of the position will be mechanical maintenance
but some electronic experience is essential. Experience in the cassette

manufacturing industry would be a distinct advantage. The successful
candidate will have at least an ONC in Mechanical /Electrical engineering
and have a flexible, professional approach and a
willingness to increase your knowledge and skills
through in -house training.

MEW

t

Interested applicants should send their CVs to
Rebecca Mermod. Group Personnel Manager.
Mayking Multi- Media. 250 York Road, Battersea.
London SW11 3SJ.

Illlhli
MULTI MEDIA

Sales Manager
Frein bound

Workshop Supervisor

are seeking

-

Audio

& Video Test

and Measurement

The ability to organise and supervise staff
pleasantly and efficiently.
Good computer literacy with some knowledge
of digital audio hard disc systems.
Lots of enthusiasm. energy and a genuine
interest in pro audio and radio?
you are the person we are looking for, to
supervise our workshop, building and testing
audio systems and components. Some
installation work and technical assistance on
demonstrations would be required. making a
clean current driving licence essential.
Salary negotiable and will be commensurate
with the importance we attach to this position.
If so,

Please apply. with CV, in confidence to:
Tony Costello. Managing Director
PRECO (Broadcast Systems) Limited
3 Four Seasons Crescent. Kimpton Road
Sutton. Surrey SM3 90R.

sales manager for audiu and video test & measurement products. to operate principally in the
music recording, post -production. television & broadcast markets.
Candidates. preferably degree -qualified, will have a working knowledge of relevant analogue and digital technology and
should be familiar with audio and video digital interface standards.
Sales experience in a relevant area would e a particular advantage and the role also requires a good understanding of
a

electronic engineering.
Prism sound have an exciting range of new produts for the digital age including the OSA -1 hand -held AES signal analyzer
which is rapidly beocming the standard troubleshooting and measurement tool.
The position involves management of the overseas distribution network and direct sales in the UK. This appointment
offers excellent scope for career development during a period of rapid growth in the market for digital products
Please apply in writing with CV to Graham Boswell. Prism Sound. William James House. Cowley

Road, Cambridge CB4 4WX

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

PROFILE STUDIO

51,

MASTERING

£16,500

SOUND ENGINEER
O

U

who wants to move to
E
ITALY for a long period.

F `
O

ST U D I
The studio

is equipped with an AMS
Audiofile +. a Logic and a Sonic
Solutions and is considered to be the
most advanced and important
mastering studio in Italy.
1

PROFILE STUDIO SRL. Via Ricordi
10131 Milan. Italy.
Ph. 2 +29515061
Fax 2 +29515601
(_pi

13,

tact
a

ConunelluMauro Urlandelll

100 Studio Sound

SOUND TECHNOLOGY
LECTURERS
-

17,500 basic salary
plus bonus

SAE Technology college

inter national
network of audio colleges in the UK. Europe. Asia
and Australia. Due to our rapid expansion. the
SAE Technology college
is looking
for
experienced lecturers with previous practical
studio or teaching experience.
is

an

Positions are available at our London college and
various overseas SAE colleges.
An attractive package is offered to the successful
applicants. Past SAE -graduates are welcome to
apply! Please send CV to

4/11111111)

Director SAE London
United House. North Ruad.
London N1 9UP

.7ii(.1

Salary Neg.
\,

odd leading producer of digital
audio production systems we are seeking to
expand our sales department. The
successful applicant should hase the
.I

5,

following:
Strong technical background in hard disc
teased audio systems and a knowledge of
European Post Production techniques.
Prepared to trasel at short notice
throughout Europe.

Excellent package for the right candidate.
Experience in Pro Audio Essential.
Please reply including full C.V. to:

Nick Cook
Unit 12 Spectrum House
32 -34 Gordon House Road
London NW5 11.P
Fax: 0171 267 0919

April 1996

DUPLICATION & MASTERING

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE

Compact Discs - Pro -Mastering - Digibin Cassettes - Reprographics - Print
32 Bit Technology - /SD;N Lines - MD2 - 3 Band DSP - One -off CDs

VWT

ILTONGROV

Hwhere sound advice counts

http:owww. knowledge .co.uk;xxxlhiltongrove,

2424

Tel: 0181 521

.

.

Virtual World Technology

.

Fax: 0181 521

Alpha Business Centre, 60 South Grove, Walthamstow, London E17 7NX

ONE OFF CD's £20.00
1000
10011

The premier UK supplier for all New & Used
Pro -Audio Equipment.

From individual items, to the complete
installation and integration of Project and
Commercial studios please call us for help and

+ VAT

Up to 74 Mins

CO Singles Complete £690 + VAT.
500 (1) Albums Complete £820 + VAT.
:1U)

Phone: 44 (0)181 944 5685
Fax: 44 (0)181 879 3184

4343

advice.

('1) Singles Complete £995 + VAT
CI) Albums Complete £1190 + V.Mr

Sadie Digital Editing lover 3hrs storage), Editing To Score, Post Mastering,

Artwork, PQ Encoding.

Telephone C.R.S. 01424 436426

We installed over 35 project studios. both in the UK
Worldwide in 1995. please call us and let us help
you with your requirements

and

Analo:ue Tase Machines
Amek Tascam MCI Stt:der A800 - Studer A80
Otan MTR90 Otan MX5050 Otan MX80
-

-

-

Our clients tell us our CDs

a.& et wet%

.

.

.

&

Cassettes
!

Sound Better

It's all down to the mastering!

r

Soun.Recordng
TECHNOLOGY

DIRECT
COMPACT DISCS
HIGH END MASTERING

CD Mastering to Exabyte
One off CDs
Real Time Cassette duplication
DTP design service
600 sq. ft recording studio
Full location recording service

CD Brokers

500 CDs complete - £850 + V.A.T
1000 CDs complete - £1200 + VAT

Consoles
Fostex

E

Behringer Eurodesk - Mackie
Soundcraft TAC Yamaha Pro Mix

& G series

Soundtracs

-

-

01

-

02R

Direct to Disk and Di ital Recorders
Alesis ADAT XT - DAT from Panasonic. Sony.
Tascam - Akai Dr4d DR8 DR16 - Emu Darwin
Fostex RD8 - Digidesign - SoundScape

Monitors & Mics
AKG

-

Audio Technica - Genelec
Neumann

-

DynAudio

-

JBL

Midi & Sam.iers

LATEST 32 -BIT DSP

DIGITAL MASTERING

SUPER BIT MAPPING

20 BIT DIGITAL RECORDING STUDIO

01803 813833

Akai S2000. S3000XL. S3200 - EMU. Proton
Vintage & Classic keys Korg keyboards & Racks
Kurzell K2000 K2500 samplers - Roland keyboards &
racks - Yamaha Keyboards & racks
-

-

20 BIT EDITING
SOUND RESTORATION, DE -CLICK etc
COPY MASTERS
DIGITALLY DUPLICATED

CASSETTES
PRINT REPROGRAPHICS

s

MARKET LEADERS
0181 446 3218 LONDON
01480 461880 CAMBRIDGE

Hard disk CD mastering
Oneoff CDs from £10.00
Real time cassette copying
Copy masters, digital editing
Laser printed labels and inlays
Every copy individually checked
Excellent quality and presentation
Unparalleled service, best prices
Fast turnaround - hours not days

PAU. I IBSON AUDIO SERVICES

REPEAT

SADiE digital post pro

PERFORMANCE

NEW! Up to

17 hours hard -disk storage
;NEW! EXABYTE
THE Post Production Service for your
project at our premises of yours.
Hire also available.
'tel: (1378 060646 or 0171 428 0381

London W10
0181 960 7222

MASTERING SUITE
EDITING
ONE- OFF /CD DUPLICATION

IT D

5y4óß
Pym
4,4,(:?."

D24-1

2.11,

PRO -AUDIO

NEUMANN
STUDER
AKG

DIGITAL
OTARI

0171.237 1424

TEL:

The

Village

Akai
Drawmer
Lexicon
TLA
Adat
Eventide
.Joe Meek
Tube Tech
Mackie
Neumann
Rode AKG
Sennheiser. etc. etc.

Pro Tools

Studio Equipment Wanted
Outboard. Desks. Mks

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS
Real time & high speed loop b n duplication,
printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length.

TEL: 0161 973 1884 FAX: 0161 905 2171

untanma Ro,c. The Angel, London Nl KQH
Tel 0171 ?+, POI Fax 11171 2x1i I,.til

jbs records

MUSIC and SPEECH

I

River

SONY 3324
DIGITAL MULTITRACK COMPLETE WITH REMOTE
SSL INTERFACE. TAPES AND MANUALS ETC

3.500 hours

-

£12,500 ono

-

Contact

0171 -354 3737

MULTI -MEDIA AUTHORING

4.é

\ud,u

LEXICON
AMS
EVENTIDE
VALVE
ADAT

Call Nick 0181 440 3440

Grounò Bass
Proòuctions

USED EQUIPMENT WANTED: BEST PRICES PAID

Music
Panton
.i..llc \
I)uj,h..uua, ,crn,cc. ulihiding

Itl.u,k.

(

(

I I

April 1996
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,nnttil.uum Fdnut}; Printing ch
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1

'

1

558 8338
rii V/1

REAL-TIME/HIGHER-SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 -1000.
Computer printed Labels.
Solo, Y." reel, Sony Betamax or R -DAT
recording. Fast Security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records div, FREEPOST
19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2BR
01992- 500101

EQUIPMENT WANTED
VINTAGE MICS (NEUMANN etc.)

WANTED!! !=
PLEASE CONTACT

LONDON U.K. 0171 224 2090
FAX: 0171 -486 4696

Studio Sound 101

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
505 -507 LIVERPOOL ROAD,
LONDON N7 8NS
Tel: 44 (0) 171 609 5479
Fax: 44 (0) 171 609 5483

Mark Thompson
Helen Rider

Steve Lane
Clive Richards
Call now for this week's three page
list of guaranteed used pro audio

"Mad Blah Disease"
"Despite the widespread International concern expressed at our continuing
low prices and unrivalled stocks of new and used professional audio
equipment. we do not intend to take any hasty or panic measures to change
our policy. We shall continue to pay the best prices for used equipment.
service all equipment and resell at bargain prices with a three month
warranty. We shall continue to offer superb package or trade-in deals for the
best in new equipment and strive to improve the best demonstration facilities
in the UK. Finally. I can confirm that I am a teapot".

Mark Thompson, Eccentric Director

equipment.
Best cash or trade -in deals for your
unwanted equipment.
Call in for a tea or coffee and check
out 2,500 square feet of used and
new pro audio.

And in case you didn't know, Boffin
(the bear) he say:
"If the prices don't slay ya ... you
too are a teapot ..."

NEVE MELBOURNE 12/2 FITTED 12 X 331 14's.

NEVE 8068. C.UNFIGURED 32/16/32 REMOTE PATCHBAY FITTED 32 x
31 102 s, 8 x 33264A 24 METERBRIDGE.
NEVE 8058. CONFIGURED 28/16/24 REMOTE PATCHBAY (PRESENTLY
UNDER FULL REFURBISHMENT) FITTED 24 x 1073's, 32404 AUX MODULES

NEVE BCM10 FRAME FITTED 10 x 1066's.
NEVE 12/8 SUB FRAME FITTED 12 x 33114's AND 12 x 33752's INBUILT
LINE AMPS AND PATCHBAY.

32408 ROUTING MODULES.
NEVE 8036. CONFIGURED 24/8/16 R/PATCHBAY FITTED 24 x 1064's,
GRP MODULES 1943/1's 4 REV RTNS 2 x 2254A COMP /LIMITERS. 16

8/2

NEVE

(THE SUITCASE

CONSOLE) 2 IN STOCK EACH

FITTED 8 x

34128's.
NEVE 54028 BROADCAST CONSOLES 2
MODULES.
NEVE MODULES PRESENTLY IN STOCK

METERBRIDGE.
NEVE 8036. CONFIGURED 24/8/24 R /PATCHBAY FITTED 24 x 1064's.
GRP MODULES 1943/1's 4 x 2254E COMP /LIMITERS. 4 REV BINS 24
METERBRIDGE.
NEVE 5114 CONFIGURED 36/4/2 REMOTE PATCHBAY FITTED 36 X 83049
FOUR BAND EQ /DYNAMICS 4 AUX.
NEVE 5305. CONFIGURED 36/8/2 REMOTE PATCHBAY FITTED 30 x
33114's (MORE AVAILABLE), 36 x 33752's, REMOTE PATCHBAY
(SEPARATE 24 TRACK NEVE MONITOR BOARD AVAILABLE WITH IT).

IN

STOCK. FITTED STEREO

NEVE NEVE 1064' s /1081's/1066's/33114's/33115's.
NEVE COMPRESSOR LIMITERS

2254/2254A/2254E's.

LARGE STOCK OF NEVE SPARES. LARGE SELECTION OF SSL SPARES.
PRESENTLY WISHING TO PURCHASE NEVE/SSL CONSOLES
PLEASE NOTE ALL STOCK IS OWNED BY AES PRO AUDIO

TELEPHONE: 01932 872672
FAX: 01932 874364
TEL: INTERNATIONAL 44 1932 872672
AX: INTERNATIONAL 44 1932 874364

A

KINGDOM

UNITED

COMPANY

BASED

w"WIDE
DELIVERY

FOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALEFOR SALE*
1081,

N

EVE'

64, 1066

WANTED

33135

8r

PS

EQ MOD10ULES LU API EO MODULES
ALSO SSL & NEVE CONSOLES

NEVE, SSL

STUDER, OTARI
Sl3Ltiali.im_ in S(xu1Itrar. (un,l,lLs

-

SERVICE

-

C3,000.00
£ 1,500.00
£600.00
£400.00
£P.O.A.
£600.00
£ 1,200.00
£350.00
£500.00
£900.00
£1,400.00
£1.000.00
£2,000.00
£7,500.00
£1,600.00
£4,000.00
£900.000
£950.00
£650.00

C221 PRO CD.

B215 CASSETTE. NEW.
A80 VU. DISC. PRE -LIST

TEL: 01246 275479

FAX: 01246 550421

102 Studio Sound

of Sonic Security'

\16

The SOUNDTRACS range:

SPARES

A812 4 SPEED. VU.
A810 4 SPEED, VU.
B67 PORTABLE. BV.
B62 PORTABLE
C37 VALVE
A80 TWO TRACK
C274 4 TRACK
A700 2 TRACK. BV.
PR99 MK ONE. BV.
PR99 MK TWO. BV.
PR99 MK THREE, BV.
G36 MK III, HS 2T
A807 PORTABLE, BV.
A80 24T MK II /III, NV
A80 8TRACK. MK II.
A80 16 TRACK, MK II.

will give years

High spec' consoles that

STUDER & REVOX
SALES

STUDER
:\8(10 Nik l.:i.

STUDIO SYSTEMS

EAST MIDLANDS AUDIO

QUART/ 3131
IN IINF 3631
I.
I.

H,nn,. MIDI

t.4

Rets r80

8 FX

0M4400 18
Series
M Series
M

12

b

M1: 1!

Remo,

311224 156 Bem,n mg, mute
M4400 311214 s,mdar Io CMX
MX

8

6

41., TIP
1,
Au. II Peet
Au. IT P By

Fn

f3.500

Remu1 6 Aua
140 )Remet 6 41111

12.00
(1.5(1
(1.51.

148

MIDI PC 32 32 8 FX Rets 172 Remnl MIDI MUTE
m
MIDI PC 24 24 148 )Re,.I
MIDI M
MUTE

MIDI PC 1616131
AMI

...In

(1.

il,

(1_C.

Rem,, MIDI MUTE

He sererted 1. tall swe.

u.ic uc.alt/'

sd. ad will

erre

of

FROM STUDIO SYSTEMS

--THE HOME WHERE THE SOUNDTRACS
Ar nmv urn me,
..

1

,ua,e part

v

,

II

1-

on

u.,1ne

I;I.:

0171-381 2Ii80

SOUNDTRACS In Line 36/32 MIXW6
Console with Patchbay and Trakmix II
Automation. Lovingly carec for and in
absolutely brand new condition.
0181 -672 7867.
£14,500 ono.

STUDER 48 TRACK D82OMCH

ROAM"

vi

,.oe"nu deabng

,fnh the S.udtr.es ange mn tarry
ready own a Seudtraes and heur e iet hmr,1
rn
you to T. problem hr phone or a ran out seryoe

It.

0171-38:i :i'.ilili

1.11 I,

(1050U

Iwhen awallablel 12.800
Iwhen available) 12.500

14

32816
24816

l'hunr:

10 0011

vmms

Ill 11,.1J1
t!l,5OO

II

,P

GERMAN VINTAGE TUBE EQUIP!
1.

,ou would like to SELL YOUR SOUNOTRACS then call.

tunes Studio Systems

The home where the SOUNOTRACS

WATFORD 01923 267733

ASTROMAN LONDON

r1

CELLNET 0850 373964

Phone

+44171.224 -2090

Fax: +44.171.4864696

April 96

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

SOUNDS

Incorporated

Sounds Incorporatcd
17144 (0) 1892 861 099

fax: 44 (0) 1892 863485

coí rin.g Equipment

ou _h.O u he World
í: í:

NE011.0610

f
,

CONSOLES

le'
uipment
ecialists

DIRE

:tiAL

1

-SO1ers
of the
.',Best in'

If

;1,

New, J
Y

,IÁ1
1

9U

;tfelt
I

,
Worldwie

P(Pc4
FtkAites

April 96

SSL 4056Go 1992. Ulumabon. b:g.
mmaculate
£165k
SSL 6032 E/G 28 channels Med. G computer.
....[call
prog eq etc
......
16
mono.
4
reset.
5336
stereo.
instant
SSL
dynamics. bar -graphs. 1989. spares kit
í25k
C956 new
Neve DSP 48 48 48 all digital console with 48
A -D. D-A AES'EBU digital Interface
..teal!
Immaculate
Neve Kelso 16/2 all discrete classic
console.
£2.995
Neve 8/2 Prototype all discrete class A mic
amps. simple eq. PIG Unique.
1-.only ?yet made'
Coal!
Neva 54 Series 122 quality. compact 12
.[2.995
channel Neve mono output
Neve 51 Series 24S Necam 96
teal!
Neve 8108 56 channels. In line bar graphs
040.000
AMS Virtual Console 48 channel. dynamics.
total recall. 24 buss. 16 aux's
[call
Amek Hendrix 56 channel. Supermove Illying
faders!. 15m old. £1076 new.
interesting history'_.
[55.000
Amek Mozart 56 frame. loaded 37 33x MX11 -s
4 M2I5RN's. Pristine condition
£40.000
.£37.000
Amek Mozart 40 frame. Supertrue
Amok 2500 48 4 stereo. private use only one
of the best. Mastermix automation
£22.500
Soundcralt TS 12 16 mono. 8 stereo. pt.
Flame automation ..
..£3,995
DDA AMR 24 44 frame fully loaded A -K Retie.
automation Private use only BARGAIN' _..teal!
DDA AMR 24 44 frame loaded 24. 4 years oil:
latest model.
017.500
Midas Pro 5 recording console 24 4 16
Immaculate great sound p b
£4.995
Midas 24/8 theatre console ext p b
superb
£2.500
TAC Scorpion MV 32 82 matrix. I: c £4.500
Soundcraff 2006 8 4,2 rack mount blue
very good condition.
£595
£1,750
Tweed Audio 12 2 broadcast console
AMEK MODULES FOR Recall. 501. Magnum.
SR 9000/6000 and Scorpion in stock - brand
new 8 bargain prices!!!

ANALOGUE TAPE
MACHINES
Otani MTR 90 Mk 2 rem'loc 3.5006
£11.500
Otani MTR 90 Mk 2 rem only v low his [10.000

EQUIPMENT LIST

PHONE +44 (0) 1225 447222

TOYSHOP

1,eaglin8,
r

USED

AUDIQ

Studer

A 800 Mk 1/3 well maintained.

high his

Studer

C9.995

A 80 Mk2 24 track, rem/loc..
A 80 Mk2 8 track. 16 frame

06.500
01,500

Studer
(995
Studer A 810 in stock. excellent.
Tascam MSR 16 DBX
C2.500
C375
Studer B62 2 in Stock
0495
Olari MX 5050 14 27 yurrl ntnp,,,..
Dolby SP 8 li track.'. .i' Dolby A
£495
Audio Kinetics Pacer 8 Pad
£750
SRC AT The -i.Si SAIPTE -MIDI syn, ho.
.

!

FAX +44 (0) 1225 44733

Focusrite RED
Focusrite RED

7 Ex-Demo. as new
8 Er-Demo. as new
BSS DPR 402 2 in stock
API 554 3 band eq. 4 in stock
Meyer CP1 5 band lull para eq
Valley Autogate like Drawmmer 201
taster'
.l grli
TC 1128 :.
all options lined

C1.275
C1.040
£495
0295
C995

£350

t

C795

i

Sennheiser MKH 815 long shotgun
Sennheiser MKH 40 mint.
Sennheiser 431 Princes vocal mic
Shure SM 87 2 lett
Shure SM 62 baty
Shure SM57 NEW
Shure SM 58 NEW
SM 58 copy 3 in stock

£395

f495
C175

(125
£75
C90

£99
£30

0295

Aphee Expressor psycho compressor'
.....
White 4000 eq 3 in stock

C295

0395

Roland RSS System full system
. anal

DIGITAL RECORDERS

4 in 8 out.

£7.500

AMS DMX 15.803 6 5s A.B. dual harmonizer.
de- glitch
£1.750
C250
AMS RMX 16 remote. 2 in stock.
Ursa Major Stargate 323 2U. excellent
E995
and different multi tap 1x
C650
Sony D7 ultimate DDL
_
_. E650
Sony F7 prog dynamics
Roland SRV 2000 sweet
£350

MICROPHONES

.

AMS Spectra Mí6 call for bill detap.
£call
Sony 3324 with 'A upgrades. 2 available
private use. (light cased
£call
Mitsubishi X850 lull remote etc
£call
Studer Dyaxis System with synchroniser 2 T
£1.250
can use any format. excellent quality

Panasonic SV3800 brand new model.
STOCK NOW'

M 49,

Oktava MK 219 BRAND NEW
Limited offer

C199

AKG C12 excellent condition. amazing

20 bit D-A. improved software
IN

Shock mounts for U 47. U 67 8
BRAND NEW

£1.095

OUTBOARD
,,i
Neve 2253 ;..r.' (ICI
C795
I,su
RCA SAS pair mounted in rack with stereo
link Similar to Fairchilds 12U Seriously
immense stereo limiters' We are happy Ic
demo these wonderful sounding limiters... Leal!
(call
Neve/Amek 9098
Neve spares psu modules etc., loads...
(call
Neumann PV 76 discrete mit amps.
14 in stock
£175
Neumann PEV 1 discrete eqs. rare
(350
5 In stock
Urei 1178 stereo 1176 but you bener
tie last
C1.495
Focusrite RED 2 Ex -Demo as new
(1.695
Focusrite RED 5 Ex -Demo. as new
(1.400
Ct. 225
Focusrite RED 6 E. Tem,..iu'ou_

(call

sound

AKG C 24 Mk2 The best we've ever seen'
(call
Complete with wooden box....
Neumann CMV-3 with 4 capsules. 1938
Hitler bottle from the Vice-Chancellor's
IGoebbels) dept in Berlin during WW2'
2 of the capsules are brand new and the
rruc has been fully serviced
Ccall
Neumann U 48 tube with AC 701 tube [2.500

Yamaha SPX 993
Yamaha SPX 90 Mk2
Yamaha SPX 90 Mkl
EMT 240 Gold Foil 2 in stock
EMT t40 Valve I,issic plate.
MDB Window Recorder fast. simple

£475

025
0275
C795

0950

(450
C495
SPL Vitaliser pr balanced SX2 model
(call
TC M 5000 IN STOCK. on demo
TC ATAC IN STOCK
Ccall
£call
TC 2290 IN STOCK
FOCUSRITE RED S BLUE RANGE IN STOCK

Neumann SM 69 stereo. with sus
t.1

VARIOUS

£1.250

.mt

Neumann UM 57 all original tube
Neumann U 89i 2 in stock
RCA 77 DX 50s ribbon
Calrec CB20c w CC50 caps
Beyer Soundstar 2 in stock
AKG D 12E
AKG D 222 4 in stock
AKG 0202 In stock
AKG 0900 like a 202 w CK9 shotgun
AKG D541 on go)sereck
AKG D1200E
AKG C567 ,avoller miss...
I

ElectroVoice RE 20 boxed. MINT
Sony C -388 is, of S,nv s henei

[1.400
(795
£750
0195

(60
£125

(125
£100

[225
f55
C50
C95

Klark Teknik DN 60 spectrum analyser.

[1.395

MINT
Akai S
Akai S
Akai S
Akai S

3200 24 Mb. digs. SCSI SMPTE E2.250
1000 8 Mb. drgi
E1.250
1000 2 Mb
(995
1000 2 Mb
£995
way
monitors
£2.995
Quested UM-3 205. 3
360 Systems MIDI Bans American bass
£150
box MO
Fairlight Series 3 Wave Supervisor
Ccall
Neve/Coutant psu's in stock. large range [call

£295

(450

Prices excluez

VAT.

E.W.E.

This is only a selection of the equipment we have in stock. Call to receive our regular mail shots.
Similar equipment wanted for cash. Part exchange welcome. Government & Educational orders welcome.
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PRODUCTS

4&

SERVICES
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A`Bt71tD
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SOUND

.

AIR CONDITIONING &
VENTILATION TO
SOUND STUDIOS IS

PCf.4F.IS1,_

RkWNI)L\C.

I7t:S

4s t1T

OUR SPECIALITY
We provide design only or design
and installation for many well

known clients. Whether it be for
displacement, free cooling, V.A.V.,
V.R.V., split, unitary or centralised
call Mike Hardy of
Ambthair Services Ltd on
01403 250306 or Fax 01403 211269
Web:http: //www.pncl.co.uk /- mhardy/as.html
Email: mhardy«pncLCo.uk

You've recorded your CD
Now make it look professional!
PressiT `' CD Labelling System

'_"l«/

'

The quick, effective, safe way to print and apply circular labels to CO ROMS
and Audio COs using laser and inkjet printers.
PressiT'v comes complete with: 200 white, 113mm circular labels; layout

templates for Mac and PC; and The PressIT'v label applicator.
79.95 + [5 shipping and handling + VAT
Introductory price:

f

VIDEO CLIPS

Music demos filmed using the latest technology

and providing cost effectiveness beyond your
wildest dreams by award -winning English and
Russian film directors in Russia.
Also: highly competitive quality sound recording,
photos & publishing. Call us!

OMEGA PLUS

f V &

Tel: 7(095)298 -4833, 298 -4822, 298-4360

Additional labels. 200 white f28: 200 coloured f30: clear plastic labels available
Credit card orders Ireephone

enquiries tel
tax:

made in Europe Patent pending

,s

PO Boo

Mark Griffin Furniture

9446, London NW3 2WG

West, Chariton, Manchester M21 ORL

.4

England: Tel /Fax: +44 171 630 6120
EPICA award winner 1995

Rocky Mountain Traders Ltd

+44 (0) 171 794 5546
+44 101 1/1 209 0645

CUSTOM STUDIO FURNITURE

Fax: 7(095)913 -6955

Cheques or Postal Orders to:

0500 026103

Advertising Production, Moscow, Russia.

48 TRACK MOBILE

New Control Room?

qFC t,,F

oq

Whale,er the scale of your project. almost any
control room can benefit from the design principles
of the I arl) Sound Scattering mom.
Instead of rely ing on creating a reflection free zone, in
this nets contiguration of room the unwanted reflections
are masked by many randomized low level reflections
from the front of the room, allowing consistently
accurate response and imaging throughout the Timm
regardless of equipment layout.
This means that very different rooms can be made
subjective! identical. presiding the closest thing yet to
absolute reference monitoring

Ifyou're serious about your new control
you should be talking to

/)r

1{I;u

rr,rlm,

ANdREW t PARRY

on 0161 861 0857

ruul illçtullufri,n
c'Otrtgr ce urre.c.t(n'irs

gMa SPECIALISTS

UD10 11W
{01}33

290150

33
2987246
ren11

MOBILE
c

rss

1

48 channels 32 digital frocks (TASCAM DÁ88)
2 mobiles
digital edit system (AKAI D01000) OUANTEC, EMT, DBX, ...
more thon 80 microphones ( NEUMANN, AKG, etc.)
condition

our

P ease call for a brochure

Contact: MARK GRIFFIN
Byrebrook Studios. (Lower Farm),
Northmoor, Oxford OX8 1AU. UK.

MLSSA room analysis .. Studio design & build
We have the expertise
end equipment to solve

Tel /Fax: 01865 300171
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SM acoustics
Tdr.01952 510508 Mob: 0850 292440

Call us now for a complete solution

i\tl'lll\

we
-

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS
AMPEX -BASF- MAXELL-3M- SONY -KAO
AUTHORISED NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR

SOUND & VIDEO SERVICES
Shentonfie'd Road. Sharston Industrial Estate,
Manchester M22 4RW. Tel: 0161 491 6660

BROADCAST

LIVE

& 48. ADAT, DABS, DAT,
Otan, HHB, Betacam, DDA, Studer, SSL,
Lexicon, Eventide, TC, Neumann,
Schoeps, BBK, Tubetech, Focusrite,
Drawmer, Orban, Dolby, Genelec, Aka!,
Erna, Harddlsks, etc etc

Or Fas

(jI)

RECORDING

PRODUCTION

Telefax 0049 (0) 271 332042 Fax 0049 93) 271 336914
Lidtaille 27 57074 siegen Germany

Tel: +44 181 446 5298
Fax: +44 181 446 6035
Email sa/eseinterstudio co uk

JOEMEEK
Voice Channel

The essential, rich.
super -full voice sound
that will survive the mix!

IaitierBtudice Limited
http : / /www.interstudio.co.uk/isl/

1 71
01 71

3465.72707

MIO

*

HEAD TECHNOLOGY

FOR QUALITY PRICE AND SERVICE

PROTOOIS

3

-

431
431

- 021
- 021

2
2

NOW AVAILABLE FOR HIRE
DAY,

,.

WEEK.

NEW TAPE HEADS
Supplied for most makes,
Tape Head Re- Lapping /Re- Profiling.

)1

U47, U67, U87, M49. SM69

104 Studio Sound

IiCk aduce!

rent out recording equipment for:

Phone Holland (30 3465.70670

Tel /Fax: 44 (0) 171 231 5989

s

music production
broadcast
flimsound
Sony -DASH 24

AVprolects

Spools. poxes. blades. splicing and leader lape
Custom wound cassettes C1 120. labels. library cases, Inlay cards
Bulk audio C.Os cases. pancake. Broadcast cartridges.

Nickel: KM54, KM56, SM2
Re- diaphragmed to the highest standards

a lust

Professional Audio Engineering

[ EUROPE AUDIO RENT BV ]

k

FEUMANN MICROPHONE CAPSULE

Our fackxMe Include
' Conslructon teems
M corU itunin retelll
Audiolvsdee eirrq

ADVANCED SOUNDS LTD
(Hire & Sales)
Musical & Studio Equipment Hire
New & Used Equipment Sales - Part/E>io

Same day turn round.

HEAD TECHNOLOGY
11

Brittania Way, Stanwell, Staines, Middx, TW19 7HJ.

TEL: 01784 256046

7/L
0181 462 6261 (or 8621)

April 96

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
PHUTURE SOUNDS
01344 780008

TRANSFORMERS FOR BALANCED LINES IN HIGH
PERFORMANCE AUDIO SYSTEMS

ANALOGUE SYNTHS
SIMMS 8 MEMORY

S°'tTER,

SCSI DEVICES

TRANSFORMERS

E A

MASS STORAGE

Sowter Ltd PO Box 36, IPSWICH IP1 2EL ENGLAND
Tel: +44(0)1473 252794 Fax: +44(0)1473 236188
E -Mail: sowter @tcp.co.uk

HEARD BY MILLIONS BUT
SELDOM SEEN

-

Design and Manufacture of all types of Audio Transformer
using Nickel and Grain Oriented cores
Free catalogue Free technical support service
Popular types from stock

CILJCr-

STUDIO QUALITY CONTACT
CONDENSER MICROPHONES
2

ELECTRONICS

f\w

Lockwood Audio
(inn established dealer in used equipment
anu; records
Phone: +44 (0) 181 - 207 4472
Fax:
+44 (0) 181 - 207 5283

Editing & Hire

REPAIRS TO ALL MAKES OF KEYBOARDS SYNTHS
MODULES SAMPLES AND AMPLIFICATION.

Contact: Digital Gratification

DAT. DIGITAL SYSTEMS & ALL STUDIO EQUIPMENT
Al. 1. WORK TO BS5750 QUALITY INSPECTED

Supplied blank white with next day delivery from stock.
48 hour delivery on a wide range of coloured labels.
Custom printed labels supplied to client specification.
Telephone for overnight delivery of FREE samples.

a

171

For further details & prices contact
Stuart at LUPUS SYSTEMS LTD.

CRI
YS

WHY PAY NIORE FOR DATS?

:

DAT STORAGE RACK- 3.504VAT!
wOlOS/00.1e. LOCKS 10GE1nER-

'reff slAN01.

1317951428425 Fax 1017951422365
World wide web help llwww superfast co uk/ebeu

AKG dbx

44

Alesis

15

Amek

85

On WM.

u.1EO-

ÓOWPALTIUPIATO.

AYs

ONLY 35.99 +VAT!
32 WAY JACK /JACK
24 WAY JACK /8 WAY MIDI

DATR30
DATR46
DATR61
DATR92
DATR122

reos' £2.75 +VAT!
140M E2.95 + VAT!
110M £3.20 + VAT!
F4OM £3.70 + VAT!
FROM £4.19 + VAT!
RFTy.

TEE FAX

NORTH ROAD WBNOY R

01223 208937

N

r,ys

ILCFf f)

24 TRACK RECORDING STUDIO

t

54,55
99

Lexicon

12

Audio Ltd

60

Mackie

76,77

Broadcast India

ir&Ii!r!cb&!r! dii[16111
0181 361 0949

H8iT5 SG8 OAB

APRS Show

Beyerdynamic

Phone: 00-44-1323-416577
Fax 00 -44 -1323-648439

.1A!

EASILY REVERSIBLE NOeMuL191NG

vLfd ±

AMS Neve

CALL ea on 01954 231348 or Far 01954 231806
VIDEO CASSETTES THAT DON'T WASTE TAPE.
Lengths from E5 through to E240.

On A4 sheets for computer printing by laser printer.
As continuous roll with holes for dot -matrix printers.

s-co©,4

-

REPAIRS TO ALL TAPE MACHINES

Tel: 0171 483 3506

STOCK LABELS FOR COMPACT DISK
VHS VIDEO & AUDIO CASSETTE

Unit 15, Church Road Business Centre
Sittingbourne, Kent ME10 3RS England

B->7o,53

AUI710RISED HI -TECH SERVICE CENTRE
FOR: %KAI TF:AC - TASCAM

TAfWC7Y
L

ili]33

High Street. Haslemere
Surrey GU27 2LY
Tel: (01428) 658775
Fax: (01428) 658438

Pro Tools, Sonic Solutions

VISI

SPARES AND REPAIRS

For further
oformahon on
the C-ducer
range contact:-

24,25

Mark IV Pro Audio Group

.

Richmond Film Services
Roland

.

. .

74
IBC

30

SCV

59

88

Meyer

47

Seem

50

72

MMP

52

Sennheiser

73

BSS

74

Music Lab

37

Sony

35

Calrec

95

NTI

17

51

DCS

73

Orban

Soundcraft
Soundscape

67

Bruel

+

Kjaer

Digidesign

6,7

Digigram

IFC

93

PALA Show

98

SSI

90

Penny

78

SSL

Euphonix

OBC

Prism

49

Studer

48

Fairlight
Focusrite

43

Focal Proline

42

Studio Spares

97

Quantegy

41

Switchcraft

33

Symetrix

10

Audio

38,39

Ghielmetti
HHB

Joe Meek (M.J.QI

64,65
73

23,71 ,80,81
74

+

Giles

Quested
RAM
RE

Periferals

(UK) Ltd

86,87
32
63

TL

4,28,29

Illsagresmil
Studio acoustics has long been
on being so

for

a

a

MIN

contentious subject, continues to be so, and will doubtless carry

long time to come.

ANDY MUNRO

picks up Tom Hidley's gauntlet

I RECENTLY READ Eric Stark's article
on the latest generation of the Hidley
'concept' studio (Studio Sound, December
1995). It appears to me that his message is
completely at odds with common wisdom
and the basic physical laws. The idea that
reverberation and diffusion are bad, and
anechoic environments are 'ideal' is an
anathema to virtually every sound engineer
and musician I have ever met.
The definitions of clarity, stereo imaging
and precision are meaningless concepts in
an anechoic environment; a one -dimensional
sound stage which has a left centre and
right can be achieved with a $10 pair of
headphones and a knowledge of acoustics
which extends to locating ones ears. The art
of recording and mixing requires control of
perceptual cues robust enough to survive
in any reasonable soundfield, and to this
end the monitoring environment becomes
part of the monitoring equation.
Equally false is the notation that sonic
reality is somehow 'extended' by increasing
the monitoring bandwidth to 9Hz. I have
carried out detailed Fourier analysis of many
recordings and environments and have
found nothing of any harmonic value, just
the inevitable aural flotsam of our polluted
environment. The fact that subsonic noise
breaks into studios is largely negated by the
fact that our hearing is 80dB less sensitive
at 20Hz than in the mid band. In simple
practical terms, if an Apple Mac is whirring
away in the corner of your control room at
around 25dBA then the air-conditioning
would have to roar away at 105dB to cause
even the smallest masking effect.
As a matter of interest, one of my
colleagues in the Institute of Acoustics has
found a direct link between HVAC resources
of over 100dB at very low frequencies -with

suggests a misinterpretation of a complex
I have been reliably told that the people
who worked on the control rooms at Bop had problem -that of good acoustic design.
great difficulty working with the sub-bass
A well diffused soundfield (where the
system, trying it both in and out of phase
intensity, the net vector flow of energy, is
with the main monitors and then ultimately
zero) can only be sustained in a room
disconnecting it. I can understand why.
which has carefully designed geometry and
The idea of extended response is not new.
dispersion. Of course, this is more difficult
B&W and others have made 20Hz monitors
than building a box full of rock wool but I
for years -half the world's classical producers know which I would rather work in.
use them.
When I designed PUK studios in 1984,
THE PROBLEM WITH many control
we installed 30 -inch drivers working down
rooms is that they have the wrong
to 15Hz, complete with ground reflection
combination of monitors and acoustics -a
traps. This wasn't a new idea and was first
horn-loaded speaker in the average, deadish
shown to me by Don Davies (at Synergetic
room will create a Critical Distance Point (the
Audio Concepts) in an entirely different
distance from the speaker where the inverse
context in 1975. It had been found that
square law reduction in the direct sound
floor reflections cause bass cancellations at
pressure is equal to the reverberation sound
around 100Hz as a result of the path length energy level) somewhere in the next town;
difference of around 1.6m. The phase shift
the concept of reverberation is not relevant.
at 10Hz was 45 °, not enough to cause
In the same room the low frequency Critical
interference
and
actually
helpful
significant
Distance may be as little as 1m. So even
to break down modal wave patterns. The
close -field monitors (there's a can of worms)
can be strongly influenced by their immediate
environment.
This could be argued as a case for reducing
The daim that reverberation is bad
LF reverberation, but to eliminate it
completely means throwing away most of
the energy that the monitor can produce.
because it cannot be repeated
Most 15 -inch bass speakers produce a
sound power-output (Lw) of around 100dB.
consistently and produces mixes which
In a control room, at 3.5m from the speaker,
this will produce a level of 100dB for a
completely live room, and 81 dB in a
`do not travel well' suggests a
completely dead room. A typical 'classical'
room, with an RT of 0.3s will produce 86dB.
misinterpretation of a complex
To throw away 5dB of level requires doubling
the size of the monitor system or halving
problem -that of good acoustic design
the headroom.
Such a wide discrepancy in Direct-toReverberant Ratio is the culprit in the matter
and one which can be addressed by good
results at PUK were fine but the comproSick Building Syndrome. I know well SCD
mises required to achieve such results were design. Dead rooms suck energy, so you
(Sick CD Syndrome) but it is easily avoided
need horns which beam at high frequency,
difficult to justify. Moving air at 9Hz is
by good mastering practice which simply
so you need to make the room ever more
easily done by fans, trucks and aircraft but
cuts unwanted subsonic signals.
dead at low frequencies, to maintain some
not by loudspeakers which are required to
Extending bandwidth down to 9Hz may
move eight times more air than at 40Hz, to kind of balance, but call this 'the Real
be fine-even laudable -for the recording
chain because in the electron domain it does maintain power bandwidth. It is true that it World' -give me a break guys.
One last point; Mr Stark states that we
is
ssible to create very impressive physical
not pose any particular difficulty. When it
effects when moving so much air and I can don't mind vertical reflections because
comes to moving air things are radically
there were no bombs or land mines in our
see plenty of justification for such systems
different. To begin with, the wavelength of
early revolutionary, sorry evolutionary,
in the cinema. We already work with film
sound at 9Hz is 35m, give or take, so the
period. Actually its because most people,
fundamental room mode will be 70m. To the dubbers to produce 20Hz systems.
with the possible exception of those in
The statement that only the Hidleybest of my knowledge even Hidley doesn't
Los Angeles, have their ears mounted
Kinoshita system addresses 20Hz is rubbish;
build control rooms that big, so we can
horizontally enabling lateral discrimination
JBL, Dolby, THX et al have been doing it for
assume that there would be direct pressure
years. It was also stated that 'very little testing at the expense of vertical resolution, which
coupling between room and speaker. In this
relies on pinnael comb filtering. In any
is done down to 20Hz'. Actually we measure
case the room becomes largely irrelevant,
case, what about all those primeval swamp
all systems from DC to 50kHz, including
except to say that it needs to be extremely
every currently available commercial monitor creatures and snakes in the trees?
solid to contain the movement of such
Anyone interested in the early application
system so I have plenty of evidence, based on
energy. Also, building materials behave
of some of these concepts may wish to refer
badly at such frequencies, therefore justifying over 500 room tests.
to Studio Sound, October 1980, and also
The claim that reverberation is bad
the $1m per room budget to build a shell
November 1985 where the PUK Project is
because it cannot be repeated consistently
solid enough to contain the sound of
and produces mixes which 'do not travel well' described in detail, complete with floor traps.
amplified 10Hz rock and roll.
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For Digital?

VS 880
DiGrTAL STUDIO

WORKSTATION
Digital Mixer ncorporating 14 rpLt
channels, digital EQ, 2 stereo busses
and 8 recording busses.

Having

a

digital studio

in

your home has ben'l the
dream of many m sicians
for years. Now Rdand
has fulfiled that
dream with the
VS -880 Digital

Studio Workstation.
MIDI
SCSI

Storage
Digital I/O
Analogue á
Digital Impute

.8 tracks
64
it
8-virtual tracks)
TRACKS

x

of 16

CD

quality 44.1khz f.-ect to disk
recording tef;Fndogy with full
digital mixing capability,
automation, optional built -in
digital FX proceseing, storage
to either interna IDE or
external 5C5I d-ve and
back -up

to

DAT

r

only 1.5

times actual rearding time.
All for just...

Comprehensive cut, copy,
paste, exchange, insert,
erase and scrub preview

for fast ror- destructive

All fader movements, pan

editing.

and mixer parameters can
be controlled and automated

Data Stream...

by MIDI.

£1499 r r; VAT!
i

Phyao al lk acks x 8 Virtual Tracks Total 64 tracks Sample Rates
of 415H: 441kHz and 32kHz R, DAC AD 16 bit Bit Stream D A 16 Bu
8 times oveesampling Typical recording time is 356 minutes ,all 8
tracks m a 540MB HD at 441kHz Non-destructive
B

Nail Mix.,

Large music friendly transport
controls including locator,
marker and tempo map options

For further information oe he

Roland VS 888 DIGITAL

S

"JDIDhIORKSTATtON contact

Roland ,UKI Ltd Atlant c L1ose.Saansea Enterprise Park

Swansea West Glamogno S.

3J

Tel

01921

11:12101

with 14 channels 2 AUX 2 Master 8 Recording Buss
-pont digital ED High . Low or 3 point digital ED conhgoration
with m y 8 :hannels 4 Anal ague and 4 Digital inputs SPDIF 2
Analogue o 'touts
Digital Output 24 hit internal processing iEO.
Fada is
2

1

IDE interlace for 2 5 nch HD as well as SCSI I O for external
recorda tg or storage to MO omega Zip or Syguest drives Back Up
to au lw DX in only 1 5 time actual recording time Full
synclro nis.tion to MIDI Time Code and MIDI Machine Control as
aide' PIastr or Slave

Internal

Elicit

Expansion Board f349 incorporating 100 patches
Impression limiter Reverb Delay Chorus Pitch Shifter
RSS 3D Vo:oder Rotary Ga ed Reverb Multi Tap Delay etc
20 d Hereof algorithms in teal
Option,

I

of Stereo

C

Euphonix

Automated Control
Unsurpassed
Like Lightning
Makes Money
Euphonix CS2000

uality

family
values

rom the old way of working and join the family of the
tE future. Euphonix is new technology, pure sound and
hfic features in a package no other manufacturer can

ANY PRICE!

Sarm

WFt.0

London

'

Mixed Seals -Kiss
from the Rose from
the Batman Forever
soundtrack on one of
their CS2000M

Broadcasting live
Fox's Sunday NFL
pregame show on the

first CS2000B

The

being
used to mix

TV spots for

Electronic

Babyface

Arts

Los Angeles

gig

Vancouver

Tracked and mixed
the "Waiting to
Exhale motion
picture score on his

Mixed The concert for
he Rock 'n Roll Hall of
Fame Grand Opening

Scores of all their
interactive
entertainment

C520000

with their CS2000D

LA

(West US S Intl)
220 Portage Avenue
Palo Alto CA 94306
(415) 855 0400
Fax (415) 855 0410

two operator

C52000F now

The NBA on TNT

Beachwood
/ELM

I#adquarters

Atlanta
first film system.
a

Broadcast

systems

Cleveland

awtor d

C.)

hicayc

11112 Ventura Blvd
Studio City CA 91604
(818) 766 1666
Fax (818) 766 3401

New York
(East US)

Nashville
(Central US)

London
(Europe)

West 45th St Suite 605
New York NY 10036
(212) 302 0696

1102 17th Ave Suite 202
Nashville TN 37212
(615) 327 2933
Fax (615) 327 3306

16 Bergham Mews Blythe

2

Fax

(212) 302 0797

Multimedia

software on a
CS2000D

London W14 OHN
(171) 602 4575
Fax (171) 603 6775

Won'

